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yHE WOMEN'S BUREAU
I is charged with the responsibility of
developing policies and standards and
conducting investigations in the indus-
tries of the country which shall safe-
guard the interests of women workers
and thus make their service effective for
the national good. It represents and

advises the Secretary of Labor in all

matters concerning women in industry

and is charged with maintaining close

contact with other agencies which deal

with special phases of the problem, in-

cluding other divisions of the Depart-

ment of Labor. It works with and

through State departments of labor.
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STANDARDS FOR THE EMPLOYMENT
OF WOMEN IN INDUSTRY.

The words "women in industry" are becom-
ing more and more a familiar phrase as the
number of women in industrial pursuits is
growing larger year by year and becoming a
more important factor in the development, in
the very life itself, of the American people.
When the spinning, the weaving, the making

of clothes and shoes, and all the other indus-
trial pursuits once followed in the home were
taken away and developed into factory indus-
tries, women were called upon still to conduct
many of the operations, and thereby became
part of the army of those gainfully employed.
Naturally they have not been restricted to these
transplanted industries, but have entered other
avenues of employment as occasion offered.
The public is inclined to forget this gradual

development, and to think that women entered
industry in large numbers only during and

since the war. It is because women wage
earners have become so numerous, and are be-
ing relied upon more and more to supply the
working force of the factories, that we have
come to realize the importance of women in

industry.
The number of women gainfully employed

increased in the decade ending in 1910 from
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five million to eight million. Two and one-half
million of these women were in manufactur-
ing, trade, transportation, and public service.
Since that time indications are that in number
and proportion women have become increas-
ingly important in industry. The large num-
ber of women in industrial pursuits therefore
present a special problem of their own.
The greater necessity for control of the

standards of women's employment is due to
the fact that women have been in a weaker
position economically than have men. There-
fore it is necessary to give an opportunity for
the upbuilding of safeguards to conserve alike
the industrial efficiency and the health of
women and to make it impossible for selfish
interests to exploit them as unwilling competi-
tors in lowering those standards of wages,
hours, working conditions, and industrial rela-
tions which are for the best interests of the
workers, the industries, and society as a whole.
During the war, by vote of the War Labor

Policies Board, all contracts of the Federaldepartments contained a clause requiring fullcompliance with State labor laws, and in each
State an official of the State labor departmentwas deputized by the heads of the contractingdepartments of the Federal Government tocooperate with Federal agencies in enforcingthese provisions of the contracts. This affordeda basis and a precedent for continued relations
between State and Federal agencies in the up-building of standards for women's labor.After the war closed the Government contractsbecame fewer and fewer and therefore the re-sponsibility of the States increased. But the

(2)
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recognition of the national and international
importance of the standards of labor condi-
tions is still paramount, since the Nation de-
pends for its prosperity upon the productive
efficiency of its workers. No other founda-
tion for commercial success will be so sure as
the conservation of those practices in industry
which make for the free and effective coopera-
tion of the workers. Protection of the health
of women workers is vital as an economic as
well as a social measure.
Therefore at this time, in recognition of the

national importance of women's work and its
conditions, the Federal Government calls upon
the industries of the country to cooperate with
State and Federal agencies in maintaining the
standards herein set forth as a vital part of the
industrial program of the Nation.

(S)
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STANDARDS RECOMMENDED.

I. HOURS OF LABOR.

1. Daily hours.—No woman should be em-
ployed or permitted to work more than eight
hours in any one day. The time when the
work of women employees shall begin and end
and the time allowed for meals should be
posted in a conspicuous place in each work-
room.
2. Half holiday. on Saturday.—The half

holiday on Saturday should be the custom.
3. One day of rest in seven.—There should

be one day of rest in every seven days.
4. Time for meals.—At least 30 minutes

should be allowed for a meal.
5. Rest periods.—A rest period of 10 min-

utes should be allowed in the middle of each
working period without thereby increasing the
length of the working day.

6. Night work.—No woman should be em-
ployed between the hours of midnight and
6 a. m.

II. WAGES.

The basis of determination of wages.—
Wages should be established on the basis of
occupation and not on the basis of sex or race.
The minimum wage rate should cover the cost
of living for dependents and not merely for
the individual.

(4).
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HI. WORKING CONDITIONS.

1. Comfort and sanitation.—State labor
laws and industrial codes should be consulted
with reference to provisions for comfort and
sanitation.
Workroom floors should be kept clean.

Lighting should be without glare and so ar-
ranged that direct rays do not shine into the
workers' eyes. Ventilation should be adequate
and heat sufficient but not excessive. .
Drinking water should be cool and acces-

sible, with individual drinking cups or sani-
tary bubble fountain provided. Washing fa-
cilities, with hot and cold water, soap, and in-
dividual towels, should be provided in sufficient
number and in accessible locations to make
washing before meals and at the close of the
workday convenient. Dressing rooms should
be provided adjacent to washing facilities,
making possible change of clothing outside the
workrooms. Rest rooms should be provided.
A room separate from the workroom should
lie provided wherein meals may be eaten and
whenever practicable hot and nourishing food
should be served. Toilets should be clean and
accessible and separate for men and women.
Their number should have a standard ratio of
one toilet to every 15 workers employed.

2. Posture at work.—Continuous standing
and continuous sitting are both injurious. A
chair should be provided for every woman and.
its use encouraged. It is possible and desir-
able to adjust the height of the chairs in rela-
tion to the height of machines or work tables,
so that the workers may with equal conveni-

(5)
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ence and efficiency stand or sit at their work.
The seats should have backs. If the chairs are
high, foot rests should be provided.

3. Safety.—Risks from machinery, danger
from fire, and exposure to dust, fumes, or other
occupational hazards should be scrupulously
guarded against. First-aid equipment should
be provided. Adequate fire protection should
be assured. Fire drills and other forms of
education of the workers in the observance of
safety regulations should be instituted.

4. Conditions needing correction.—Work is
more efficiently performed by either men or
women if healthful conditions are established.
It is usually possible to make changes which
will remove such hazards to health as the fol-
lowing:

(a) Constant standing or other posture
causing physical strain.

(b) Repeated lifting of heavy weights, or
other abnormally fatiguing mo-
tions.

(e) Operation of mechanical devices re-
quiring undue strength.

(d) Exposure to excessive heat, humidity,
or cold.

(e) Exposure to dust, fumes, or other oc-
cupational poisons, without ade-
equate safeguards against disease.

5. Prohibited occupations.—Women should
not be prohibited from employment in any
occupation except those which have been
proved to be more injurious to women than to
men, such as certain processes in the lead
industries.

(4)
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IV. HOME WORK.

No work should be given out to be done in
rooms used for living or sleeping purposes or
in rooms directly connected with living or
sleeping rooms in any dwelling or tenement.

V. EMPLOYMENT MANAGEMENT.

1. Hiring, separations, and determination
of conditions.—In establishing satisfactory
relations between a company and its employees
a personnel department is important, charged
with responsibility for selection, assignment,
transfer, or withdrawal of workers and the
establishment of proper working conditions.

2. Women in supervisory positions.—
Where women are employed, a competent
woman should be appointed as employment
executive with responsibility for conditions
affecting women. Women should also be ap-
pointed in supervisory positions in the depart-
ments employing women.

3. Choice of occupation.—The opportunity
for a worker to choose an occupation for which
she is best adapted is important in insuring
success in the work to be done.

VI. COOPERATION OF WORKERS IN ESTAB-
LISHING STANDARDS.

The responsibility should not rest upon the
management alone of determining wisely and
effectively the conditions which should be
established. The genuine cooperation essential
to production can be secured only if provision
is made for the workers as a group, acting

(7)
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through their chosen representatives, to share
in the control of the conditions of their em-
ployment. In proportion to their numbers
women should have full representation in the
organization necessary for collective bargain-
ing.

VII. COOPERATION WITH OFFICIAL
AGENCIES.

The United States Government and State
and local communities have established
agencies to deal with conditions of labor7 in-
cluding standards of working conditions,
wages, hours, employment, and training.
These should be called upon for assistance.

Inquiries regarding the employment of
women may be addressed to the Women's Bu-
reau, U. S. Department of Labor, Washing-
ton, D. C., and these will be dealt with directly
or referred to the Federal or State agency best
equipped to give the assistance needed in each
instance.

ADDITIONAL COPIES

OP THIS PUBLICATION MAY BE PROCURED FROM

THE SUPERINTENDENT OP DOCUMENTS

U.S.GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
WASHINGTON, D. C.

AT

6 CENTS PER COPY

V
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The Women's bureau is charged with the

responsibility of developing policies and standards

and conducting investigations in the inlustries of

the country which shall safeguard the interests of

woLan workers and thus make their service effective

for the national good. It represents and advises

the Secretary of Labor in all matters concerning

women in industry and is charged with maintaining

close contact with other agencies which deal with

special phases of the problem, including other

divisions of the Department of Labor. It works

with and through State departments of labor.
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STANDARDS FOR THE EMPLOYMENT OF WOMEN IN INDUSTRY

The words "women in industry" are becoming wore and more
a familiar phrase as the number of women in industrial pursuits is
growing larger year by year and becoming a more important factor in
the development in the very life itself, of the American people.

The past few years have seen a remarkable development of
industry. When the spinning, the weaving, the making of clothes and
shoes, and all the other industrial pursuits once followed in the home,
were taken away and developed into factory industries, women were called
tr,on still to conduct many of the operations, and thereby became part of
the army of those gainfully employed. Naturally they have not been
restricted to these transplanted industries but have entered other avenues
of employment as occasion offered.

The public is inclined to forget this gradual development, and
to think that women entered industry in large numbers only taring and
since the war. It is because women mpige earners became so numerous and
are being relied upon more and more to supply the working force of the
factories, that Ne have come to realize the immortance of Nomen in industry.

Before the mar the number of ..omen gainfully employed increased
in the decade before 1910 from five to eight million, of whom two million
five hundred thousand were in manufacturing, trade, transportation, and
public service. Since then the indications are that in numbers and propor-
tions women have become increasingly important in industry. The large
number of women in industrial pursuits therefore present a special problem
of their own.

The greater necessity for control of the standards of women's
employment is due to the fact that ',omen have been in a weaker position
economically than men. Therefore it is necessary to give an opportunity
for an upbuilding of safeguards to conserve alike the Industrial efficiency
and the health of Ammon and to make it impossible for selfish interests
to exploit them as unwilling competitors in lowering those standards of
wages, hours, working conditions, and industrial relations, which are for
the best interests of the workers, the industries and society as a whole.

During the war, by vote of the War Labor Policies Board, all
contracts of the Federal departments contained a clause requiring full
com-liance with State labor laws, and in each State an official of the
State labor department was deputized by the heals of the contracting de-
partments of the Federal Government to cooperate with Federal agencies in
enforcing these provisions of the contracts. This afforded a basis and a

precedent for continued relations between State and Federal agencies in the
upbuilling of standards for yamen's labor. After the war closed the
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Government contracts became fewer and fewer anti therefore the .

responsibility of the States increased. But the recognition of

the national ani international importance of the otaniards of labor

coniitions is still paramount, since the Nation depenis for its

nrosperity uron the productive efficiency of its workers. No other

founlation for commercial success will be so sure as the conservation

of those practices in indnstry which rake for the free an effective

cooreration of the workers. Protection of the health of Noman sorkers

is vital as an economic as well as a social measure.

Therefore at this time, in recognition of the national im-

portance of women's work ani its conditions, the Federal Government calls

upon the industries of the country to coo-,,erate with State and Federal

agencies in maintaining the standards herein sat forth as a vital part

of the industrial program of the Nation.
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STANDARDS REC0441ENDED

I. Hours of Labor

1. Daily bourp.- No ;(yr.an should bc employed or per.uitLad
to work more than eight hours in any one day. The time when the
work of women employees shall begin and and ant the time allowed for
meals should be nosted in a conspictlous place in each workroom.

2. Half Holilay on Saturday.- The half holiday on Saturday
should be the custom.

3. One DAy of rest in seyea.- Mere should be one day of
rest in every seven iAye.

4. Time for meals. At least 30 minutes should be allowed
for a meal.

5. Rest periods.- A rest period of 10 minutes should be
allowed in the midlle of each working period without thereby increasing
the lenFth of the working day.

6. Night work.- No wouvan should be employed bet4een tn. hours
of midnight and 6 a.01.

II. Wages 

The basis of determination of waols.- Aages should be es.
tablished on the basis of occuvition ani not an the basis of sox or
race. The minimum wage rate should cover the cost of living for
lepenients and. not merely for the individual.

III. 'Corking_ Conaitlagi 

1. Co-fort and sanitation. State labor laws and industrial
codes should be consulted with reference to provisions for comforts
an4 sanitation.

Workroom floors Should be kept clean. Lighting should
be without glare and so arranged that direct rays do not shine into
the workers' eyes. Ventilation should be adequate and heat sufficient.

Drinking water shollld be cool_and accessible, with individual
drinking cups or sanitary bubble fauntain provided. Washing facilities
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with hot and cold water, soap, and individual towels, should be
rrovided in sufficient number awl in accessible locations to make
washing before meals and at the close of the workday convenient.
Dressing rooms s.,auld be provided adjacent to washing facilities,
making nossibie change of clothing outside the workrooms. Best
roams should be provided. A room separate from the workroom
should be provided wherein meals AgaT be eaten and whenever possible
hot and nourishing food snould be served. Toilets should be clean
and accessible and separate for wen and .4on. Their number should
have a stanflard ratio of one toilet to every 15 workers employed.

2. Posture at wort.- Continuous standing and continuous
sitting are both injurious. A chair should be provided for every
mowan and its use ancourged. It is possible and desirable to adjust
trAi height of the chairs in relation to the height of machines or work
tables, so that the worker may with equal convenience and efficiency
stand or sit at her work. The seats snould have baeks. If the cnairs
are high foot rests should be provided.

Z. Safety.- Risks from wacninery, danger from fire and exposure
to dust, fumes, or other occurational hazards snould be scrupulously
guarded against. First-aid equipment should be provided. Adequate
fire protection should be assured. Fire drills and other forms of
education of Lbw, worsers in the observance of safety regulations should
be instituted.

4. Conditions needing correction.- Work is more efficiently
performeri by either men or women if healthful conditions ,.:Lre established.
It is usually possible to make changes which will remove such hazards to
health as the following:

a. Constant standing or other posture causing Thysicai strain.

b. Repeated lifting of heavy weights, or other abnormally
fatiguing motions.

c. Operation of wechanical dovioes requiring undue strength.

d. Exposure to excessive heat, humidity or cold.

e. Exposure to dust, fuwes, or other occupational poisons,
without adequate safeguards 'Against disease.

5. Elonloited _occupationg.- Women should not be prohibited from
employment in any occupation except those mmich have been -roven to be wore
injurious to *pawn than to Ellen, such as certain processes in the lead
industries.
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IV. Home Work

No work should ba given out to be done in rooms used for living

or sleeping purposes or in ros directly connected with living or sleeping

rooms in any dwelling or tenement.

V. Employment Management 

1. Hirizig,. separtions, and determination of conditions.- In estab-

lishing satisfactory relations between a conrany and its employees a personnel

department is important, charged with responsibility for seleztion, assignlient,

transfer, or withdrawal of workers and the eptablishment of proper •clrking

conditions.

2. Women in suT;ervilory posttione.- Where omen are euT10,yed, a car -

patent woman should he apoointed s employment executive with rasronsibility

for conditions affecting ien. 4omen should also be ap -ointed in super-
visory positions in the departments employing women.

3. Choiqe of occul,ation.- The oprortunity for a worker to choose an

occuration for 4hich she is oast adapted is iltportant in insuring sucess in

tFelor) t to be one.

VI. CoopeWian of orkers in
establishing standar4s 

The responsibility should not rest upon the management alone to

ietermine wisely and effectively the conditions which should be established.

The genuine cooperation essential to production can be secured only if pro-
vision is made for the workers a group, acting through their chosen

representatives, to share in the control of the conditions of their employment.

In proportion to their numbers ..v:en should have full representation in the
organization necessary for collective bargaining.

VII. Cooperation with Ofliciel Age,pcies 

Tha United States Govern ient and State and local communities nave

established agencies to deal 4th conditions of labor, including standards of

working con4it1ons, wages, hours, employment and training. These should be

called upon for assistance.

Inquiries regarding the employment of women may be addressed to the
Women's Bureau, U.S. Department of Labor, Washington, L.C., and these Nill be
lea0swith directly or referred to the Federal or State agency best equipped to
giverassisttnce needed in each instance.
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The *omen's Bureau is charged with the

responsibility of developing policies and standards

And conducting investigations in the industries of

the country which shall safeguard the interests of

women workers and thus make their service effective

for the national good. It represents and advises

the Secretary of Labor in all matters concerning

women in industry and iz charged with maintaining

close contact with other agencies which deal with

special phases of the problem, including other

divisions of the Department of Labor. It works

with and through State departments of labor.
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STANDARDS FOR THE EMPLOYMENT OF WOWIA IN INDUSTRY

The fflords "women in industry" are becoming more and more
a familiar phrase as the number of women in industrial pursuits is

growing larger year by year and becoming a more important factor in

the development in the very life itself, of the American people.

The past few years have seen a remarkable development of

industry. When the spinning, the weaving, the making of clothes and

shoes, and all the other industrial pursuits once followed in the home,
were taken away and developed into factory industries, women were called

u-on still to coniuct many of the operations, and thereby became part of

the army of those gainfully employed. Naturally they have not been

restricted to these transplanted iniustries but have entered other avenues

of employment as occasion offered.

The public is inclined to forget this gradual development, and

to think that women entered industry in large numbers only during and

since the war. It is because women wage earners became so numerous and

are being relied upon more and more to supply the working force of the

factories, that we hlve come to realize the imnortance of women in industry.

Before the war the number of women gainfully employed increased

in the decade before 1910 from five to eight million, of whom two million

five hundred thousand were in manufacturing, trade, transportation, and

public service. Since then the indications are that in numbers and propor-

tions women have become increasingly important in industry. The large

number of Nomen in industrial pursuits therefore present a special problem

of tileir own.

The greater necessity for control of the standards of women's
employment is due to the fact that women have been in a weaker position

economically than men. Therefore it is necessary to give an opporturdty

for an upbuilding of safeguards to conserve alike tile industrial efficiency

ani the hehlth of women and to make it impossible for selfish interests
to exploit them as unwilling competitors in lowering those standards of

wages, hours, working conditions, and industrial relations, which are for

the best interests of the workers, the industries and society as a whole.

During the war, by vote of the War Labor Policies Board, all

contracts of the Federal departments contained a clause requiring full

comrliance with State labor laws, and in each State an official of the

State labor department Wall deputized by the heads of the contracting de-

partments 3f the Federal Government to cooperate with Federal agencies in

enforcing these provisions of the contracts. This afforded a basis and a

precedent for continued relations between State and Federal agencies in the

upbuilding of standards for Nomen's labor. After the war closed the
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Government contracts bec,Ame fewer and fewer and therefore the

responsibility of the States increased. But the recognition of

the national and international iwortance of the standards of labor

conditions is still paramount, since the Nation depends for its

prosperity uron the productive efficiency of its workers. No other

foundation for commercial success mill be so sure as the conservation

of those practices in industry which take for the free and effective

cooperation of the workers. Protection of the health of *amen sorkers

is vital as an economic as sell as a social measure.

Therefore at this time, in recognition of the national la-

portance of somen's sork and its conditions, the Federal Government calls

upon the industries of the country to coonerate mith State and Federal

agencies in maintaining the standards herein set forth as a vital part

of the industrial program of the Nation.
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'11ANDMID$ hECOMYENDED

I. Hours of Labor

DaiAy tours.- No woman should ba employed or peraittad
to work more than eight hours in any one day. The time when the
mork of Aomen employees shill begin and end ant the time allowed for
meals should be posted in a conspicuous place in each workroom.

2. Half H9liday on Saturday.- The half holiday on Saturday
should be the custom.

3. One duy of rest in sem.-Tiert shouid be one day of
rest in every seven days.

4. Tide for mealg. At least 30 minutes should be allowed
for a meal.

5. Hest periods.- A rest period of 10 minutes should be
allowed in the middle of each working period without thereby increasing
-the length of the working day.

6. Night work.- No moL;ian should be employed betAieen the hours
of midnight And 6 a.m.

II. OiLoilos 

Wages should be es-
tablished on tne basis of occuT‘ation and not an the basis of sex or
race. The ..Linimum wage rate should cover the cost of living for
lependents anA not merely for the individual.

III. Workiog Cwattions 

1. 4:,:ifort anit#nitation. State labor laws and industrial
codes should ba consulted with reference to provisions for comforts
and sanitation.

Workroom floors should be kept clean. Lighting should
be without glare and so arranged that direct rays do not shine into
the workers' eyes. Ventilation should be adequate and heat sufficient.

Drinking water should be cooiland accessible, with individual
drinking cups or sanitary bubble fountain rrovided. Washing facilities
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with hot and cold water, soap, and individual towels, should be
provided in sufficient number and in accessible locations to make
washing before meals and at the close of the eorklay convenient.

Dressing rooms seauld oe provided adjacent to washing facilities,

elaing possible chayge of clothing outside the eorkrooms. Rest

rooms stepald be provided. A room saparate froe tha workrooal

should be provided *herein maels eey be eaten and whenever possible
hot and nourishing food snould be served. Toilets should be clean
and accessible and separete for men and Aomen. Their nutgber should

have a standard ratio of one toilet to every 15 eorkers employed.

2. Posture at 'holt.- Continuous standing and continuous
sitting are both injurious. A chair ehould be provided for every
woman and its use encouraged. It is possible and lesirable to adjust
tale height of the chairs in relation to the neight of machines or work

tables, so that the worker may with equal convenience and efficiency
stand or sit at her work. The seats should have backs. If the ceairs
are high foot rests should be provided.

3. Safety.- Risks from 1.achinery, danger from fire and exposure
to lust, fumes, or other occurational hazards should be scrupulously
guarded against. First-aid equipment should be provided. Adequate

fire protection should be aswured. Fire drills and other forms of
education of tte workers in the observance of safety reaulations sroull
be instituted.

4. Conditions needing correction.- Work is more efficiently
performed by either men or *omen if healthful conditions are established.
It is usually possible to make changes which will remove yuch hazards to
health as the following:

e. Constant stooling or other posture causing rhysical strain.

b. Repeated lifting of heavy weights, or other abnormally
fatiguing motions.

c. Operation of mechanical devices requiring undue strength.

d. Exposure to excessive heat, humidity or cold.

e. Exposure to dust, fumes, or other occupational poisons,
eithout adequate safeguards against disease.

5. aolibited oceupLtleni.- Woeen shouid not be prohibited from
employsent in any occupation excert those Ihich have been -roven to be wore
injurious to monen than to ;:en sech ae certain processee in the lead
industries.
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IV. 'dome *ork

No work should be given out to be done in rooms used for living
or sleeping purposes or in roo.s lirect3y connected with living er sleeping
rooms in any dwelling or tenement.

V. kagyment Managua&

1. o a
lishing satisfactory relations between a comrany and its
department is important, chargedeeith responsibility for
transfer, or withtiraeal of Norkers and the establishment
con3itions.
•

• I 11. .- In estab-
employees a personnel
selection, assigna.ent,
of proper working

IAA

2. *men tn wuveryisery positione.- Where mnown are employed, a com-
petent woiran should be anpointed as employment executive with resronsibility
for conditions affecting .men. eomen shoull elso be ap ointed in super-
visory positions in the departments employing Amman.

3. Choice of occupatio.- The oprortunity for a 'porker to choose an
occuration for *hich she is best adaptsei is ieportant in insuring wuc:ess in
the en+ to be lone.

VI. Cpeceration of workers to
jostablishirig stv14rds

The responsibility should not rest uron the management alone to
determine wisely and effectively the conditions Nhich should be established.
The genuine coaperAtion eseential to production can be secured only if rro-
vision is made for the workers as a group, acting through their cnosen
representatives, to share in the control of the conditions of their employment.
In prorortion to their nuLbers wevon should have fall representation in the
organization necessary for collective bargaining.

VII. GooperAken_liith_Offlcia/ Akenciee

The T.Inited States Govern,ent anl State and loc4A1 coAmunities nave
established agencies to deal dth conflitions of lebor, including standards of
working conlitions, wages, hours, employment and training. These should be
called uron for assistance.

Inquiries regarding tne employment of .omen may be addressed to the
Women's Bureau, U.S. Department of Labor, Washington, D.C., and these eill be
deaiteeith directly or referred to the Federal or State agency best equipped to
giverassistance needed in. each instance.
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U. S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
Woman in Industry Service

Washington

STANDARDS GOVERNING THE EMPLOYMENT OF WOMEN IN INDUSTRY.

In peace or in war, women's work is essential to the nation. During the war

the experience of all countries has shown that women were ready and able to take

the places of men withdrawn for military service. So important did their work be-

come that in Great Britain it was actually the War Department which declared that

"efforts must be devoted to amplify and extend the scope of usefulness by which

alone our coantry can hope to emerge victorious from a struggle without parallel

in her long and glorious history."

The experience to which the war has drawn emblie attention was true before the

war and will be equally true when peace is restored. Before the war the number of

women gainfully employed increased in the decade before 1910 from five to eight

million, of whom two million, five hundred thousand, were in manufacturing, trade,

transportation or public service. Since then the indications are that in numbers and

proportions, women have become increasingly important in industry.

The greater necessity for control of the standards of women's employment is due

to the fact that women have been in a wegker position economically than men. Recon-

struction will give an opportunity for a new up-building of safeguards to conserve

alike the industrial efficiency and the health of women, and to make it impossible

for selfish interests to exploit them as unwilling competitors in lowering stan-

dards of wages, hours, working conditions and industrial relations which are for the

best interests of the workers, the industries and the citizenship of the country.

During the war, by vote of the War Labor Policies Board all contracts of the

federal departments have contained a clause requiring full compliance with state

labor laws, and in each state an official of the state labor department has been

deputized by the head of the contracting departments of the federal government to

co-operate with federal agencies in enforcing these provisions of the contract.

This affords a basis anti a precedent for continued relations between state and fed-

eral agencies in the up-building of standards for women's labor. As the number of

contracts grows fewer with the coming of peace, the responsibility of the states

increases. But the recognition of the national and international importance of

standards of labor conditions will still be paramount since in Peace, no less than

in war, the nation will deaend for its prosperity upon the productive efficiency of

its workers. No other foundation for commercial wuccese will be so sure as the con-

servation of those practices in industry which make for the free and effective co-

operation of the workers. Protection of the health of women workers is vital as an

economic as well as a social measure of reconstruction.

Therefore at this time in recognition of the national importance of women's

work and its conditions, the federal government calls upon the industries of the

country to co-operate with state and federal agencies in maintaining the standards

herein set forth as a vital part of the reconstruction proeram of the nation. These

standards have been adopted by the War Labor Policies Board.
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STANDARDS  RECOMMENDED FOP THE  EMPLOYMENT OF WOMEN. *

I. HOURS OF LABOR

1, DAILY HOURS. NO WOMAN SHALL BE EMPLOYED OR PERMITTED TO WORK MOPE THAN

EIGHT HOURS IN ANY ONE DAY OR FORTY-FIGHT HOURS IN ANY ONE WEEK. THE TIME

THEN THE WORK OF WOMEN EMPLOYEES SHALL BEGIN AND END AND THE TIME ALLOWED

FOR MEALS SHALL BE POSTED IN A CONSPICUOUS PLACE IN EACH WORK ROOM AND A

RECORD SHALL BE.KEPT OF THE OVP,RTIME OF EACH WOMAN WORKER.

2. HALF HOLIDAY ON SATURDAY. Observance of the half-hol.iday should be the

custom.

3. ONE DAY  OF PEST IN SEVEN. EVERY WOMEN WORKER SHALL HAVE ONE DAY 07 REST

IN EVEHY SEVEN DAYS.

4, TIME FOR MEALS. AT LEAST THPFE-OUARTERS OF AN HOUR SHALL BE ALLOWED 'POP A

MEAL.

5, PEST  PERIODS. A rest period of ten minutes should be allowed in the middle
of each working period without thereby increasing the length of the working
day.

6. NIGHT WORK. NO WOMAN SHALL BE EMPLOYED BETWEEN THE HOURS OF TEN P. M. AND
SIX A. Mil

1.

II. WAGES. 

WALITY WITH MEN'S WAGES, WOMEN DOING ME SAME WORK AS MEN SHALL RECEIVE
THE SAME WAGES WITH SUCH PROPORTIONATE INCREASES AS THE MEN ARE RECEIVING

IN DIE SAME INDUSTRY. Slight changes made in the process or in the arrange-
ment of work should not be regarded as justifying a lower wage for a woman
than for a man unless statistice of production show that the output for the
job in question is less when women are employed than when men are employed.
If a difference in output is demonstrated the difference in the wage rate
should be based upon the difference in production for the job es a whole
and not determined arbitarily.

2. THE BASIS OF DETERMINATION OF WAGES. WAGES simulr BE ESTABLISHED ON THE
BASIS OF OCCUPATION AND NOT ON THE :BASIS OF SEX. THE MINIMUM WAGE RATE
SHOULD COVER THE COST OE LIVING FOR DEPEED7NTS AND NOT MERELY FOR THE
INDIVIDUAL.

III. WORKING CONDITIONS. 

1, COMFORT AND SANITATION. State labor laws and Industrial codes should be
consulted with reference to provisions for comfort and sanitation. Washing

facilities, with hot and cold water, soap and individual towels, should be

provided in sufficient number and in accessible locations to make washing

before meals and at the close of the work day convenient,

* In the following outline the work "shall" and the larger type indicate

those provisions which are of the most vital iml)ortance.
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Toilets should be separate for in and women, clean and accessible. Their

numbers should have a standards ratio to the number of workers employed. Work-

room floors should be kept clean. Dressing rooms should be provided adjacent

to washing facilities, making possible change of clothing outside the work-

rooms. Rest rooms should be provided. Lighting Should be arranged that direct

rays do not Shine into the workers' eyes. Vontilation Should be adequate and

heat sufficient. Drinking water Should be cool and accesible with individual

drinking cups or bubble fountain provided. Provision should be made for the

workers to secure a hot and nourishing meal eaten outside the workroom, and

if no lunch rooms are accessible near the plant, a lunch room should be main-

tained in the establishment,

2. POSTURE AT WORK. Continuous standing and continuous sitting are both injurous*

seat Should be provided for every woman employed and its use encouraged. It

is possible and desirable to adjust the height of the chairs in relation to

the height of machines or work tables, so that the worker may with equal con-

venience and efficiency stand or sit at her work. The seats should have backs.

If the chair is high, a foot rest should be provided-

3. §gETY.. Risks from machinery, danger from fire and exposure to dust, fumes or

other occupational hazards should be scrupulously guarded against by obser-

vance of standards in State and Federal codes. First aid equipment Should be

provided. Fire drills and other forms of education of the workers in the ob-

servance of safety regulations Should be instituted.

4. CONDITIONS NEEDING CORRECTION. Work can be more efficiently done by either men

or woman if healthful conditions are established. It is usually possible to

change conditions 60 as to remove such hazards to health as the following:

A. Constant standing or other postures causing physical strain.

B. Repeated lifting of heavy weights, or other abnormally fatiguing motions.

C. Operation of mechanical devices requiring undue strength.

D. Exposure to excessive heat, or excessive cold.

E. Exposure to dust, fumes or other occupational poisons without adeqaute

safeguards against disease.

5. PROHI3ITED OCCUPATIONS. WOMEN MUST NOT BE EMPLOYED IN OCCUPATIONS INVOLVING

THE USE OF POISONS WHICH ARE PROVED TO BE MOPE IMJURIOUS TO WOME
N THAN TO MEN,

SUCH AS CERTAIN PROCESSES TN THE LEAD INDUSTRIES. Subsequent rulings on the

dangerous trades will be issued.

6. UNIFORMS. Uniforms with caps and comfortable shoes are desirable for health

and safety in occupations for which machines are used or in Which the processes

are dusty.
IV. HOME  wORK

1. NO WORK SHAT72 BE GIVEN OUT TO BE DONE IN ROOMS USED FOR LIVING OR SLEEPING

PURPOSES OR IN BOOMS DIRECTLY CONNECTED WITH LIVING OR SLEEPING ROOKS IN ANY

DWELLING OR TENEMENT.
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V. EMPLOYMENT MANAGEWENT.

1. HIRING, SEPARATIONS  AND DETER"!TNATION OF CONDITIONS. In establishing satisfac-
tory relations between a company and its employees, a personnel department is
important charged with responsibility for selectinn, assignment, transfer or

withdrawal of workers and the establishment of proper working conditions,

2. WOMEN IN SUPERVISORY POSITIONS. Where women are employed, a competent woman

should be appointed as employment executive with responsibility for conditions

affecting women. Women should also be appointed in supervisory positions in

the departments employing women,

3. CHOICE OF OCCUPATIONS. The opportunity to choose an occupation for which one is

best adapted is important in safeguarding health and in insuring succeso'in the
work to be done,

VI. COOPERATION OF WORKERS IN ENFORCEMENT

OF STANDARDS.

1. THE RESPONSIBILITY SHOULD NOT REST UPON THE MANAGEMENT ALONE TO DETERMINE

WISELY AND EYEECTIVELY THE CONDITIONS WHICH SHOULD BE ESTABLISHt0. THE GENUINE

COOPERATION ESSENTIAL TO PRODUCTION CAN BE SECURED ONLY IF DEFINITE CHANNELS

OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN EMPLOYERS AND GROUPS OF THEIR WORKFRS ARE ESTABLISHED.

THE NEED OF CREATING METHODS OF JOINT NECOTIATION BEV= EMPLOYERS AND GROUPS

OF EMPLOYERS IS ESPECIAL7 GREAT IN THE LIGHT OF THE CRITICAL POINTS OF CONA

TROVERSY WHICH MAY ARISE IN A TIME LIKE THE PRESENT, EXISTING CHANNELS SHOULD

BE PRESERVED AND NEW ONES OPFNFD IF REQUIRED, TO PROVIDE EASIER ACCESS FOR DIS-

CUSSION BETWEEN EMPLOYER AND PIPLOYEES,

VII. COOPERATION WITH OFFICIAL AGENCIES, 

The United States Government and State and local communities have es-

tablished agencies to deal with conditions of labor, including standards of work-

ing conditions, wages, hours, employment and training. These should be called

upon for assistance especially in the difficult problems of adjustment in the

period of reconstruction following the war.

Inquiries regarding the employment of women may be addressed to the

Woman in Industry Service, Department of Labor, Washington, D. C., and these

will be dealt with directly or referred to the official federal or state agency

best equipped to give the assistance needed in each instance,
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14 S. DVABTUNT 07 LABOR
Women in Industry Service

Washington

STAIDANDS GOVIIIIIIING TIM ZIPLOTINISIT or Irwin INDUS'ITY.

In poses or in war, women's work Is eseelttial to the nation. During the war
the experienoe of ell countries has Shown that women were ready and able to take
the places of men withdrew* for military service. So important did their work be-
come Chat in Great Britain it wan actually the War Department whiCh declared that
°efforts must be devoted to amplify and extend the scope of usefulness by whieh
alone our co .ntry cu-tn hope to emerge viotorious from a struggle without parallel
in her long and glorious history."

The experience to which the war has drawn oublic attention was true before the
war and will be equally true when peace is restored. Before the wiz the newher of
women gainfnlly employed increased in the decade before 1910 from five to eight
million, of whom two million, five hundred thousand, were in manufacturing, trade,
transportation or public servioe. Since then the indications are that in nosibers and
proportions, women have been= increasingly important In industry.

The greater necessity for control of the standards of ,omen's employment is dus
to the fact that somen have been in a weeher position economically than men. Recon-
struction will give an opportunity for a new up-building of safeguards to eoneerve
alike the industrial efficiency and the health of women, and to make it impossible
for selfish interests to exploit them as unwilling onmpotiters in lowering stan-
dards of wages, hours, working conditions and induetrial relations which are for the
best interests of the workers, the industries and the citisenship of the country.

During the war, by vote of the War Labor Policies Board all contracts of the
federal departments have contained a clause requiring full onto:inane. with state
labor laws, and in sash state an official of the state labor deoartment has boon
deputised by the head of the oontracting departments of the federal government to
co-operate with federal agsncies in enforcing Uwe. provisions of the contract.
This affords a basis and a precedent for continued relations between state and fed-
eral agencies in the up-biilding of standards for women's 113.bor. As the number of
contracts grows fewer with the coming of peace, the responsibility of the states
increases; But the recognition of the national and international L.0):1ortance of
standards of labor conlitione will still be paraeount -ince in peace, no less tnan
in par, the nation will de 'end for its prosperity upon the productive effic! 'ncy of
its markers. No other founaation for commercial emcees *ill be so mire as the con-
servation of those practices in industry Which maks for the free and effective co-
operation of the workers. Protection of Cho health of women ,orbers is vitel as an

economic as well as a *natal measure of reconstruction.

Therefore thi% time in recognition of the national importance of women's

work and its conditions, the federal governanent calls upon the industries of the

country to co-operate with state and federal agencies in maintaining the standards

herein set forth WS a vital part of the reconstruction pro;!.-rem of the nation. These

stamiards have bees adopted by the War Labor Polioies bard.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

STANDAMS ingeNNITIDED FOP TIL stritmeNT Qr wo,erk. *

I. poup OF TABOR

PAILT HOURS. NO lIrMAN WALL BE EVPLOYED OR PERKITTFD TO wow won TKO
EIGHT HOURS IN ANY ONE DAY OR FORTY-EIGHT HOURS IN ANY ONE 17114 IRV Tritt
WHEN THE WORK OF wO4F2 INPLMES %TALL BEqIN ANDTID AND THE 'fur ALLOWED
TOR MEALS SHALL BF IDITED IN A C1NSMCUnUS PLACE IN EACH WORK ROOM AND A
RECORD PALL BE KEPT OF PRE OVERTNE OF EACH !OMAN !OR.

gar mum ON SAWRIVT.
custom.

Observance of the half-ho ids, should be the

ut or ?FIT IR OVEN. EVERT WOMEN wOPKER MALL HAVE .71Nr DAY r.)F Pre?
IN E1TRY srvrm DAYS.

Jur FOR ALs. AT trot TRIM-QUARTERS OF AN HOUR SHALL BF ALUMED 'MR A
MEAL.

Err FTRI9D8. 4 rest period of ten minutes should be allowed in the middle
of each workinz perlod withnut thereby increasing the length of the working
day.

6. FIGHT 3O. WO TlIAN SHALL Br !imam BETTYEN TRF HrMR1 nr TIM P. M. AND
SIX A. N.

,WAGES. 

le imam WITH mgms WAGES. WOMEN DOM; THE SAME WORK AS MEN SHALL RECEIVE
SANEWAGE$ WITH SUCH PROPORTIONATE INCREASES AS THEM ARE RECITING

IN PRE SAW? INDUSTRY. Slight changes made in the process or in the arrange-
ment of work should not be regarded as justifying a lower wage for a woman
then for a man unless statistic, of production show that the out!Jut for the
job in questinn in less when NoMOR are employed thall when men alft employed.
If a difference in output Is demonstrated the difference In the wag. rate
should be based upon the difference in production for the job as • whole
and not determined orbitaisily.

2. THE BASIS OF DETERMINATION OF wAGES‘. WAGES SHOULD BP ESTABLIIHM ON WM
BASIS OF OCCUPITIYN AND MT ON THE BASIS OF 77.x, THE mrmrmum WAGE miTE
SHOULD corm THE COST 07 TIVTIG IPOR DEPFIWNTS AND NIT MERELY FIR THE
TNT) TVTDUPiL.

ITT. !UJUNG CONDITTINS, 

1. Emitiff_mm.rilN. state imam*, laws and industrial codes should be
consulted with reference to orovisi)ns for comfort and sanitation. Washing

facilities, with hot and cold water, soap and individual towels, should be

provided in outfield*: number and in accessible locations to nabs washing

before meals and it the c3oAs o" the work day convenient.

* In the followIng outline the work "shall* and the larp;er type Indic to

those provisions which are of the most vital im ortftnce.
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Toilets should be seoftrate for men and women, clehn and accessible. Their
nuTbers should have a standards ratio to the number of workers employed. Work-
room floors ihould be kept clean. Dressing roome should be provided adjaaent
to washing facilities, making possible Change of clothing outside the work-
rooms. Rest rooms should be provided. Ligitting should be arranged that direct
Taws do not shine into the workers' eyes. Ventilation should be adequate amd
rleat sufficient. Drinking water should be cool anA accosible with iniividuai
drinking cups or bubble fountain provided. Provision should be mAde for the
workers to secure a hot and nourishtng meal eaten outside the sorkroom, mnd
if no lunch rooms are accessible near the plant, a lunch room should he main-
tained in the establillmmt.

2, POSTURE IT WORK. Continuous standing and continuous sitting are both injurous.
A seat should be provided for every woman emplorod and its Ave encYuragod. It
is rossible and desirable to adjust tho height of the chairs in relation to
the height of machines or work tables, so that the sorker may with equal con-
venience and s'ilciency stand or sit at her Ivork. ?he seats should have backs.
If the Chair is high, a foot rent should be providad.

3. ,SITZTI. Risks from matikimery, danger from fire 64nd ex .osure to dust, fumes or
other occupational hazards Should be sormpulous4 cuarded against by obser-
vance of standards in State and Federal codes. Fire% eld equipment Should be
provided. Fire drills and other forms of education of the workers in the ob-
servance nf defety regulations Should be instituted.

4. commilms NEEDING COPRECTI11. Nbrk can be more efficiently done by either men
or women if tomithful coalitions arn established. It is usually possible to
change conditinne no as to remove such h&zards to h-Islth as the following:

A. Conatant standing or other postures causing ohysical strain.

3. Repeeted lifting of heavy weights, or other abnormally fatiguing motions.

C. Operation of mechanical devices requiring undue strength.
D. Exposure to excessive heat, or excessive cold.
16 Uposurs to dust, fumes or other occupational potions without adoqaute

safeguards against disease.

PIVEISITTD OCCUPATIONS. TWEN MUST NOT Br VPLOYED rw OCCUPATIONS INVOLVTRG
TAP USE OF POISONS WHICH ARE PROVED TO BE MOvE INJURIOUS TO lOWEK TuAN TO NEW
SUCH AS CERTAIN PROCESSES TN TN': TYAD TIDIFTPIn. Subsequent rulings on the
danoernus trades will be issued.

6. ,UNIFORMS., Uniforms with caps and comfortable shoos ere desirable for health
und safety in occupationo for which machines ars used or in ehich the processes

are dusty.
I V . EfiLtin

1. NO WORK SHALL BF GIVFN OUT TO BE Dom IN ROOM USED FOR Linn OR suirrwo
PUBT9FS OR IN WOW DIRECTLY CONNECTPD FM LIVING OR WIPING ROOMS IV ANT

DwFLLING OR TFNEWNT.
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rejtOrfriT vANAGIVENT.

1. HIRING, SEPARATIONS A,ND DETERMINATION OF COWLDITIONS„ In establishing satisfac-
tory relations between a company and its enciAoyees, a personnel department is
important Wlurged with responsibility for selection, assignment, transfer or
withdrawal of workers and the establishment of proper working conditions,

2* 1.1P--ILEES111=-MIELLAa* Wh" vmmen 6." "4°7", competent woman
ehr)uld be uppointed as employment executive with responsibility for somaitiens
affecting wommn. Women should also be appointed in supervisory positions in
the departments amploying WiMene

3. CHOICE OF OCCUPATIM. The op9ortinity to choose an occupation for Hhich OU,0
best adapted is irmortant in safeguarding hea2th and in insuring success in the

work to be done.

VI. R 'QML12.. FVFNT
STANDARDI.

1. ?FT FFSPONTBILITY 3T--)1ILD NOT REST UPON THE MANAGEMENT ALONE TO DETERMINE
WISELY Ann ErrEcTrmr TPE CONDITIONS WHICH SHOULD BE ESTABLISHM. TFt mum
COOPERATION ESSENTIAL TO PRODUCTION CAN BF SECURED ONLY IF DEFINITE C7ANNELS
op COMMUNICATION BETWITN MeLOTERS AND 1ROUPS 7)1i1 THEIR WORKFRS APE isTABristom.
TRE NEFD OF CREATING 112THMS OT JOINT NEGOTIATION BETWEEN INTVTERS AND GROUPS
OF EMPLOYERS IS ESPYCIAL7f GMT rN THE LIGHT OF TRF CRITICAL .qories OF CON+
TROVERST wHICE NAT ARISE IT A TIME LIXE THE PRESENT, EXISTING CYANNELS SHOULD
BE PRESERVITD ANDINTW oNrs oPpNrm rp REQUIRM, Tn PROVIDE rAsrgR Accrss rfIR DIS-
CUSSION BETWEEN EMPLOYER AND Emnoms.

VII. COOPER4TTDN WATR 7FICIALAGrNCIMA._

The United States Govurnment and State and local communities have es-

tablished agencies tc deal with conaiti.Ins of labor, including standards of work-

ing conditions, wages, hours, employment and tru.ning. These qhould be called

upon for assistance especially in the difficult problems of adjustment in the

period of reconstruction followin! the war.

Inquiries regarding thn employment of ,;omen may bff addressed to the

Women in 'millets, Service, Depart,ent of Labor, Washington, D. C., mod these

will be dealt with diroctly or referred to the official federal or state agency

best equipped to give the assistance needed in each instance.
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i eased by

TRY %MAN IN /14111STRY SERVICE

4th the approval of the

SECRETART OF LABOR

and endorsed by

IKE TAR LABOR POLICIES BOARD

November 21, las.
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I. gpuRs OF 1400P

1. WILIMMUI. 110 MAN MALL "
THAN ZION SOURS rff ANT ON DA7
THE TIME WREN TR! IOW 07 WOWS
TIME ALLOWED 7OR WAS MALL IT
IORK ROOM AND A RECORD SHALL DT
*10RXTR.

2, Jay =Alf OK 4118111a.
tit* crustem.

s. on DAY corms? IF gni.
REIT IN TYTTY STVM Am.

•

OPLOTT,D OR FrRMITTIPD TO !MX inn
OR FORTY-MORT '401.1,19 IN ANY ON! Vati•
SPUMES MALT, norm AND END AND TM!
POSTRD /RA COWIPICf1009 PLACT IN TACK
urr 07 TKE OYKRTMIZ 07 ZACU WOW

Observames of the half-116111ay should. be

rinTRY 11.26LAW WORKER STULL KAYE OW DAT OF

4. TIME FOLMRATtl. AT LRAM THRFR-QUARTIM9 07 AN MOOR MAL/. lr! mown

70R A MEAL.

5. nag plielom, A rest period of ton minutes should be allowed in the

middle of oboh working period without thereby increasing the length

of the eorkinK dey.

6. NIGMT NIIK. NO WNW SMALL BR TWPIPYrD BrivTim TME MOORS 07 TfR

M. vm SIX A. I.

• In the following outline the word **hull*mnri the larger *ype
indioAte tho rovieions whioh are of the met vital importance.
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ITANrer, Gomm° NT OF NONNI IN IN1XUST27.

In „Aso' or in mars usevele work Is essential to the nation. Diriig
the war the exporters* of all *gantries ha* shown that wain Isere ready and
able to take the places of weu withdrawn for military service. Is important
did their work boogie that in Great Britain it was actually the far Depart-
own* ettioh declared that 'efforts must be devoted to amplify and extend the
mope of usefulness by which 441one our country oan hope to emerge victorioss
from a struggle without parallel in her long 11. glorious history."

The experience to obich the war has draan public attention we true
Were the me end will be equally true *bee poses is restored. Before the
war the neviber of woolen gainfully employed increased in the decode before 1910
tree five to eight uillion, of whom two million, five hundred thousand, were
in nanothoturing, trade, transportation or public( *movie*. BIMINI then the in,
diostions Are that in rmvbers ani proportions, women hAve bOOOMO inoressinglY
impertant In leduetry.

Ike greater necessity for control of the standards of women's employ-
ment is due to the fact that women hews been in a weaker ',coition economically
than nem Reoonstruction will give an opportunity for a wasp-building of
earegeards to conserve alike the industrial efficiency an4 the health of women,
and to make it impossible for selfish interests to exnloit then am uswilling
ommPtitore in lowering etan4arle of owes, hours, lofting conditions and in-
dustrial relations Ai& ere for the beet interests of the workers, the Ir.
tustriee AnA the citisenship of the country.

Daring the ear, by vote of the War Labor Policies Board all contrasts
of the federal isp,ortlents have contAined a Glans* requiring full wiplience
with state labor 16ws, and in oath state an *Motel of the state letbor iepart-
nowt has been **Used by the hea4 of the contracting dervarteents of the federal
grearamemt to cm-operate with federal agencies in enforcing these irovisions of
the contrast. This afford* a basis ars/ A preceient for oontince4 relations be-
tween state and federal ugonoies in the up-building of standards for wenen's
labor. As the number of contracts grow* fewer with the coming of peace, the
reenonsibility of the states increases. But the recognition of the national and
interneWnel keportanoe of standards of labor conditions will still be pore..
swine gime in pesos, no less than in oar, the nation will depend for its prow.verity Almon the prodastive effiolenoy of its workers. No other founiation for
ommercial mime will be so sure as the easeervation of those prctioes in
industry which makes for the free sad effective oo-operation of the workers. Pro-
tective of the Math of MEM workers is vits1 as an scenario us well as a
ecoidia nes4nre of menstruation.

Therefore at this time in recognition of the national inrortance of
magnes work and its conditions, the federal government calls trlore the indestrkes
of the country to co-operate with state and federal agencies innaintaining the
standards herein set forth as a vita 1:art of the reconstruction progress of the
nation. The.. stanelartis love been adoptel by the Vhtr Labor Policies Beard.
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II. RAMA.

1. ADA,LITT WITH WI'S WAGE*. MIEN DOING THE SAME WORK AS NEN SHALL
RECEIVE THE SAME WAGES WITH SUCH PROPORTIONATE INCREASES AS THE igni
ARE mann IN THE Bar INDUSTRY. Blight changes gado in the pro-
mise or in the arrangement of work should not be regarded as justifying
& lower lege for a woman than for simanseless statistics of production
elmor that the output for the job in question le loss when wows, are
malgrod thrashes mon are employed.. If a &Merino' in output is demon-
stratod the difference in the wage rat' should be bassi upon tho dift
*rem' in production for the job as & *Milo and not detorminod amtitarily..

a. WE um or unzimmcoN OF WAGES. WAGES SHOULD BE 1MTABLISHED ON We
BASIS OF OCCUPATION AND NOT ON THE BASIS OF SEX. THE Ermint WAGE RATE
SHOULD coirrR TER COST OF Irmo FOR DEPTNDENTS AND MOT MILT 70R THE
INDIVIDUAL.

III. =Sp aomaTIn-rm.

1. IQOMTQT AND IliNITATION. State labor lees and industrial oods, Should be
eon ted With roforenoo to provisions for °Wort and sanitation4 lesk-
tug facilities, with hot and cold water, soap and individual towels,
should be provided In sufficient nubbin* and in raeossiblo locations to
make washing before noels and at the close of the telt der eenTenien**
Toilets should be separate for non and women, Glean and accessible.
Their noMbors should have a standard ratio to the number of workers em..
played. Workroom floors should be kept oleo. Dressing rooms should
be provided adjacent to washing frallitios, making possible °brags of
clothing outside the ~brooms. Rest rooms should be provided. Light-
ing should be arranged that direct revs do not shine into the workers/
eyes. Ventilation should be adequeto and beet sufficient. Drinking water
should be cool and accessible with individual drinking cups or bubble
fotntain provided. Provision should be wads for the workers to secure a
hot and nourishing noe4 eaten outside the workroom, and if no lunch rooms
are accessible noer the plant, a lunch roost should be maintained in the
•stebl shment

2. POSTURE AT WORK. Continuous standing and continuous sitting ar, both
injurious. A seat should be provided for every VONan employed and its
use onoomragod. It is possible and lesiteble to adjust the height of
the chairs in relation to the height of =whims or work tables, so that
the worker nay with equal convenienco and efficiency stand or sit at her
work. The seats should have backs. If the chair is high, a foot rest
should be provided.

3. ,sjillyr, Risks from machinery, dowser fres fire and exposure to dust,
fumes or other occupational hazards should be scrupulously guarded
against by obsorvasee of standards in State and Feieral codes. First
aid equipment should be provided. Fire drills and other forms of saws-

tion of the workers in the obsorvanco of safety regulations should be
instituted.
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4. migorip OF OCCUPATIONS MP WOMEN. In determining what occupations are
suitable and safe for women, attention shoull be ()entered especially on
the following conditions which would render the employment of women
undesirable if changes are not made:-

A. Ccinetant standing or other postures :Ausing physioal strain.

B. Repeated lifting of weights of 25 pounds or over, or other
abnormally fatiguing motions.

C. Operation of mechanical devices requiring undue strenght.

D. Exposure to excessive heat, - that is, over RO degrees, or
excessive cold,- that is =der 80 &gross.

I. EXposure to dust, fumes, or other occupational poisons without
adequate safeguards against disease.

5. PROHIBITED OCCIPATI9NS. WOMfiN MUST NOT BE SKPLOTRD rti OCCUPATIONS IN-
VOLVING THT 119E, OF POISONS WHICH ARE PROM TO BR MORT /NJURIOUS TO
wOMEN THAN TO urN, SUCH AS CIRTAIN PROCESSES IN THE LEAD INDUSTRIES.
Subsequent rulings on the dangerous trades will be Issued.

8. MUMS. Uniforms with caps and comfortable shoes are desirable for
hoalth ami safety in occupations for which mchines are used or in
which the prooesses are lusty.

IV. JTOMIT! wORK

L. NO WORK SHALL BE GIVEN OUT TO Br DONE IN ROOMS USED FOR LIVING OR
SLEEPING PURPOSES OR IN ROOMS DIRECTLY CONNECTED WITH LIVING OR
STAMPING ROOMS IN ANT DWKLLING OR TENEMENT.

V• EMTIODARTIT _YANA GMENT.

Le HIRING, SEPARATIONS AND DETERMINATION OF CONDITIONS. In establishing
satisfactory relations between a oompany and its ernloyels, a personnel
department is important charged with responsibility for selection,
assignment, transfer or withdrawal of workers and th, establishment of
proper workint: conditions.

2. SUPERVISION OF wpMEN ITRKTRa. Where women are employed,a competent
woman should be appointed as employment executive with respomsibility

for fior conditions &Mooting women. Women shouli also be appointed in
wupervisory positions in the departments employing womem.

3. OLECTION OF WORKERS The selection of workers best adapted to the re-
quirements through physical equipment ani through experience and other
qualifications is as important as the determination of the coniitir,ns
of the work to be done.
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VI. =PERMIT OF TORKERS IN ENFORMENT 
OF STANDARDS 

I. THE RESPOWBILITT SHOULD NOT REST UPON THE MANAGEYENT ATONE TO

DETERMINE WISELY AND EFFECTIVELY THE cownirions mum ITTOTTLD BE

ESTABLISHED. THE GENUINE COOIJINATION ESSENTIAL TO 73RO11UCTIati

CAN BE SECURED ONLY IF DEFINITE CHANNELS OF COMMUNICATION

BETIPItN rifFLOYFRS AND GROUPS OF THEIR WORKERS AR'' ESTAILISHED.

THE mr,41) OF CREATING METHODS OF JOINT NEGOTIATION BETWEIPN

EMPLOYERS AND GROUPS OF Em7LoTrrs Is vsPrcituT GREAT IN THE LIGHT

OF THE CRITICAL POINTS OF CONTROVERSY /RICH MAY ARISE IN A T/M7

LIKE THE PRES1PNT. EXISTING CHANNELS SHOULD BE PRESERVED AND NEW

ONES OPENED IF REQUIRED, TO PROVIDE EASIER ACCESS FOR DISCUSSION
131MILITN EMPLOYER AND FJAPLOTEPS.

VII. 1290PFRATION WITH OFFICIAL AGENCIES.

The United States Government and State an local communities

have established agencies to deal with conditions of labor. including

standards of working conditions, wages, hours, employment ant training.

These sh-uld be called upon for assistance especially in the difficult

problems of adjustment in the period of reconstruction following the

war •

Inquiries regarding the employment of 'wmen may be adAressed

to the Womma in Iniustry Service, Department of Labor, lashingtoh, D. C.

and these will lealt with directly or referred to the official

federal or state agency bast equipped to give the assistance needed

in each instance.
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PLAN FOR PRINTING

I would suggest that the size and shape be the same

as the enclosed pamPhlet on the War Labor Administration. The

cover would carry the title, "Standards Governing the Employment

of Women in Industry, issued by The Woman in Industry Service,

with the approval of the Secretary of Labor, and endorsed by the

War Labor Policies Board, November 21, 1918." If possible we

will omit the "Issued byr etc. at the bottom. The inside cover

Page wrild carry about two hundred and fifty words of explanation

of the purpose of the Woman in Industry Service, especially in

counselling on industrial problems. Wigs Winslow is working on

such a statement.) If you shoold want us to go ahead with it we

could send it to the printer and have it revised in proof. The

standards would then begin on the third page in a type probably

a size larger than the one used in the enclosed pamphlet.

I would suggest that the foot note in regard to the

use of the word"shall"and the larger type be made a sub-head

under "Standards Recommended for t-e Employment of Women.".

I have estimated about 10,000 copies for a first edition.

My plan would be to get them done trough the Information

and Education Service since we could probably work much more

rapidly than through the government printing office. I am sorry

that Miss Lewis is not here to consult, which is an added reason

for waiting until next week, but I am sending on the plan so that

we will not need to lose three or four days, if it does seam all

right to you.

c-Q

Mary Swan Rout zahn,

Woman in Industry Service.

NOTE: Unless I hear from you to the contrary I will take up

with the Employment Service the question of having the standards

published in their next Bulletin.
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;.TEREOFT_ICLIL LEOT,U11ES 01; THE ST 1.11DS

Jtatement: 

In peace or in war, vomen's work is essential to the nation. During
the war ti s e4perieuce of all coulltries has a.Lty3n that lloen were
ready and aible to take the places of men witildrawn for military

sorvicadSo'ta)ortant 3iS their work becale that in 17'eat 3ritian it
7)as actually the ar Department wA.ch declared that " efforts must be

devoted to aDplify and axtend the sco-A3 of usefulness by wicb. alone

our country can hope to emerge victorious fron a strugcle without
parallel LA her long ...21d glorioun hist.„Lvv".

e 

I a),omen in munitions _plant
1 lb) ,omen in domestic occupations

t a  t 9_11 e n t 41. 

Before the war tTlb numbcr of %)oon aainfully employed increased in
the dccade efore 1910 from five to eight million, of -dhom two
million, fiv. ITIndruel thousard, were in manufacturing, trall,

transportation or public service. Since then the indications are
that in ma.zbers and iiro:dortions, women :).CA.70 'become imeroasingly
imEortant in industry.

1 j. d AL :

2 (a) ,omen in manufacturing
2 (b).en in clerical woes
2 (o) ,oraen in railroad

2 (d) on police officer.

_LLA t di m e n t:
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The greater rooiJasity for oontrol of the sl;andaris of
women's employment is due to the fact that women nave been in the, weaker
'coition econ=ically than mea. The r/cognition of the nitional ini inter-
national importance of standarls of labor oonditions is paramount since in
peace no less than in dal. thn Nhticn will 1.epen! for it Tlro.perity upon
the productive efficiency of its workers. No other foundation for oommer-
citzl wuulcx.sa vill be s) 14-.,r,1 AA to oonserv,(4tion of thono pr!Actices An
industry which make for the tree and effective cooperation of the workers.
l'rotection of tde helth of 4,)ILen workers 1$ vital as an e,Jonamic as well
as a social measuro of reoonstrliction.

Therefore, we recommend tne following standards and policies
issued int atvoa4te4 "oy the lonen'A ahros2; or tivo Unitei States De-ament
of Labor. Before adoption, copies of these standards were sent to employers
of labor, Cria.arirs of Comaerce, organised worl71ng vo:Ani, and vtate labor
departments, for their comments and andorse_ient. Mar v of the auggestions
mafie theao Aifferant interests Nero Locorporatell into the utanAaris so
thtit sney zest the vis, of these interests as the be standards for the
emplovtr,ent of women in iniustry from the staniraint of hefilth ant effizienoy.

I. TIMMS OF LABOR

Eight hours a iv, a half holiday, on Saturel%7, one Iv of rest
In seven, and the prohibition of night work betseen the hours of ten p.m. and
six a.m. were recommended bec4use %women as a group aro 4orking longer hours
than men; that aided to the longer hours in the factory ure the many hours
often arlent in doing naugework, firAking ami mending clothes or oaring for child-
ren, z.nd because of ttlese long boars they avi less o.ble to resist disease when
exhausted. In addition to long hours impairing the health of tne Narers it has
been iemonstratorl meny times that long hours do not produce the greatost output.

II. THE BASIS OF THE DETERMINAZI/N DT WAGES

gmployors ln moattra inaustrial essablishments are realising that
if they want a valuable groun of employees they must see to it th4t their em-
ployees t%re provided with a wage large onough to keep them in good health and
spirts iall free from eaxiety for the future. On the other hand the oorkers ara
realising more strongiy that they are ontitlei to a wAge whioh provides them
with eonething wore thhn mere existence for theinselves and their families. In
roco=snaing that dagos *hail be based on occulition and not on he basis of
sex, we have in min that the equal wage for mon ani women is one of the most
oruoiftl problems tor readjustment. As wcroen entor into occwutions in larger
numbers froin yehr to plor they become competitors of men in stan.4.%.r!s of *ages.

Illik
Tho theory tnat they - ro ra,4on lad therefore they should not rocoive the same
Nage & as son, is fra ifitlim ,l.ige6 ifRgRitiVi.°AE N,IftleigRIenqameiritctt%130 a danfor to the ak
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of Congr'ss in 1907-8 brought out tha fAct that women working in mills, the
clothing industries, and the making of glass, contributed largely to the family
income - that the contribution by the danghters was larger in tha m..ljority of
cases tnan the proportion contributed the sons, while tne proportion contri-
buted by the fathers averaged no higner than 56 per cant of the family budget.
Tnen according uo this fact thousands of homes are dependent uoon tno earnings
of .vooen and tht4 decision as Le wigs to be paid to women will determine the
standards of living for thousands of famiiies. Therefore, the recowmendation
that the minimum nage rate should cover the cost of living for ilereilienta and
not merely for the individual is vary important.

III. WORKING CONDITIONS

Comfort and sanitation, proper posture at work, safety, and correctiaa
of certain conditions, such as constant standing, repeobted lifting of heavy
weights, operation of mechanical devices requiring undue strength, exposure to
excessive heat adia excaasive cold, are evally iadortant to tho helth and com-
fort of the workers and their efficiency. Women should not be employed in occu-
ration* involving the usa of poison which 0.re provoi to ee more injurious to
women 4han to men, such as certain processes in the lead industries. Home work
should be forbidden because stork ione in the howes is liable to tacomo a menace
to the health of the consuwers frow disease that way be carried from the homes,
also Ilse/La-ea of he aelyloyzaant of child lAbor, the iarossibility of regulation
of hours of labor, because of low wages usually paid for home work, and because
of the general inefficiency in carrying out this work.

IT. EMFLOYMENP MtNAGEMENZ

The aatabllehiaent of a personnel de7rartment to be charged .sitn the
responsioility for selection, assignment, transfer and withdrawal of workers
ana the eatablishment of the proper working conditions, should be a very import-
ant department. It is conceded by employers of labor that there is not only a
decided cost in constantly training reoule in ireinstry but there is also a de-
cided reduction in the output due to continuous introduction of now and un-
trained workers. This is a very expensive process and should be elimineted. The
only wily to eitminate it is to find out nhat is really wrong. A personnel de-
rarta.ant should be established for this rurpose.

V. COOPERATION OF WORKERS_ IN TSTABLIM;NG STANDARDS

The responsibility should not rest uT:on the management alone to
determine wisely 6.nd effectively tne conditions Anich atauld be ostabiished. The
genuine c000aration essential to production can be secured only if provision is
mae for the workers as a group, acting through tneir chosen representatives, to
share in the control of the conditions of their employment. In oro-portion to
tnelr nualiers wocien should h4ve full representation in tne organisation necessary
for collective bargaining.
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October 17, 1918

Committee on Industrial Relations 

Miss Lary Van Kleeck, Director,
Woman in Industry Service,
U. S. Department of Labor,
Washington, D. U.

Dear =dans

I regret that I was absent in Chicago on the

arrival of your tentative draft and have been unable to look at

it until today.

Although it may be too late for use I will give you

my own private opinions on these subjects, not in any way as

representing the attitude of the Chamber, which as you know, can be

ascertained by referendum.

Ey opinions are based largely upon my experience with

Hart, Schaffner & Earx.

I DULY HOURS.

1. believe the 48 hour week should be standard for WOMEM'S

work not involving special strain.

2. Over-time should be discouraged. Believe that extra payment

for overtime encourages its use. Instead of overtime payment would

suggest later vacations with pay when work is slack.

3. Agree.

4, 5, 6, 7, 8, These rules are all observed by Hart, Schaffner
& Marx.

11. WAGES.

1. Standards of wages should be determined by rules forceable
upon the whole industry and not by bargaining.

2. No distinction in wages between men and women should be made.

111. WORKING CONDITIONS.

Agree with all the suggestions in this section.
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IV. E:LOY:i11 CI Y,IFORS. )
) These rules all observed by Hart,

V. ) Schaffner & Marx.

VI. Inasmuch as most of the sections in tailoring are interchangeable

as between men and women because of shortage of labor these matters

have not required attention.

VII. ) Hart, Schaffner & 1,:arx were among the first to introduce

) employment management and representation of emdloyes.

VIII.)

Very truly yours,

Signeda

E. D. Howard,

EDE H Executive Secretary.
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October 17, 1918

Committee  on Industrial Relations 

Miss Mary Van Kleeak, Director,
Woman in Industry 3ervice,
U. S. Department of Labor,
Washington, D. C.

Dear Madams

regret that I was absent in Chicago on the

arrival of your tentative draft and have been unable to look at

it until today.

Although it may be too late for use I will give you

riv own private opinions on these subjects, not in any way as

representing the attitude of the Chamber, which as you know, can be

ascertained by referendum.

My opinions are based largely upon my experience with

Hart, Schaffner & Marx.

I DAILY HOURS.

1. 1)e1ieve the 48 hour week should be standard for voments

work not involving special strain.

2. Over-time should be discouraged. Believe that extra payment

for overtime encourages its use. Instead of overtime payment would

suggest later vacations with pay when work is slack.

3. Agree.

4, 5, 6, 7, 8, These rules are all observed by Hart, Jdhaffner

& Marx.

11. AGES.

1. Standards of wages should be determined by rules forceable

upon the whole industry and not by bargaining.

2. No distinction in wages between men and women should be made.

111. WORKING COMMOTIONS.

Agree with all the suggestions in this section.
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IT.EXPLOYIENT 01 MINORS. )

) These rules all observed by Hart,
V. ) Schaffner & IdAmt.

VI. Inasmuoh as most of the sections in tailoring are interchangeable
as between men and women because of shortage of labor these matters
have not required attention.

VII. ) Hart, Sdhaffner & Marx were among the first to introduce
) employment management and representation of employes.

VIII.)

Very truly yours,

Signed:

E. D. Howard,
E H Executive secretary.
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Minaeapolis Steal and Machinery Co.

Minneapolis, Minn. October 18, 1918.

Mary Van Kleeck, Director
Woman in Industry Service
Delartment of Labor
Washington, D. C.

Dear Madam:

I am in receipt of your letter of October 10th containing

a tentative draft of statement of standards governing employ-

ment of woman in industry, and requesting my suggestions rela-

tive thereto.

In the main, I think they are excellent. I have submitted

them to our Industrial Service Department and Mrs. Wing reports

to me that we are complying with all but three of your proposed

standards.

We are engaged in soxe work of especial importmce to the

Go7emmnt, to-wit: The manufacture of 155 mim Gun Carriages

for which the Government is entirely dependent upon us for their

supply, and therefore we have not been observing the Saturday

half holiday for women. Our women have been working 9 hours

five days in the weak and 7i hours on Saturday. I thoroughly
believe, in the Saturday half holiday for women workers and

we hope within a very short time to get far enough ahead in

the work they are doing so that we can give them Saturday

afternoons off. We gave them the Saturday half holiday dur-

ing the summer months.

I find that the chairs provided for our women workers

are not adjustable. I appreciate fully the advantages and

benefits which wuuld accrue from having these ciltirs adjustable

and will see What can be done about it.

In regard to the 10-minute rest period. We have no

stated rest periods, but for various causes it generally

hat ens that machines are shut down for different periods

during the day, so that the woman do get a rest period.

Mrs. Wing, however, suggests that if we establish the 10-

Anute rest period it should be given to exercises for the

development of back and abdominal muscles.
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Mrs. Wing makes the further suggestion that women be
compelled to wear shoes with a common sense heel in addition
to the prescribed uniform.

Our mininum wage rate for wonen learners is 200 ter
hour. We find they are quick to learn, adaptable and soon
have their wage rates increased and some of them are now
earning 440 per hour.

There is one thing I hardly think I would include as
a positive instruction and that is the matter of employment
of women should be taken up with the male employees. I think
this should be left to the judgment of the individual employer.

While the writer appreciates that it probably is
necessary in these times to dilute labor with the introduction
of women employees, he does not believe that women workers
should be employed except where necessary. I have consider-
able misgivings about the final outcome in taking women out of
the home and putting them into the work shop. rhere it is
necessary, I think the women should be surrounded by every
safeguard and protection. The writer personally knows of
places Where women are employed under conditions which ought
not to be permitted.

Very respectfully,

MITTRAPOLIS STFTI & MACRDPNY CO.
Mr. George Gillette, Vice President
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(con)

Minneapolis Steel and Machinery Co.

Minneapolis, Minn. October 18, 1918.

Wry Tan nem*, Director
Woman in :industry Service
De-)artment of Labor
Washington, D. C.

Dear Madam:

I am in receipt of y ur letter of October 10th containing
a tentative draft of statement of standards governing employ-
ment of aomen in industry, ani requesting my suggestions rela-
tive thereto.

In the main, I think they are excellent. I have submitted
them to our InditstriO. Service Denartment and Mrs. Wing reports
to me that we are complying -ith all but these f your -proposed
standards.

We are engaged in some %work of especial import.nce to the
Government, to-wit: The manufacture of 155 s/a Gun CFrriages
for mid& the Government is entirely dependent upon us for their
supply, and uiJsrefore we have not been observing the Saturday
half holiday for wa en. Our momen have been working 9 hours
five days in the week and 71. hcmrs on Saturday. I thoro'ghly
believe, in the Saturday half holiday for wa:len workers and
we hope within a very short time to get far enngh ahead in
the work they are doing so that we can give them Saturday
afternoons off. We gave them the Saturday t,alf holiday dur-
ing the slimmer months.

find that the dillirs provided for our women workers
are not adjustable. I appreciate fully the advantages and
benefits whidb mould accrue from having these c,aire adjustable
and ll see at can be done about it.

In regard to the 10-4nute rest T:eriod. We have no
stated rest periods, but for various ceases it generally
ha; ens that machines are shut down for different periods
during the day, so that the 'Nolen do get a rest -eriod.
Mrs. Wing, however, Bluests that if we estPblish the 10-
minute rest period it should be given to exercises for the
development of barn and hbdomlnal muscles.
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Mrs. Wing makes the further suggestion that women be
comleiled to wear shoes with a common sense heel in addition
to the prescribed uniform.

Our minimum wage rate for wofilen learners is 200 per
hour. We find they are quick to learn, adaptable and SOGA
have their wage rates increased and some of am are nvw
earning 440 per hour.

There is one thing I hardly think I would include as
a -ositive instrliction and that is the matter of employment
of Nolen should be tal,.en up with the male employees. I think
this should be left to the judgment of the individual employer.

While the writer arpreciates tilat it probably is
necessary in these time* to dilute labor with the introduction
of oomen employees, he does not be i9V0 thnt women workers
should be employed except where necessary. I have consider-
able misgivings about the final outcome in taking woman out of
the home and putting them into the work shop. Where it is
necessary, I think the women should be surrounded by every
safeguard and protection. The writer personally knows of
places where women are employed Ander conditions wIlich ought
not to be pertittod.

Very resriectfully,

MI 'NmAPnLTS STrin & MA4:M.11'1ff CO.
Mr. George Gillette, Vice President
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(COPY)

Minneapolis Steel and Machinnry Co.

Mir -Ar—lis, Minn. October 18, 1913.

Mary V4,11 1E1 sock, Director
h-Jak•In in Industry Service

art,zent of Libor
Wifishington, D. C.

I mm in receipt of vur letter of October 10th contaiWng
a tentative draft of statement of standards governing employ-
ment of Ames in industry, ant requesting me' suggestions rela-
tive thereto.

In the main, I think they are excellent. I have submitted
trem to our Ind,istritl Service De artment and Mrs. Wing reports
to ma that we are complying ith a.1 but theec of your proposed
standards.

We are engaged in some 'vork of ewpecial import- nae to the
Government, to-wit: The manufacture of 155 ntm Gun Curriage.
for *doh the Government Is entirely de evident upon us for their
suply, And ,,herefore we have not been observing the ik,turday
half holiday for wofen. Our women have been working 9 hore
five days in the week and 71 hours on Saturday. I thoro day
believe, in the Sttnrdtty half holiday for women worYers and
we hope within a very short time to get far enough ahead in
the work they are doing so that 'oe can give Woe Saturday
afternoons off. We gave Chem the S.,,turdey iftlf holiday dur-
ing the summer months.

I find that the &Airs provided for our women workers
are not adjustable. I arrreciate fully the advantages and
benefits which would accrue from having these c.airs adjustable
and will see what apn be done about It.

In reghrd to the 10.. .minute reat reriod. We have no
stated rest periods, but for various causes it generally
hap' ens that :44chinee are shut down for different periods
during the day, so that the Irolon do get n rest period.
Mrs. Wing, however, wigests that if we estPbiish the 10-
minute rest oeriod it should be glven to exercises for the
development of took snd bbdomdnal muscles.
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Mrs. Wing makes the further suwgestion that women be
corai41.1.1ed to -Arqtr shoes with common sense heel in addition
to the prescribed uniform.

Our minima wage rate for wowen learners is 200 per
hour. lb find they are quick to leArn, ads-I:table and soon
have their wage rates increai4ed and some of them are mow
earning 440 per hour.

There is one thing I hardly think I would include as
& positive Instruction pnd that is the matter of employment
of women should be taken up with the male employees. I think
this should be left to the judgment of the indivilual employer.

While Wu: writer sirpreciatee thfit it probaay is
necessary in these time* to dilute labor with the Introduction
uf iioman employeas, he does not beLleve that women workers
shou:,d be employed except where necessary. I have consider-
able misgivings abaut.the fint4 outcome in taking woman out of
the ham* and putting ti-,/m into the work shop. Mier° it is
necessary, I think the omen should be surrounded by every
safeguard and rrotection. The writer personally knows of
plum)* where woJen hre emrlo-ied alder conditions 41=Ich ought
not to be pertAtted.

Very res!ootfully.

MI NTAPCLIS WPM II MACMITT CO.
MV. Glorge Gillette, Vies President
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Boston
October 19, 1918.

Miss Mary Van Eleeck,
U. S. Department of Labor
Washington, D. C.

My dear Miss Van Kleeck:

Mr. Filene is away from the office for a few days but asked me

to forward the following suggestions to you on the tentative draft

of the standards governing employment of women in industry on which

you asked him to comment a few days ago. His suggestions are as

follows:

Page 3, Paragraph 4. Time for Meals: Er. Filene is of the

opinion that the Labor Department should set a standard of no less

than one hour for meals because of the fact that it very often hap-

pens that the employee sonsumes at least twenty minutes going and

coming from his home, or other eating place, and where only three

quarters of an hour is allowed, it is not a sufficient smount of

time.

Page 4, Paragraph 1. Comfort and sanitation: Provision should

be made by the industries that are large enough for the establishment

of a health clinic. The Health Department should work out a standard

for such clinics in order that the problem may be properly under-

stood by both employers and employees, and a maximum amount of ef-

ficiency obtained in each clinic. The necessity for the establishment

of such a clinic was very forcibly brought to Mr. Filene's attention

during this present epidemic. In our institution with a working force

of 2700 employees, we had over 350 visit the clinic each day for con-

sultation nad treatment.

Where a plant is not of sufficient size to maintain its own clinic,

a group of smaller plants within a community could establish a co-

operative clinic, maintained according to the same standards set for

the larger plants and thus maintain a proper standard at a much less

expense.

Page 6, iirticle 3, Working Conditions: Mr. Filene is of the
opinion that advisory boards within the state and cities, should be

more prominently emphasized in the public's mind so that from the

start the employers and employees miL;ht understand that a standards

are set by all parties interested. In this way more effective cooperation

could be obtained throughout the entire country.
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- 2 -Iiss ::ary Van Kleeek.

Page 6, la.tiele 5, Training: Lr. Filene feels that it might

be a good idea to have the lederal Board of Vocational Education

represented on the War Labor Policies Board, in order that en-

couragement in turn might be given to the Iederal Boards in the

different states to set -a-, proper industrial training for women

in industry. .11r. Filene further sugsts that in view of the fact

that acceptance of most of these plans is going to be of especial

interest to the Department of Commerce that it might be a good idea

to have the department represented on the War Labor Policies Board.

If it is not possible to have the Department of Commerce and ieueral

Board of Vocational Education actually represented on the Board,

some plan might be devised whereby they could be used in an advisory

C apacity.

Cordially yours,

Signed:

H. li. Floyd

Secretary to A. Lincoln Filene.

HRF/P
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loston
October 19, 1918.

MiS 8 Maly Vall Kleeck,
II. S. Department of Labor
Washington, D. O.

Liar Miss Van Rleeck:

Mr. Filene is mew from the office for a few days but asked me
to forward the follawing suggestions to you on the tentative draft
of the standards governing employment of wommn in tndustry on which
you asked him to comment a few days ago. His saggestions are as

.1111

Paile 3, Paragraph 4. Time for Meals: Mr. }Ilene is of the
opinion that the Labor Department should set a standard of no less
than one hour for meals because of the fact that it very often hap-
pens that the employee sonsumes at least twenty minutes going and
comino: from his home, or other eating place, and where only three
luarters of an hour is allawed, it is not a sufficient smannt of
time.

Page 4, Paragraph 1. Oomlbrt and sanitation: Provision should
be made by the industries that are large enou,,h for the establishment
of a health clinic, The Health Department should work out a standard
for such clinies tn order that the problem may be properly under-
stood by both endayers and employees, and a maximum amount of ef-
ficiency obtained in each clinio. The neoszzity for the establishment
of such a clinic was very forcibly brought to Mr. Filene's attention
during this present epidemic. In our institution with a working force
of 2700 employees, we had over 350 visit the clinic each day for con-
sultation nad treatment.

Where a plant is not of sufficient size to maintain its own clinic,
a group of smaller plants within a comiunity could establish a co-
operative clinic, maintained according to the same standards set for
the larger plants and thus maintain a proper standard at a much less
expense.

Page 6, Article 3, Working Conditions; gr. Filene is of the
opinion that advisory boards within tne state and cities, should be
more prominently emphasized in the public's mind so that from the
start the employers and employees might understand that a standards

are set by all parties interested. In this way more effective cooperation

could be obtained throughout the entire country.
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- 2 - Miss Mary Van Kleeck.

Page 6, Article 5, Training: Mr. Filene feels that it mi.:4A

be a good idea to have the lederal Board of Vocational Education

represented on the Labor Policies Board, in order that en-

couragement in turn might be given to the lederal Boards in the

different states to set up proper industrial training for women

in industry. mr. Filene further suggests that in view of the fact

that acceptqnce of most of these plans is going to be of especial

interest to the Department of Commerce that it might be a good idea

to have the department represented on the liar Labor Policies Board.

If it is not possible to have the Department of Commerce and ieueral

Board of Vocational Tiducation actually represented on the Board,

some plan might be devised whereby they could be used in an advisory

capacity.

Cordially yours,

Signed:

H. R. Floyd

Secretary to A. Lincoln Filen.°
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Boston
October 19, 1918.

Miss Mary Van Kleeck,
17. S. Department of Labor
Washington, D. C.

My dear Miss Van Kleeok:

Ur. Filene is away from the offiee for a few days but asked me
to farward the following suggestions to you on the tentative draft
of the standards governing employment of women in •rt1 on which
you aaked him to comment a few days ago. His suggestions are as
follows:

?age 3, Paragraph 4* Time for Meals: Mt. lilene is of the
opinion that the Labor Dedartment should set a standard of no less
than one hour for meals because of the fact that it very often hap-
pens that tne employee sonsumes at least twenty minutes going and
coming from his home, or other eating place, and where only three
quarters of an haur is allowed, it is not a sufficient amount of

Page 4, Paragraph 1. Comfort and sanitation: Provision ahould
be made by the industries that are large enough for the establishment
of a health clinic:. Tne Health Department should work out a standard
for such clinics in order that the problem may be properly under-
stood bj both ertyloyers r,nd employees, and a maximum amount of ef-
ficiency obtained in each clinic. The neoei:zity for the establish,7ent
of such a clinic was very forcibly brought to Xr. Filene's attention
during this present epidemic. In our institution with a working force
of 2700 employees, we had over 350 visit the clinic each day for con-
sultation nad treatment.

Where a plant is not of sufficient size to maintain its own clinic,
a group of analler plants within a community could establish a oo-
operative clinic, maintained according to the same standards set for
the larger plants and thus maintain a proper standard at a much less
expense.

Page 6, Article 3, Working Conditions: mr. Filene is of the
opinion that advisory boards within the state and cities, sNould be
more prominently emphasized in the public's mind so that from tne

start the employers and employees mi6ht understand that a standards

are set by all parties interested. In this way more effective cooperation
cauld be obtained throughout the entire country.
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Page 6, Article 5, Training: Mr. Filene feels that it might
be a sood idea to have the kederal Board of Vocational Education
represented on the War Labor Policies Board, in order that en-
couragement in turn might be given to the Iederal Boards in the
different states to set up proper industrial training for women
in Industry. mr. Filene further suggests that in view of the fact
that acceptance of most of these plans is going to be of especial
interest to the Department of Commerce that it might be a good idea
to have the department represented on the Viar Labor Policies Board.
If it is not possible to have the Department of Commerce and let.teral
Board of Vocational Education actually represented on the board,
some plan might be devised whereby the could be used in an advisory
capacity.

Cordially yours,

Signed:

H. R. Floyd

Secretary to A. Lincoln Filen*.

IIRF/P
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October 26, 1 -18.

Mr!ORANDUM

FOR: Mr. Frankfurter, Chairman, War Labor Policies Boari.

In a letter fro' o Mr. F. R. Floyd, Secretary to Mr.

A. Linccln Filet*, concerning the tentative draft of

governing the emplovent of ,omen in industr7, Mr. Floyd makes

the following suLostion:

!Mr. Filene fls that it might be a good idaa to have

theFederal Board for Voational Education represented on the War

Labor Policies Board, in order that encourageTent in turn mOht be

sigendttidbhe Federal Boards in the different stateg to se up proper

'industrial triAinin for v4o21eL in industry. Mr. Filene further sn,gests

tht in vies of the P.tet tat acceptance of Tont of these plans is going

to be of esiJociall.intareet to the Department of Coav:erce thpt it might

be a gooe. idea to ha,;e the department repre,ented on the War Labor

Policies Board. If it is not possible to have the Department of Com -erce

and Federal Board for lk,cational Education actually repreent-d on t:!-ie

Board some plan might be dovised wilereby they could be usea in an ad-

visory c••oaeity."

I have replied as follows:

"Mr. Filene's sugestion regarding the representation of the

Federal Board for Vocational Education and the Department of Commerce

on the War Labor Policies Board is being sent to the Chaiman of the

Board. As Mr. Filene doubtless knows, this Board has been magi up of

representatives of the so-called production departments of the government

as a means of insuring consistent policies in their labor problems.

Therefore it does not include all of the federal agencies which are

related more or leas directly to various aspects of the problems dealt

with by the Board."

Mary Van Kleeck, Dir3ctor,

MTK:PIP Woman in Industry Service.
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Akron, Ohio, October 24, 1918.

Miss Mary Van Kleeck,

United States Department of Labor,

Washington, D. J.

Dear Madam:

Due to my absence, I am late in responding to

your letter of the tenth, but am nevertheless giving you

my views for whatever value there may be in them at this

time.

In general your views meet my approval, but out

of an experience in handling 3,000 women at this time,

where a year ago we had 300, I offer the following sug
ges-

tions; and for your further information may say that these

=men are mostly employed on gas mask and balloon work,

which is light work, tho requiring considerable deft
ness

and skill in handling, in which women are particularly we
ll

qualified.

X. HOURS OF LABOR

1.  D&ILY HOURS. "For occupations involving special strain

or hazard a shorter working period may prove to be necessary".

To my mind such conditions should be handled as special cases.

Putting such phrases into a statute would give opportunity

for an unscrupulous or narrow minded labor representative to

cause serious trouble.

3. 1XET PERIODS. We do not use the ten minute rest period

at the present time and I feel that our women are not suffering

without it. Again this is a case where its need depends upon

the character of the employment.

4. TILE IOR  JS. We allow a half hour's time, which I am

sure is adequate, and the eight-hour day is sufficient guarantee

against over work.

5. UALF-HOLIDAY SATUMAXL T-nis is of course the ideal arrange-

ment and can readily be used in the one-shift plant, but it is not

practicable in three-shift plants working 48 hours per week. On

such schedules one Saturday out of three could not be covered with

a half-holiday.
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II. WAGES

1.  THE BASE FOR DETMLIZATION. Our minimum wage rate has
always been the hiring rate. This at the Goodyear has been
governed by supply and demand for labor rather than by
"proper relations to the cost of living." As a matter of
fact, no two peoble will figure the cost of living alike and
the economics of cost of living and supply and demand for
labor are so closely interwoven that one practically reflects
the other. I do not believe that the Goodyear has ever had
the reputation for holding wages too law, and if some practical
means of determining the cost of living can be devised, we could
swing over to this basis for determining our hiring rate. As a
last,analysie, however, I feel that the supply and demand will
govern conditions for many years to come as it always has in the
past.

2. EQUALITY WITH 1FX'S WAGES. When a woman nerforms the entire 
work formerly done by a man, it is our policy to pay her the
entire man's wage. If she requires a helper to move the heavy
objects on which she is working, or if a group of women require
the services of one helper, their wages would be reduced proportion—
ately. In other words, the cost of production should not be
increased due to the employment of women. Examples— Either a woman
or a man can finish a tire. The woman, however, cannot lift it
from the stand. Therefore one helper would have to be assigned
to a group of women.

III. WOREIEG OU:OI2IO13511.

2. POWURE AT WORE, It is not always practical to have a seat for
every woman. always provide a place for a woman to sit dawn
in the department near where she is working. (Example).— Tires
cannot be finished sitting dawn. A seat for every woman around
a tire stand would be in the way and would be removed by the
workers themselves. I wish to emphasize theat this paragraph
is of such a nature that if introduced into a statute, it would
cause endless trouble.

3. UNIICILIS. We beleive throughly in the uniform and would like
to see all of our women workers adopt the uniform. This,
however, is difficult unless the uniform is given to them
without charge. We feel that this is an expense which should
be borne by the workers. Uniforms, if adopted, should be the
same throughout. The practice of wearing khaki bloomers and
some loose and flimsy silk waist does not help factory safety
or moral standards. The use of uniforms helps to level mutual
regard if they are all uniformed alike.
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VI. RX61.211IT Oi aq; B-Y  

3. WORI:11;G CCEDITIONS. If the purpose of the department is to fix

the hiring rate to prevent turnover, and employ
ers left free to advance

rates after a stated period, the effect will be 
to prevent turnover

and stabilize labor conditions. If, however, merely minimum rates are

established and employers left free to bid for 
labor, existing

difficulties will continue and minimum productionwil
l result.

VIII. RITRESEETilTIOT;u.:wnirwoRrEils. 

We have and always will have definite channels for n
egotiations between

employers and workers; viz., our Labor Department. 
We are throuralily

opposed to the Shop Committee idea, which can only
 mean the constant

discontent and unrest among the workers and will
 introduce disorder

into our present peaceful and contented community.

IX.  COOPERATION WITH OITICIAL AGENCIES. 

The Government agencies for adjusting difference
s are of value in pro-

portion as their representatives are men of i
ntegrity and ability and

command the confidence of the parties in inte
rest. Frequently Government

representatives have been union men with extreme
 views, often o/

caliber of the average labor agitator, and th
eir work has been valueless.

After the war we will have many returning men.
 It will be our policy

to replace the women with men whenever nece
ssary. In other words, the

men must have work. This transition back to the original status should

be accomplished without opposition or fri
ction on the part oS the

Government Labor Department. The Government Labor Department should do

everything possible to maintain high moral stan
dards.

Yours truly,

Signed:

F. A. Subaling,

President.

FAS:J.
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Akron, Ohio, October 24, 1918.

Miss Mary Van Kleeck,

United Jtates Department of Labor,
Washington, D. 0.

Dear Liadam:

Due to my absence, I am late in responding to

your letter of the tenth, but am nevertheless giving you

my views for whatever value there may be in them at this

tirne.

In general your views meet my approval, but out

of an experience in handling 3,000 women at this time,

where a year ago we had 300, I offer the following sugges-

tions; and for your further information may say that these

women are mostly employed on gas mask and balloon work,

which is li,.;ht work, tho requirim: considerable deftness

and skill in handling, in which women are particularly well

qualified.

I. II URS OF LLBUR

1.  DULY JOURS.L. "For occupations involving special strain

or hazard a shorter working period may prove to be necessary".

To my mind ouch conditions should be handled as special -P-.

Putting such phrases into a statute would give opportunity

for an unscrupulous or narrou minded labor representative to

cause serious trouble.

3. ABBEC PF.P.IJos. We do not use the ten minute rest period

at the present time and I feel that our women are not suffering

without i:. Again this is a case where its need depends upon

the character of the employment.

4. 2.L17 nI;;AL.a. We allow a half hour's time, which I an

sure IA adequate, and the eight-hour day is sufficient guarantee

against over work.

5.  HALF-HOIJDAT 0;1 SATUBrAr. Inis is of course the ideal arrange-

ment and can readily be used in the one-shift plant, but it is not

practicable in three-shift plants working 48 hours per week. On

such schedules one Saturday out of three could not be covered with

a half-holiday.
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II. WAGES

1. ZajgalYOR at.,_ Cur minimum wae rate has

Always been the hiring rate. This rt the Goodyear has been

governed b7 supply and demand for labor rather than by

"proper relations to the cost of 117ingen As :1 rratter of

that, no two people will figure the cost of living alike and

the economics of cost of living and supply and demand for

labor are so closely interwoven that one practically refleots

the other. I do not believe that the Goodyear has ever had

the reputation for holding wages too by, and if some practical

means od determining the cost of living oat be devised, we could

srirg over to this basis for determining our hiring rate. Au a

ltst.analysis, however, I feel that the supply and demand will

govern conditions for many years to cone as it always has in the

past.

2. ECITAILYT. When a woman performs the ent int

work formerly done by a man, it is our i)olioy to pay her the

entire men's wage. If she requires a helper to move the heavy

objects on which the is world g, or if a group of women require

the services of one helper, their vices would be reduced proportion-

ately. In other words, the Cost of production should not be

Increased due to the employment of women. Examples- Either sworn=

or a man can finish a tire. Tho women, however, canrot lift it

from the stand. Therefore one helper would have to be assine4

to a group of women.

LII.WORE IONS. 

PrTTUPELtT VCR}'. It is not always practical to have a seat for

every woman. -;(5 a3eeys provide a place for a woman to sit dawn

in the deFIrtment near where she is working. (ftemple).- Tires

cannot be finished sitting dom. A seat for every woman around

a tire stand would be in the way and would be removed by the

workers the-nselves. I wish to emphasise theat this paragraph

is of nuoY a nature that if introduced into a statute, it would

cause endless trouble.

3. plulcb.ja We beleive throughly in the uniform and would like

to see all of our wumen workers adopt the uniform. This,

however, is difficult unless the uniform is given to them

without charge. We feel that this is an expense which should

be borne by the workers. Unifoms, if adopted, should be the

same throughout. The pr:Actice ui wearing khaki bloomers and

some loose and flimsy silk waist does not help factory safety

or moral standavd3. T we of uniforms help to level mutual

regard if they are all uniformed alike.
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3. WORKING CCUDITIONS. If the purpose of the department is to fix

the hiring rate to prevent turnover, and e,nployers left free to advance

rates after <71. stated period., the effect -7/11 be to prevent turnover

and staze labor conditions. If, however, merely minimum rates are
est::..blished and employers left free to b/d for labor, exilting'
diffictattes will continue r.rd minim= nrodu.ctiorvill result.

TIM REPWrITLITIN1 OF worm WUYFRSA 
Tt have Lind 11,14.4:, will have definite channels for not;otiations between

employers and workers; viz., our Labor Departmunt. We are thro/7,111y

opposed to the Shop Committee iden, rich can only mean the corzt

discontent and unrest mmonc the workers and rill introellce disorder
into our preaent peaceful and contented community.

IX. CCCIVZA_TIPF CITIC ILL AUZICP2F.L.

The Government agencies for adjuntinc differences arc of vague in

•

 pro-
portion as their reprosentttives Gre men or tntrity and aby and
aommnd the confidence of the parties in interest. Frequently Obvernment
representatives have been uriion mer with extreme viers, often of the
caliber of the average 1Fbor agitator, md their work. has been vtlueless.

Sh;.2.4._•-77:71i4,•

After thk: war we will have many returning men. It rill be our pblicy

to replace the uomen with men wheever necessary. In other words, the
men must have work. This transition back to the original status should

be accomplished rlthout opposition or friction on the part the
Lovernmont Labor Deartment. The Government Labor De)artment should do
everything possible to -.1aintain hizh moral standards.

Yours truly

Signed:

F. A. Imbaling,
President.

FASter
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U. S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
W. B. WILSON, SECRETARY

Issued through

INFORMATION AND EDUCATION SERVICE

Roger W. Babson, Chief

Washington, D. C.

WOMAN IN INDUSTRY SERVICE

This contains a copy of the statement of principles concerning the employment of

women in war work as adopted by the War Labor Policies Board. It defines what kind

of work women may perform, how they shall best be introduced, under what conditions

they should be employed and what work should be prohibited.

Employers should avail themselves of the assistance of the Woman in Industry Service

for advice on the best methods of introducing women and the working conditions which

should be established.

STANDARDS FOR THE EMPLOYMENT OF WOMEN OUTLINED BY THE WAR

LABOR POLICIES BOARD

The War Labor Policies Board, for the Department of Labor, announces the Govern-

ment's attitude toward the employment of women in war industry. The principles set

forth will underlie the work of the Woman in Industry Service, of which Miss Mary Van

Kleeck has been appointed Director and Miss Mary Anderson, Assistant Director.

The existing shortage of labor, aggravated daily by the military and naval demands

of the Government which requires a greatly increased production of war materials and at

the same time the withdrawal from civil occupations of about a quarter of a million addi-

tional recruits each month, necessitates widespread recourse to the labor of women in the

United States.
In order that their services may be fully utilized and their working power conserved.

a clearly defined policy is needed which shall determine what kinds of work women should

perform, how they should best be introduced, under what conditions they should be em-

ployed, and what work should be prohibited.
Standards as to hours, night work, wages, and conditions of labor have already been

defined by the Government in orders issued by the Chief of Ordnance and the Quarter-

master General, and in the recommendations made by the War Labor Board, which should

be observed by all employers.
First. The shortage of labor in essential war industries should be met in part by

further introducing women into occupations easily filled by them, such as clerical and

cashier service and accounting in manufacturing, mercantile and financial establishments

and in the offices of transportation companies and other public utilities: such as sales
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clerks and floorwalkers in mercantile establishments\including among others department
stores, specialty stores, shoe stores, men's furnishing stores, florists' shops, jewelry
stores, drug stores, soda water fountains, etc.

Second. Women should not be employed to replaco men in occupations or places of
employment clearly unfit for women owing to the physiMal or moral conditions, as for in-
stance, in barrooms and saloons; in pool rooms; in or about mines, smelters, and quarries;
on furnace work; in glass works, etc. In addition, girls under years 21 of age should not
be employed in occupations or places of employment clearly unfit for them owing to their
youth, as for instance, in the public messenger service, in street car, elevated and subway
transportation service, as elevator operators, as bell boys in hotels, and clubs, etc.

Third. 1. The introduction of women into war industrie.s or into employments involv-
ing special hazards, such as the use of industrial poisons, should be guided by the stand-
ards as to health, comfort and safety set up from time to time by the War Labor Policies
Board, in addition to the standards already defined by the Federal Government and by
State labor departments.

2. The introduction of women into new occupations such as street railway service,
public messenger service, etc., should be guided by regulations concerning hours of labor,
night work, etc., such, for instance, as those adopted by the Industrial Commission of
Wisconsin for street railway service and by the legislature of New York State for mes-
senger service.

3. The recruiting of mothers of young children for war industries should be discour-
aged.

The.advice of the Woman in Industry Service should be sought by employers regard-
ing the best methods of introducing women and the working conditions which should be
established.

Fourth. Older men should be more generally employed. They constitute a largely
unused labor reserve. In the past they have been considered superannuated at early ages.
It is estimated that since the war began, the maximum age of engaging men has advanced
ten to twelve years, that is, from about 38 to 50. It has been found that tasks can be
graded for these workers according to their strength, and that work unsuitable for wo-
men, especially at night, can be performed by them. In many trades their experience is
an asset which offsets less physical strength. Thus the productive power of this large
class now wasted can be utilized.

The needs of the country require the united efforts of all classes of workers, in accor-
dance with their capacities; and to maintain the standards and conditions of labor set up
by the Government is, in the words of President Wilson, "indispensable to the Nation's full
productive efficiency."
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'‘t-> adopted oy the ,.er Labor Policies Board, October 18, 118.

eeeen's work is esse tie.' to the-winnin,:„ the 'her. The

conditiona of their emplorient are of vital immediate importance to the

war, becluee experience has demonstrated that only through the estab-

lishuant of healthf.11 condieions cen ateximum efficiency be attained.

Upon t'eeee condftione will jepend alao the coorvbtion of the eealth

ef the woeen of the nation, en71 corseeeuenti the z,ol1ebe1e8 of future

generatione. At this criticn1 tei .9 in r1tiond teerero, the

federal Loverneent calls u.on tee inLstries of tee co_niry to eoo,:er.,te

with it in determinin enH maietainin, stendarde •evernin, the employment

of women. employers, eseecially.hoe who are now intreduoln, 43 en

for the first tine, are eeeklne advice from ,overnmentel a,encies ae to

the best experience 'Available oe the succeesful em)loyeen* of eoalen.

.e For the iwatediato uiiance of. the inclastriee ene the ,overn-

ueetel encies now vitaley concerne.: in the effective utilization of

#ween's work, the rer Labor Policies board, :Ictint, o the recommendation

of the Woman in Industry Service of the Department of Labor issues this

bulletin Bettie Iorth oadic standarde which should prevhii ie ineeetry.

These standards are bhsed upon the experience ef these plantu which have

echleve,1 the most satisfactory results in tee employ-ent of :o,en. In

deterzini- the, free UGG hee been m4de .)f the recoueendation& iceued early

ie the war by the Chief of Ordnance, e eeartereaster ,jeneral en t the

Coteedttee on eoaen in leduetry of the Advisory Comfeiesien et Lee Council /

wite the ethtelegkel4e_a_eheIttienel Defense. They are now „,romulfeeted
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Seeretliry -..lf ' r, the i'earetsry •af the 11-ay, nf, ti :e atht,r fe.ier -1n.1 c, rt * its

6/../4) 41 • i A
i..,''redresent I il the m'ar Lator Policie 004r .

-2-

At the ,;resent time the rrovision,; contati: ic the

infar at they are 111ndatory, will •A;tect on );...r. cor,tr,cts

for the federal overa4,ent. In coarq of tie tt4].y -Iso

•arylicanie 4niver6ally throu,-,a ottler ae,encioa at t,;(.

In the folio, statment the word "shall" d tbe 14.reer ty,e

V:lat tie .drovision Jiandatory. iho other r rovieionc ,Ara strn,iy

oy vot•- of the Aar Labor Pulicis boari all cotr,A, s)f Lh

erd dedart_c-As cont_in rquirinz, full comdliince *Itri

•tuts labar and in e,.c- tate ifl ficid of t.le labor department Is

Jeatize oy the he.1 of z.ae contrIctin le).artalc.t to co ?,rate with

feJer&I agen-.-6 in enfor.ci4- tneee provieions of the co:.tr..b.cts. liance

wita 1.1sts and regulations 43.10,tel toy the stltes la therefort si in

this etateuent.

1

•

1. H.A)3

•
The c,Etomary ;-!oArt, th-J estA4.13-_

1,444h eht. p,in tAo InJustry, or in tne mamunity, shou:1 r9t

bejetigthened ufiJ;r th rsurt of conlis.ions. If

the workin,. 41rzady loner tlIzn oi ht flour every

effort sho_:: be made to reduce t to r.)i_ht hours f.-.)r all

WOaan emd1o.0 AFor occu,mtiunt, involvir% Ldcci.L1 strain

or hazard a shorter wonkine deriod „Lay ,.rove to be neceeP -...ry.

T1, state law ro,ulatin hour, of worx sh..1L De riAidly 
.,oUderved.

JE!;111.1.E. ..fvertime should be ,d_ii,couriLed in tae interest

4ik?f pro.iuction for tille-trqy he.lth far tho workers,

If resorted to !Ln e,.ergency it shoaLl bo limited to

tie >erioI tbe energency,\. The tota1 orin day

exceed th Le,  1 *orkin in_tae sttei ten .1.);Ar8 
\,

.)verti _LoAra ,s Aa
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3. Ark,K.A1 ,t, . The workim., week shoJA.J not exceed forty-

ht b...;)ura. %

4. Obsz,rvl:Ice of t1e..half-holi:r1

Le 4r:le 
1

5. ,o - zbi emplJyt-i.or

t: 9% C,'41'), '!lorkci 
• :7 rest:.rj ••

6. 
„
1,j64:4 h. At 16 ilk./Nri

,. or if  th  rK1.

!

, .„,. •
7. perio,-! .itioa..1 not exceed o...r

one-t:Af aourP, vdrnout, bret.tc for a .aes-hl p rc a.T'EvA

polio1 ten mloatee bhou,d be allowed in o

ec workin,- i>eri,,..A without by Incre'...;14 the ien,tt
of tr.e woricia. a-ay.

8. NiyHT  Esuployoent betw en the hourE of 10 ?„,,. \rid
‘§, ,:k4.‘ :110'A be :)revente 1 beczuee of it btil effect on

fruni Ly life be relffetr., of chli_ciren. SubLii.nt

tu11r.6s on niF;ht work *ill be issued by the liar Labor ?allele-

Boarl.

II. 4,ttti&i.

%
'ttlen tn.6 s

• 41.recelore 
1ceive. If • .f.

of -,roof ch._11 be upon tna ..loyer to ,

st t. the labor cost o• tL,J, job

hi J-6 emr1,,:l .rc

_ •Jh .,t1..1..N.J.1.44. The Jail-1j4,44. atIould

?Tor t;), of 1ivl determined 1r the r=ily d ot

-ereAly .or +,e detefolm*-

tion Ilie4E711; 6Mt.:3118/710 jr. the

i•...1kietryo t.. nJt loner
atiould b t t;oelt, of necessitiet4

rrilnk; I6cresze buyint... power 6-f .1
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• 3 t

• re L A swat should b r rovidei -A- every

eIoye itz xour. It . and

;is:Arabic lo adjust the holi t , •

ih 1-;.1 - tiJn to hei.,.4t of wi)rte, mh.y r!th

c.-)nvd:dance efficinoy or st-nt at work.

Ti coat 1i ',Lis, the oe.zt rxork-td.ble aLou1 f e4ch,

hei,tt tt tt,e Larkin's elbov oe ,,liettnce

fro4 the floor 11,1et:or 't rieats shoul
/z. 4C12,4hZ0.4 . ,

have backs 1.r,_4, foA, t: co'ven-
fl

lent 4.11.110 wJrkir., .

,

. TY. .i444.4 . • .

tik * _ er
it , ,

4. ,ni with caps co..1f:)rtte 551:4.1e:J aro

f,Jr 1t U3 uaryty in oc,,.:1,:mtiunej whic

Art. u,,-1 in r,ilich tswrk6.:; aont-Ict

lirt. ctip2 shoo.ld by Ii. 4ti, Lt ftly

tri.TA nelt t) avoid t!:eC.. c:j.:1, of tri L ia
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  Evory• ov,_.u.tiot. in to clitnt ehould

• 9,5!•1,!.‘) _ J Le tc*. dettsminc A1.4t.(.1 *) UAmay be
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oe zia.le to &,1*.i.t, ,t t, Th iye1 sh.),11,1 Ah4t

Le job is, what !euirclents in muscle, pJst4re, nervo,s

,)ner-y, c1 r brain It 7yiket; )f 4orkAl=r,

what tie enviromtent i$. will alt9n

M.4u '3•1.a.tubi.s f,r 411,e1_, ;1,va .1rto

rvc vi unneceustry t'afftris or ti,;N

to -)ntini;) eksity rekswvine oy •le;1,stratt;; to

be .rA.ctic-,ble.

tLe occu.dticinb have ceei; Liele.:;t"ou ih iL ie

intr21.ico eor, 4.)ricero bu,t

Jec,; n.tiona 1 i lortNnt 46termina-

ti,m Je t.6 :71 t.t...; ,

e;niitjrIn act:, •.tiJr;.5 re aire 43,1 .1 a

•3:1u..41; ,r-At

(1)

• *
'rUvieion tihoukct .

•• erience ti.3 demons rated tja,t te employeat of-staromet

4190X41Afty trkinim results h1iIsLJr L-__rnover,

waate ivrld the laseibrig. :•)f ,..)f edit if:

,

Conr.tint Fltr3131..

feiJeated other ubnrufl tiguT motlons.

f

Ci4r. f levere stronpth

tove.
,xcebsive floi9 r vi5ralion

' .21-

a4t ;f ,' 'L !.

ri..17. ,ererd,

t*,;),

1Jr r,.19

VII.
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trnfr ur vioricur,
?roda:.

co*?eterit wo-Aan sh,Jui:2. be ..i.Jointed eA r:Ioy7cont xti

res,Jonaibility for caniTione affectin..7n.

% .
ILL1rst.udo- t6 f

to letemine gisely anl L.()C Aitione,

lished. Thf: genuine c000eration oiLion t1iir.ure their entorceent cmn

be socuro:1 Jilly if Jefinito clolt,5 of co..;,?unication bettoen eLoyer:.

:nlro f olk..r:.) are

VIII.  E.VNUL.

, • _ .
otztt, 1oc;'..1 co.zunitiee

iv btijshez xiu, incladink,

standard:, of soriciti4' con:ition.J, sages, Ajl:,,

These shou;1 ac,eist,Ince e!ipeciAly in toe difficult

problemd of' AAjustment brout uy r conditiopa wIth n)o.itin6

roaceosity 9xtemliDt otAJlovolat 'ilea* Labor

Pitcie 1ar1, actine on the recowmn.i:Ltioo at' the 1,4Jn Sc) in!.et,1

service tnt; i..or ilji ihae froii ti.;:e to tiaic; v:/n-

u:..tiunl for ule ea,,loyfuent •af *oJeen roce!!9w., in ic

industris i ;icuLi tti3r r..cnin:.)ry

of workiN" conAitiofis wh,rtn ..at4 ,rove !o Liu&oil%.ole.

ra

recardic the em2loyment f.na'j f.ye adriroesed

to the Wo_an 1n'Iri2auf?try .'2errice, • o' d. C.,

teete *ill be Jealt eitZ: :iirectly or referreJ t.. t fficit..1 FederA.

01 ,Leorcy boot edi „)ed to Eive U%e :csist-tr.ce needed
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PLOYai.*T C;F" WONtat

Ths existing shortage of labor, agzravated dtily by the military and

naval dem!,,Inds of the Government which reluire greatly increased production

of oar materials and at the same time the wither-A*4 fro ll civil ocoutlons

of about ,;un.rter of t million additional recruitr n.1.0; month, necessitated

widespread recourse to the labor of women in tht- Unite Ftates.

In order that their services may be fully utilized and their sorking

power conserved, a clearly efind policy Is ne.ded which sall determine

*hat iinee of work women should perform, how they slyArld best he introduced,

under *hat conditions they elluld be employed, trIl What work ehould e pro-

hibited.

Standards as b hours, nitfork, Wi:tP 91,1 conditions or lat'fchrtve al-

ready been provided by the Governaent in orderf• issued by the Chi,Ir of

nanoe and the cuartermaster-General, ',.nd in t!.:e recommendations by the

lrIar Labor 7.()rd, which should be observed by all employt:rs. (tee Fxhibit $11.

First. The shortv* of labor in essential war industries should

be met in part by further introducing on into occupations easily - rilled by

them such as clerical and caehier service and aconting in manufacturini:,
mercantile and financial establishments and in the officer of transport'Alon

companies and other public utilities; ar sales clerks and floor walkers in

mercantile establishments, including lmong, others department stores, specialty

stores, shoe stores, men's furnishin storef., florists' shops, ,!ewelry stores,

drug stores, soda water fountAns, etc.

tecond. Women should not employed to replace men in occu-

pations or places of staple' 7.1nt clearly unfit for women owin:!. to pksicAl

moral c,;nditins, to Er instanc- in 11,,r rooms <J14 salo,hs, in pool roome,
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411 in or -,bout mines, smeltt.ru an..; :;uarrire, *or in ;:lass eiors, etc

•

•

,(!or lf,gie1at1on4 see Fxhibit•B) In 44dition, ;1.2.1s uner 21 ye..rs of wle

ahould not be employe0 in occupmtions or i)lice.p of emplovnt unrit

for thee on to their youth, ftr4 for instance in th&.. :labile messenger Scr—

viceiin street c,=r, clmvated n.rt subway tr.nsivrt.ltic,n tWNICC as elev-,tor

operators, N.P bell boys in hotels and clubs, t,to. (For 1(-.71slatl, see '-7x—

hibit

Third.

1. The introduction of tvoTein into vitr industries or

Into em.io vents involving s:;ecial ha7ftrdsi such F..s tht use of industrial

poisons .houI ho ,:Nided by the stAnd,ixds as b health, romrt tne s5.fety

sot up from tim tiztze by tb tt Labor Policies Bolrd throu,3h the Di—

of 'e'n in In 'uetry in (!dition to ths sttnclards 'Arcady donned

by UheFederd overnNt,nt nd hy abot departments.

2. The introdution Nomn into net occu:ations

such as street rralirly service, public messon4er service etc. uhuld be :7711—

ded by re..ulatione concerning hour7. o4' labor, night work, etc. Such, for

inetInce, as hose Acrtcd by the Industrial i',ommirsin c Wiecnrin for

streGt railway service and by the le.--irl,.:eurc Meb Yc-rk State fcr messen,

7. The recruiting of motern of yun.e, children for war

industries uhould be (!ierNAir,.t.:ed.

4. 79*-,e ir.treur:tion of wosnen into pesi icr hithr—

to 'filled by lien shou1,1 not b retrxt for unnressarily

men.

Fervices of the nivision of '501er in Industry

ohoul b couht by eet1ve;i t c!vise on beet methor of intro7.!uciny,

mnd the viorrxin conditions Thi'h 6
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Fourth. Older Itt:11 shoui'; be moro "nerally replayed. They

stitute a largely unueed llpor reserve. In tbe past thry have ccln-

cidered suerannuated early ?yes. It i timated that since the war be-

:;an, the e&ximum age of eni;agin mon hari tivIvnd ten to twt-Ive ywrs, th,kt is

from ftbut th!rty-tiight to fifty. It ha1,, teen round tht tarks can be Fred

for the workers aocordirv to their strength, amd that work uneuitlbi

women, e:pciA•ly at n14JA, can bi=. 1+TformM by them. In many tr teir

experience ic u4set which offsets lees physical strenth. Thus the pre-

4uct1ve power this Ifq- cl.?.se now r.td, c,cn bc utilized. (For currer4t

examplies, see Fxhitit 0).

Thc nede ofthe country reuir6 thf.  rort Y f

,-orkeret, in ecordance ihith their capacities; nci te ql,lintain the st%ndir;:,s

:avd anitions of labor cut 1.1 ty the Governmnt ie in the words of Pr#44-

dent on "indiepensatle to tn,:, rtli productive g-ffiriefneye.
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Tentative Draft

STANDARDS4.0VERNING TlIE EMPLOYMENT

OF

WON IN INDUSTRY:

Bulletin No, 1

To be Issued by the 7:olinn in Industry Service

United States Department of 1,-,:bor

After Aloproval by the War Ln,bor Policies Board

October 10, 1918.
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Tentative Draft

STANDARDS GOVERNING THE EMPLOYMENT

OF

WOMEN IN INDUSTRY

October 10, 1918.

Women's work is essential to the winning of the war.A The con-

ditions of their employment are vitally important to the Nation, -Wpm

khe U3 ablishmeno-f healthful gatelmiumet conditions will-d-epend the abil-

ity of women workers to produce maximum output for the war and for civil-

ian life during the war. 1.1p.on these conditions will depend also the con-

servation of the health of the women of the Nation and consequently the

well-being of future generatient i At this critical time in national life,

therefore, the Federal Government calls upon the industries of the country

to cooperate with it in determining and rimpideirobserving standards govern-

ing the employment of women in the occupations in which they haweiiming been

engaged and eammisiew in the work in which they will be needed to take the

places of men';

1 The War.Labor Policies Board, acting on the recommendation of the

Woman in Industry Service of the Department of *Labor, will issue from time

to time, as promptly as possible, regulations for the employment of women

on specific processes in specific industries, indicating adaptction of

1.41:
machinery or process and modification of working conditions which stiauld=4,4:

6,...,-24—e....... -4--.010++INENN4' 1-1̀.4 .-..44."6"4":" -14°‘
made-bef-ere-women-artemiAoyed.-)In this, the first bulletinda statement

of the basic standards which should prevail in any occupation is made for

the immediate guidance of he industries andc he governmental agencies now
f

vitally concerned in the effective employment of women, In determining the
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in the employment of womenrm the
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serv-Aion of the heal.

well-being fT future generations.

Tentative Draft

STANDARDS GOVERNING THE EMPLOYMENT

OF

WOMEN IN INDUSTRY

October 10, 1918.

Women's work is essential to the winning of the war.' The conT._

ditions of their employment are vitally important to the Nation. Upon

the establishment of healthful and just conditions will depend the abil-

ity of women workers to produce maxi:num output for the war and for civil-

ian life_ .during th ar. Upon these conditions will depend also t CO

IAA •(-1"4

ttre-wote T-4.11e Vatien nd col uently he

At this crit:i_cal time in national life,

therefore, the Federal Government calls upon the industries of the country

to cooperate with it in deermini2g and ili*Ailier obgervin7, standards govern-

ccupations f.n t/ch they have long peen

which they will be needed to take the

0,4AAPL Ory iti(V‘ L-1-44/ 441

6r •A-
-'Fite-Tar-rltrI5T-Policies Board, acting on the recommendation of; i A yv

I Woman in Industry Service of the Department of LaborOill is3u6 from time

to time, as promptly as possible, pegulations for the employment of women

on specific processes in specific industries, indicating adaptution of

machinery or proc so and modification of working cenditiona which should be

V&A-AAA:1  vJ 14.4 kfrIkfr-trr
the first bulletin, a statementmade beZarc women are.osilaitalgaita.

,,_Nts1

0,1_the basic standards which should prevail in any occupation is madAbr

the immediate guidance of the industries and the governmental agencies now

vitally concerned in the effective

tk-

4 ,
• ,„

employment of women; Sin determining the

J1A
I ;
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standards, free use has been made of statement; issued early in the war by the

Chief of Ordnance and the Quartermaster General, and the Committee on Women in

Industry of the Advisory Commission of the Council of National Defense, wld the

repurt of the War Labor Conference Board which was indorsed by the President of

the United States in his proclamation establishing the War Labor Board. Alr-Tyr

7these statements have as their basis the industrial experience both of thib

kroLivies4..4-4
country and its allies.

In making standards effective the powers of several agencies of the

national government i4xented in the War Labor Policies Board, organized by

the Department of Labor and in uding in its membership, representatives of the

War Department, the Navy, the Fuel Adti stration, the Food Administration,

NNc,Ad AdS4\nitlen, the Department of A culture, the Shipping Board, and

the War Industries Board, will be used to the full ,t extent necessary and the

cooperatioof State departments of labor is assured in their enforcement. By

vote of the War Labor Policies Board all contracts of the Federal departments

now contain a clause requiring full compliance with State labor laws and in

each State an official of the labor department is deputized by the head of the

contracting department to cooperate with Federal agents enforcingthese provi-
h 

1:4•4v1' 41)%‘"4.
sions of the contracts. ,§4014ards adopted by State departm4hts of labor •Pe-

therefore assumed in this statement as _a_basiti.oilovel—irr-ndtritt071- other /71p/777E

rtf t.-*. •S qt- "1- "L- tit".17-1'1

2tertlr,--ttre—ena.dHoy-therFectertd

1. HOURS OF LABOR /-.0...e....4--vvvwsi.4,4..s1.),.

1. DAILY HOURS. - The customary hours prevailing in the establish-
ment, in the industry, or in the community should not be
lengthened, and if the working day is already longer than 8
hours every effort should'be made to reduce it to 8 hours for
all women employed. For occupations involving special strain

or hazard a shorter working period ma prove to be necessary.

•1/4

tW

•

1 ( 14'1,
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OVERTI. - Overtime should be discouraged in
of production for the Army and health for the
sorted to in an emergency it should be li *te

e.e v.414Lgency, and the total working day
u?.grinclusive of the overtime hours /,

the interest alike
workers, and if re-
to the period of
not exceed t-en.te.,

44-4L.

. REST PERIODS. - The working period should not exceed four and a -

half hours without a break for a meal, and a rest period of ten .

minutes sho,43.dbe .a.lowept. in the middle of each working period l
prm 

W"IfteN`AAA4.1
4. TIME FOR MELLS. - At least 1),Peb....1142.ri-Grs of an hour should be

allowed for a meal+vV kN,NA ,r{ ()%.• 61,1 Y'S
'4) v

5. FILLF-H04,InY ON SATURDAY. - Observance of the half-holiday should

be the custom in Tinter as in summer.

WP V0)-14004fr-

6. ONE DAY 07  REST IN SEVEN. - Emptotsimpont 911.4411ft

`v4Zriaria.--y--aed1/41.t.o six days in a wt;e!,f74"‘"

every seven days.

'd nd in-

,one la (X rest in

7. WEEKLY HOURS. - The working week should not exceed 48 hours.

10 9".4 • A 1,,,,,3 6--k-•
8. NIG:iT WORK. - EmplimtrMbetween Q hour& of

s4- pc.44= 4 because of 
life and the welfare of children. %ton
.4e-4,4444 

brought by the war okiitt be regarded as creatirg <?.n emergency

critical eno%Igh to justify any modification of this standard, and

then the modification will be permitted only in a particular plant

for a specified period with the express permission of the Federal

attt-herrity---irrirmishington riiraPfnbltk for the product of the plant,

ri V6 ,-,4)...t)-4); 11,7 V.,' ,.,X, • i,„ k---N-- - i\ 1

:i..7 CAPAX*./LI. 611̂ xMl (M4-y siN.05 LL 4-
- A II. WAGES ki,i 1-14.4, ti t_

.7--TV* ...40 % -..9 i . , 1 - 1, V-Y.----i-- fr b Cit
. THE BASIS FIR D ERVINtra. YR.& min mum riage rate should be

determined in proper rcla i n to the cost oZ li.vi.:,ng, with,recog-- .

rition of the,iipo ce gos irr n ii.giFf-tairiingk Arie a-"La-t-2414alr„...is 1...,o

standard of lAil4 th* 7; andards of wages established 
S/4N

and 6 a.m.

effect.'.amilyni„
0 Nfl?

t

in the industry or he locality should not be lowered, and in-

creases should be made as increases in the cost o.f necessities

of life decrease the buying power of a dollar.

Ni. E9UALITY WITH MEN'S WAGES. - When a woman does work rd4tOmAttiy

done by a man she shall receive the same ralt-e as a man,. andioif

alley-liacroltae_is-cade inhge the burden of proof snail be

upon the employer to - by actual statistics that the

labor coot of the job in question is higher when women are em-

ployed than when men are employed.

e-1
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III. WORKING COnITIONS

1. COMFORT AND SANITATION. - State labor laws and industrial

codes should be consulted with reference to provisions for

comfort and sanitation.. Washing Arfacilities, with hot and

cold water, soap and towels, shda4( be provided in suffi-

cient number and in accessible locations to make washing

' before meals and at the close of the work day convenient.

Toilets. ' be. separate for .men and women, clean, and,
accessiblo,An. 'irt numbers. thitingia standard r rati.y 'o the
number of workers employed. Workros, floors sh,,,. be kept

clean.anla-drr. Dressing rooms shcildNbe provided adjacent

to washing facilities, making possible change of clothing,c

and the cars of clothing outside the workrooms.kLightih-g

shikabe so arranged that direct rays do not -sWine into

the workers' eyes. Ventilation shbe adequate and heat

sufficient. Drinking water shatibe cool and accessible

with individual drinking cups or bubb]e foantajn3 provided.

Provisions should be made for the workers to secure a. het

and nourishing meal eaten outside the workroom, and if no

lunch rooms are accessible near the plant, a lunch room

should be maintained in the establishment. On all-these

--subjects exact standards are obtainable or are ia process

of jormulation and inAormation concerrilq. iem-may be ob-

tained by writing to the United States Department of Labor.

POSTURE AT WORK. - Continuous standi%knd cortinuous sit-

ting are Loth injurious. A seat -AmOg be provided for every

woman employed and its use encouraged. It is possible and

desirable to adjust the height of machines or work-tables in

relation to the height of chairs 90 that the worker may with

equal convenience and efficiency sit or stand at her work.

To accomplish this, the seat and work-table should be of such

a height that the worker's elbow should be the same distance

from the floor whether she sits or stands. The seats should ,

have backs and foot rests broad and firm enough to be conven-

ient while working.

3. SAFETY. - Risks from Lachinery, danger frau fires, and po-

sure to dust, fumes or other occupational hazards sht1 be

scrupulously guarded against .by observance of stardards in

State and Federal codes, A 3ull ins to be issued fc time

o time by the Department' of Labo 7ili deal with the sub-

j- s especially as they are encount'ared under new condi

in th ar industries.

4. UNIFORMS. - Uniforms with caps and comfortable shoes are de-

sirable for health and safety in occupations in which machines

are used or in which the workers are in contact with dusts or

dirt. The caps should be light in weight and the uniforms

trim and neat to avoid the catching of material in machines.
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. Fiv:PLOYIvENT OF  MINORS 

1. AGES. No child under 14 years o e shall be employed

under any conditions.

2. HOURS OF LABOR. - No child-between the ages of 14 and 16

years shall be employe -more than 8 hours a day or 48 hours

a week, and\night Tork aftEr-i—p.m. or before 6 a.m. or

overtime is i>lvar ably prohibited.

3. HAZARDOUS OC  TAT ONS. - No child under sixteen shall be

employed in a hazardous occupation, or in processes involving

physica /strain.

4. MINOS UNDER 18. - Boys, 16 and under 18 shall have the

//75.rre restrictions unon Th 'r hours as have been outlined for

women employees.

V. HOME WORK PROHIBITED

No rork shguId.ebe given out to be done in rooms used for

living purposes or in rooms directly connected ,7-ith living rooms

in any dwelling or tenement.

1.

04i)

VI. REPLACEhINT OF MEN BY WOMEN

OCCUPATIONS SELECTED. . Every occupation in the plant should 
be

carefully analyzed to determine whother women may be employed

under existing conditions, or what chan73 should be made to

adapt it to women. This analysis should show what the job is,

That requirements in muscle, posture, nervous energy, skill of

hand or brain it makes of the worker, and what the ermironment

is. Changes in conditions will often make occupations suitable

for women which have hitherto involved unnecessary hazards for

men.t\Some of the conditions in particular occupations which Vv.

e.change\before women should be employed are:-

Constant standing or other posture causing physical strain.

Repeated lifting of weights, or other abnormally fatiguing motions.

Foot-pedal operation of machincrytk.ya:\*

Control of levers or mechanieat devices taking undu strength

to move.
) Excessive noiseiP---
Exeliivt-- heat. t. r
Excegnive cold.
Sudden changes in temperature.

D6mRpess)qz atmba,ph-ve a 17Nt
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\r\NPof

rjf

ki \ Work out of doors Tithout nrotEction against bad weatherL ,

YIDust, fumes, or other occupational poi;ons -410t/A410t14 1' 45444144) 4

SI* Moral hazards, such as employment in isolation or unsupervised

_associntion with men Tor4ers.

From time to tim0\bulletins outlining regulations for the employment

of women in specitic occupations will be issued by the Women in

Industry Service of the Deparqment of Labor after approval by the

War Labor Policies Bocrd. -14anwhile inquiries should be sent to the

Woman in Indu.stfy Service, Department of Labor, Washington, D,C,

1

2, RE,MOVAkOFJIAZARDSany hazards now permitted to continue ere

eastly,remoyable by methods 'which have been demonstrated to be

practicable,„.Before;iritrociUting women into new occupations, these

hazacds sigretT,

31 W011:c:NG CoNDITI)NS.
conditions for ,romen

according to, the gene

standards - establed for
state departmerIA, of late?

,remoVed,

WagT.K.tes, hours of la or, and working

ew occupations hZi.be determ4,ned

vtandards herein outlined, and4fecific

rticulx occupations by federal and

4. READJUSTr.:TIJOR 11EN WORKERS. v. To aiuncmplyment of men with

its consequen erious effectvapoTriara y life and the loss ofr,,

labor vitally ilia, tent to ,e nation, care must be taken 4,, n141i-

stitutfk women for e a:tomen is not intriodu2A, •.

e*-4e44—a—mart's job unt it is 44#14eir iihat he is'to be transfer- 4004-

Y4.4.49) . , t,-lik-L- krfriA,Q,.innei , -71,;t41: "hee"
r,

666 TRAINING. - Provision should be made foro,rniA g wpillar for:effit.,

3..ent sk!lful performancqi of the work assigned to.:th-eAti-l:Pi6 dmploy-

ment of women withoutl tra-...ni41rcey to result in high labor

turnover, unsatisfcact6'y productiond the loTvering of, the stan-

dard of skill in the jot: , IN , .
•71 rf'7.11 r,_ r.

CONSULTAT ON H WORKPRS. - Women should no \-bio introducer/ ivto 10-41'
new ocNpations thout consultation in advance tith the rorkers 4,-

ikalg'lls a-lv-stdy employed to nsure'their co-operation a to have the bene-

fit of their suggesti ne about the conditions to established.
NN,

VII. EMPLOYWNT LANAGE.,,ENT 

14 HIRING, SEPARATIONS AND  DETERMINATION OF CONDITIONS. - It has been

demdnstrated that the most effective results in the relationship

between a company and its employees depend upon lAke9rgehiraWhi.,14,

a personnel department charged with responsiteility for Selection,

assignment, transfer or withdrawal f workers, and the establish-

ment of proper working condition.
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2. SUFER.vISION OF WONEN WORKERS. - Where women are employed, a com-
petent woman should be appointed as themmmwmpoir.alAgilaismaL employ-
ment executive, and she should be given responsibility for
conditions affecting women.
----------------_,_m

VV„a)(R44 41.1‘CA •
VIII. • VI' — ''' ' ••":' . : F—weriewxpemArens -

aa-^-v-A--(6)--
alon ovrn not determine wisely and effectively tAAA o.A.

lk—AN'.-4i {)"/
the conditions which should be estailaished. The kenuine coopera-

tion which i4—assenti&l to successful production can be red only
L. .dt'' \'\AArAAAA.A.

if definite channels of negettrtiTh between employers Es.nduod.s.-kurs'

are established,thfenh—gameeTfrbireelly—treitrted shop committees, or

Afr\PIA-

.12z.s.-'ibgtx—etra-11.7"--re. b-7,p -tc.±1.1 m3thod5 of rT:resent. ng the intere3ts

44e workers. --in all 'departments wher,-.1 weern- eIC—Z5f1757-d1-4=ExL

Ivorkors,ernild have-K-40111100tn-theinT opresentativ

IX. COOPERATION LI.H OFFICIAL AGENCIES

The United States Government and State Riad local communities

have established agencies to deal with coLditions of labor, including

standards of working conditions, wages, hours, employment and train-

ing. These should be called upon for assisi.enue especially in the

difficult problems of adjustment brought about by war conditions

with the resulting necessity for greatly extending the employment of

womenJInquiries regarding the employment of women may be addressed

to the Woman in Industry Service, Department of Labor, Washington,

D. C., and these will be dealt with directly or referred to the

official Federal or State agency best equipped to give the assistance

needed in. each instance.
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November 21, 1918.

From: Mary Van Kleeck, Director, Woman in Industry Service.

To: Felix Frankfurter, Chaiman, War Labor Policies Board.

/ am enalosing the revised copy of the standards governing

the sm-A.oyment of vio.aen. It provides for the issuance of these standards

directly 4- the Woaan in Industry Service, Nith the approval of the
Secretary of Labor ani the endorsement of the 11.a.r Labor Policies Board.

In vioN of the c:-yanges in the relations of the contracting departments

to their plants, this has seemed to us am advisable procedure as a

precedent for future statements of tne same kind.

Miss AnAserson and I had an aprortnnity to discuss the matter

Hith the Secretary of Labor yesterday.

Tnc.
MVK/L

!,lary Van Kleeck, Director
0,oLaan in Industry Service.
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Novamber 9, lAS.

MEMORANDUM

FOR: Mr. F3.1ix Frankfurter, War Labor Policies Board.

SUBJECT: Standards governing the employment of wanen in industry.

Here is the revised copy of the standards with an

introduction written with a view to the early restoration of peace.

It seems to me highly important that these should be issued at

this tiTe for the reasons whiCh I have tried to state in the intro-

duction. They wil form an important part of any reconstruction

program. If, however, they ars not issued vary soon, I am afraid

that the psychological moment for such a pronouncement by the

federal government will have passed and that their influence will

be much less potent in the states. At present the country looks

to Washi - gton for guidance. Is it a rash pro:hesy to believe

that the atmosphere may so mange that what emanates from washin6on

will encounter a more openly hostile attitude?

IA there anything which I can do to push the thing

along? Miss Anderson and I are very eager that these should be

issued in the next few days, and we know that in a number of

states they are being slIewhat impatiently expected.

Mary Van KleecA., Director,

MVK:IMP Wo(Lan in Irductry Service.
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Fop:

SUBJECT:

November 2, 1918.

MEVORAINrUM

Mr. Geor•e L. Bell, War Labor Policies Board.

Final draft of standards governing the employment of woclen.

I enclose the most recent revision of the standards

governing the employment of women in industry.

It is problble that I shall be out of town on Monday

and Tuesday, but Miss Anderson will be here and will of course act

for the Woman in Industry Service in any matters of this kind. Possibly

Mr. Frankfurter will wish to associate her with him if the Secretary of

Labor raises questions requiring further revisicy, of the present draft.

Mary Van Kleeck, Director,

'VK:IMP Woman in Industry Service.
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FOR:

October 25, 1?18.

MVORANDUM

Mr. Frankfurter, Chairrlan, War Labor Policien Boar].

SUBJECT: Standards governing the employment of woqien in industry.

Revised Manuicript.

Her 1% the revised manuscript of the standards. The

statement on prosrim and policy is not yet typewritten but the

statement of stanciaris ot;ierwise is comnlete•

Mary Van Kleec>7, Director,

MVX:IVP Womsm in Industry service.

P. S. I have inserted a paragraph on nie-ht work, page twos

which would apply to states in which there is no night work 13w.

Is it desirable to omit all reference to night work at thi- time

or is it well to include it in the summary as a means of bringing

up the questior aside from special permits in states having night

work laws?
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October 10, 1913.

wow: Mies Van Kleeek

To: Defts Fr:inkfurter

Hers is the tentative draft of standards which

might form the blsis for the emplovent of AoTien in any

occupation. VJ'e are having it multigraphed and I hope to

be FAL) to listrirte cories at the mrzetiLg tomorro

morning. My proposal is that me take orie meek to get the

coiLlents of the trade union wcYLen, employers and state

officials before voting finally on it at the Board meeting.

Mary Van Kleeclk, Director
Waman in Industry Service.
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9. IORKDRESS'M ATE DESIRABLE

10. NO FA1TORY MORK SHOULD BE DONE IN THEH0.

/to

11 .11110431WItrIPM-eir I31Kinon.-72.T LI :FTAGWEIFTA"'ITH A '70 TO DELL

'7ITH 'OMEN IND -OREERS TO VOI13 THEIR NEEDSITHROUlE THEIR REPREITNTATIVIS.

12 •TORJMRS M.:MOYER 7, /14.11) iE PUBLI1 MUST WORK TOUtEMER TO ESTABLISH

THESE STAKDARDS .
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State of New York
D7PARTN1.NT OF LABOR

Capitol, Albany

New York, October 25, 1918

Miss Mary Van Kleedk
U. S. Department of Labor
Won in Industry Service
Southern Building
Washington, D. C.

Dear Miss Van Kleeck:

Relative to your letter of October 21st, I went to see

Mr. P. I. Johnston, Cost Engineer of the zarrett CorTany, 17

Battery Place, New York City, and spent a most interesting hour
and a half with him.

He had had your tentative draft on standards and was
tremendously interested in it. When they are finally drafted, he
would like to have about forty copies to (.istribute to his various
plants. There was practically nothing that I could suggest to Mr.

Johnston as he is an extremely keen and alert man, and I think we
can well sit at his feet, and learn!

They have about forty plants distribued throughout the
United States, only one of which is in New York, and they are
trying out the scheme of having women work on five hour shifts
and finding that it is working out extremely well, and they are
able to get plenty of wonen.

In the near future they are about to use women in running
trucks that weigh about 800 lbs., this requires in pushing the
force of about 50 lbs., but they are about to install electric
truchs for the use of wouen.

Mr. Johnston feels very strongly that women should not be
employed on heavy lifting and says that the majority of manufac-
turers have been slow to realize that, even with strong men, lift-
ing devices would have paid in the majority of instances.

Mr. Johnston is Chairman of the Labor Committee of the
Executive's Club of New York City. You undoubtedly know that the
Executive's Club is made of representatives of the Standard Oil
and the American Sugar Refining Companies, etc., and I believe
that he is a good man to keep one's finger on.

Of course, he keeps labor records, prodlction records, cost
records, etc., and I believe will have a great deal of practical,

valuable information to give.

L
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. _Van Kleeck, -2- October 25, 191S

I went over your tentative draft with him, and I am sure

you will want his frEnk criticisms of it. He feels that it is

too elementary ; that employers for the most part are beyond that

stage, and that it is prLctically an enlargement of General Orders

#13 issued by the Ordnance Department over a year ago. I tried to

point out to him, of course, that there were many employers who were

not as progressive as he is, for whom this could serve as a bible.

He also sipests that where you say there should be 3/4 of an hour

for lunch, that should be qualified to some extent by saying that

unless the day is limited to eight hours, a 1/2 hour lunch period

is suggestel. In fact, he believes the whole draft should be sug-

gestions and advice more thtn dictation.

I would suggest that you write Mr. Johnston again Esking

him for any material which he might have on rroduction, labor

turnover, etc., and the experiments in production which he has

made on the night and day shifts.

Mr. Johnston is working on an after-the-war scheme whereby

they hope to utilize disabled soldiers. He is a men of a great

deal of vision and he is a little out of patience with all of Us

that this whole labor problem has not been carried out more scien-

tifically. He is one of those efficient men spelled with a capital

E.

NIB

Very sincerely yours,

Nelle Swartz, Chief
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State of liew York
DvnARTVVNT OF LABOR

Capitol, Aibanr

New York, October 25, 1918

Miss wry V-n Kleeck
U. S. De Artment of Labor
Wolnen in Industry Service
Southern Bu i Avg

shin_ton, D. C.

Der bliss Van Xleeck:

Relative to your letter of October 21st, I Nent to see

Mr. P. I. Johnston, Cost Xngineer of the sirrett Coapany, 17

Battery Place, New York City, and spent a most Interesting hour

and a half with Ma.

He had had your tentative draft on stF,ndards and was

tremendmisly Interested in it. Whsn they are finally drafted, he

would like to tave about forty co ies to distribute to his various
plants. Tier, was practically not( 1:g tLat I could suggest to Mr.

Johnston as he is an extremely ken and clert man, and I think we

can well sit at his feet, Pnil learn!

They have aboot forty plants listribu nd throughout the

United States, only one of which is in New York, and they are

trying out the scheme of having women work on five hour shifts

and fluting that it is working out extremely weil, rnd they are

able to get plenty of women.

In the near future they are About to use women in running

trucks thbt weigh about 800 lbs., this requires in p-shing the

force of about 50 lbs., but they are about to Install electric

truclis for the '•$e of woken.

Mr. Johnston feels very strongly that woen should not be

employed on heavy lifting and says tiu,t, the majority of manufac-

turers have been slow TAD realise that, even with str9ng men, lift-

ing devices .oulci have paid in the majority of inst,nces.

Mr. Johnston is Chairman of the Lnbor Committee of the

lxecntive's Club of New York City. You ,ndoubtedly know that the

fteeutives Club is made of reoresentatives oi the Standard Oil

and the Ameriawn Sugar Refining Companies, etc., end I believe

that he is a good aina to keep one's finger on.

Of course, he kelps labor records, production records, cost

records, etc., and I believe will have a grant deal of practioPl,

valuable information to give.
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V: it Kleeck, Miss nctober 1914

I went over your tentstive draft with him, and I -311 sure

you will want his frank criticisms of it. He feels that it is

too eleamtary ; that employers for the most rart are beyond tLat

stage, am! that it is or ,:tically an enlargement of Generel Orders

#13 iss ed by the Ordnance Department over a year ago. I tried to

point out to him, of course, that there 4ere espy empl. yens 4tlo qere

not as progressive as he is, for vdaom this could serve as a bible.

He also sugeosts that where you say there should be 3/4 of %in hour

for lunch, thr.t shoull be qualified to some extent by shying that

unless the !thy is limited to eight hours, a 1/2 hour lunch neriod

is 1511.-zestel. In fei.ct, he believes the whole draft sEould be sug-

gest,ions and advice more tn, n dictation.

I would suggest that you write Mr. Johnston again baking

him for any meteria1 which be might have on .roduction, labor

turnover, etc., and the experiments in production which he has

made on the night and iby snifts.

Mr. Johnston is working on an after-the-war *oheme wherft

they hope to ntilise disabled soldiers. He is a mk4n of a groat

deal of vision and he is a little out of patience with all of us

thot this whole labor nrobiesn has not been carried out more scien-

tifically. He is one of those efficent men speLed with a cpita:.1

IT*

Very sincerely yflur1,14

Halle Swart ., Chief
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NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL CONTTRTTNCR BOARD
15 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass.

October 22, 1918.

Miss Mary Van Maack, Director,
Woman in Industry Service,
U. S. Department of Labor,
Washington, D. C.

My dear Miss Van Kleeck:

I have your circular letter of October 10, with which
you inclose a "Tentative Draft of ,Standards Covering the Em-

ployment of Women in Industry". rn ieiliii""a to your request,
I beg to offer the following comments.

1. As to Daily ours. I question whether in a discussion
of the length of the wo4 day during war times, it is advis-
able to state that the work day should be not longer than 8
hours, especially in view of your advocacy of a half holiday
on Salitrday afternoons throughout the year. In some occupa-
tions, no doubt, women should not even work as much as 8 hours
per day, or 44 hours per week, while in many other occupations
woman can work from 46 to 54 hours per week without any detri-

ment to their health.

I am not here arguing for or against the so-called 8-
hour day, but I wish to point out that, inasmuch as maximum
prod,Action of war essentials is a paramount issue during war
times, no agitation for a shorter work day or work weak
ihaull be started, unless its necessity can clearly be proved
from the health standpoint of the workers and unless it can
clearly be demonstrated that a 44-hour work weak is sufficient
to maintain the production required by necessity.

2. As to Over-time. I agree that the work day, including
overtime, should not exceed ten hours for women, but I would
go further by saying that overtime should not be worked oftener
taan on every second lay.

3. As to Rest Periods. The limit of the working period of
tne day should be changed from 4i hours to 5 hours, inasmuch
as it is customary in most factories to work from 7 a. m.
to 12 o'clock before recessing for the noon meal.

While I q-enerally favor the introduction of rest periods
for women, usually amounting to five or ten minutes during the

forenoon and an equal time during the afternoon work period,
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I doubt whether such rest periods Should be required in all
occupations in *Leh women are employed. Some occupations,
in the very nature of the work involve idle time during vtich

the automatic machine is doing its work and the operative is
practically obliged to rest, and some other occupations re-

quire frequent Changes of positions of the operatives, the
affect of such changes being practically as 7,00d, from a
health standpoint as that of a rest period, the chief purpose
of which is the opportunity for relaxation of nervous tension.

4. As to Wags. In your statement that the prevailing cost
of living should deterwine the wage to be paid, it Should be

made clear who is to determine the cost of living, and also
that by cost of living is meant the minimum cost of living

consistent with the maintenance of the American standard of
living. Moreover, if "increases (in wa7es) should be made

as increases in the cost of necessities of life decrease the
bying power of a dollar", it would be only fair to state also
that decreases in wages should be made as the buying power of
the dollar increases.

5. As  to Equality of  Women's Wages with Men's Wages. In this
paragraph appears for the first time the mandatory "shall",
Whereas in all other paragraphs the recommendatory "should"
is used. The recommendatory feature Should be preserved
throughout the Whole draft.

S. As to Cumfort and Sanitation. An additional statement
seems necessary in order to recommend that the

to toilets be not visible from the work-rooms,
where feasible, a matron should have charge of
sanitation, rather than a foreman or forewoman

direct access
and that,
comfort and
of a department.

Employers should not be asked to furbish soap and towels
to women employees any more than they are now asked to furnish
these articles for men employees. Roller towels and soap
cakes for general use would be unsanitary and the furnishing
of individual paper or linen towels and of liquid soap would
entail a very considerable expense Which the small employer
in particular should not be asked to bear. When the employer
has furnished hot and cold running water and adequate wash
basins, employees Who desire to use them Should be expected
to bring their own towels and soap.

7. As to Uniforms. I do not a prove of a general recommen-
dation that women workers should wear uniforms and caps. In
some factories, women employees either of their own volition
or by requirement are now wearing a definite uniform or

bloomer outfit. In other establishments this feature has
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not been introduced and women are appearing in their usual
dresses because regulation uniforms attract undue attention
to the women by the men workers; moreover, it seems unfair
to require the woman to buy their uniforms and it seems un-
fair to require the employers to furnish these uniforms free
of charge. In many occupations, also, where the work is en-
tirely in the nature of bench work, and moving machinery is
not installed in the department, women are just as satisfac-
torily dressed in ordinary dresses as in regulation uniforms.
I believe, however, that Where women work with or in the
proximity of moving machinery, they should be required to
wear either elbow sleeves or long sleeves tightly fastened
around th wrist, not to wear loose, hanging jewelry and
preferably not even filver rings, to wear light weight caps

or hair shields to eliminate the hazard of loose hanging
hair coming in contact with moving machinery, and especially
to wear plain, long aprons, fitting fairly close around the
neck, and covering up all catch parts of the dress.

8. As  to the EMployment of Minors. I do not understand
why any reference to boys between 16 and 18 years of age
is made in a set of standards covering the employment Of
women.

9. As to Occ12.tional Selection. Why should wom-en be
prohibited from working on machinery operated by foot
pedals, when woiren are similarly employed on sewing ma-
chines in their own homes or on similar machinery in
clothing factories and the like? Continuous foot pedal

opertion on machinery may be injurious to women's health,
but intermittent operation, especially as it does not re-
quire undue physical effort may be entirely proper, aside
from being necessary.

10. As to Supervision of Women Workers. Emperience, as far
as my knowledge goes, has not proved the necessity of a woman
being nece3sary in charge of an employment department in a
plant in which women are largely employed. No broad rule
can be laid down in this respect, when so many variable
factors enter into consideration.

11. As to Representation of Women Workers. Without exTressing
any opinion for or against the advisability of establishing
shop committees, I strongly question the necessity of the es-
tablishment or such committees under all circumstnces. In
a tailor shop, for instance, with about a dozen to twenty
women employees in all, it would seem obviously unnecessary
to have a committee of women appointed in order that proper

relation between the employer and his employees may be es-
tablished.
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I.?. In general, as standards to be a- roached, rather than
as rules to be followed, the prorosed standards covering the
employment of women in industry seam fair and reasonable,
save for the specific exceptions above stated.

I take pleasure in sending to you, under separate cover,
the research report No. 8, recently issued by the National
Industrial Conference Board on "Wartime Employmmt of Women

in the Metal Trades". This contains some references to rest
T)eriods, education of womn workers, safety and sanitary

measures in factories employinz women, etc., etc.

Very truly yours,

M. W. Alexander, Wnaging Director

P. S. I shooli have added the following paragraph:

13. As to Home Work Prohibited. In many small industries
the work room is directly connected with the living room of the
employer, and as long as the work room is sanitary and safe in
its apointments and otherwise adequate, I do not see any reason
vihy work for woman under such conditions should be prohibited.
Moreover Trohibition of work done at home by women or minors
would affect manufacturing conditions in some very progressive
establishments long accustomed to letting some of their work,
not requiring machinery, be done at home on part time basis.
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(COPY)

NATI,VAL INDIS?PIAL CONFIRF.NCIr, BOARD
15 Beacon Street, BrIston, Wes.

October -2, 1918.

Miss ik,ry Van Kleeck, Director,
Woman in Intustry Service,
U. 8. Department of 1,47-3bor,
iVehington, D. C.

ly doer u V n Klseck:

I have your circular letter of October 10, w'th which
you incloso a "Tentative Draft of Staniarls Covering the In-
ployment of ifosi,n in Inlustry". in regard to your request,
r beg to .-)ffer the following comments.

1. As to D517 Hours. I questioa whether in a discussion
of the length Qf the war, day iuring war timfts, it is a:tvis
able to 3t.te the work day should be not lower ti15-.,n 8
hours, especially in view of your advocacy of a half holith,y
9n Ss- trdny afternoons throughout the year. In some occupa-
tions, no doubt, milieu oho-old not even work SS much pis 8 hours
per day, or 44 hours per week, while in many other occuratic- ns
w,,ten c.,:n work from 48 to 54 hours per soca without Agy letri-

ment to their health.

I vs not here argdng for or &Ka: nst the so-oall.ed 8-
hour 4ay, but I swish to point out vat, inasmuch A mazinwo
prodicti,:ln of war essentials is a paraeolint issue during war
tines, no agitation for a shorter work dhy or work week
shouli be started, unlass its necocasity can clearly be proVed
from the health standp-iint of the workers and unless it can
clearly be demonstrated that a 44-hour work week is s fficient

sPtintain the prodietion required by ar necessity.

2. As to Over-tine. I agree that the work day, incluiing
overti,,e, shouli not excited ten hours for worsen, but I would
go flirti•er by saying tiJ.,t overtime should, not bo worked oftener
thAn on every second lay.

3.. As to Rest Periods. The lindt of th• woeking reriod of
the day shoull be changed from hoi-rs to 5 hours, inaeauch
es it is customary in soot factories to work from 7 a. m.
to o'clock:before recessing for the no-)n meal.

While I zeneraay favor the introduction of rest eriods
for wowen, usua-41y ancsating to five or ten minutes during the

f.,renoon and an oval tins thring the afternoon work noriod,
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/ doubt ,iteti;er s,vh rest Afrio,4 shovl be re- Ared in ail
occupations in 4tich women employed, &An occ7),tions,
in the very nature of the ,ork involve idle telle Aitch
the automatic machine is ng its vork end the operative is
practically obliged to rIst, and some other occurnti-ns re-
iire frequont changes of posi%lonssof the operatives, the
effect of such changes being practically as iood, from a
henIth standint th!-t of a rest lAerd, the chief purpose
of which is the oymrtunity for relaxation of nervous tension.

4. As 41 Uffeee In your stiltement that the prevailing cost
of living should determinm the wage to be paid, it should be
made clear wno Is to determine the coat of and also
tI at by cost of living is meent the minima o(:st of living
consit;tent kith the maintenance of the Americnn standard of
living. Moreove:, if "incrases (in wages) sho,l4 be mmie
RS increases in the cost of necessities of life decrease the
t ging lower of a 'toiler", it would be only fair to state also
that Jecreses in wages should be made As the bnyir47 *)ower of
the dollnr increases.

5. As to,Sqltalit7 of Womenis Wivas with MOn's Wages., In this
paragraPh appears for the first time the mandatory "shall",
whereas la al.; ether paragrarhs the reco,i„,,endatory Rshmid"
is used. The reeDMMOMaatory feature should be preserved
ti:roughout the Whole draft.

8. As to C mfort and Sanitation. An additional statenent
seems naoessary in lrder to recoi,mend that the direct access
to toilets be not visible from the work-rooms, and that,
where feasible, a matron should have charge of comfort and
sanitation, rather a forecan or forewoman of a department.

1Mpleyers should not be askeA to frrnisb soap and towels
to women emrloyees any more than Lia97 are now asked to furnia
these articles for men employees. Roller towels and soap
cakes for genern1 use would be unsanitary ani the furniihimg
of individual ,lap-r or linen towels and of liquid soap would
entail a very consilerable exrense Which Ube small employer
in particular ihould not be asked to bear. Mien the employer
has furnished _hot and eold running water and adequate mash
basins. emirloyeee Who desire to use them shoeld be exreoted
to bring their oNn towels and soap.

7. As to ',Juifortie. I :to not a prove of a general recommen-
dation that women workers should wear uniforms and caps. In
some factorise, wou.en employee, either of ti.eir own volition
or by requirement are now Alluring a definite uniform or

bloomer outfit. /n other esthbtishTf?nts Vas featrxe has
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not been introduced and woman arc appearing in their usual

dresses because regulation uniforms attrrct undue attention

to the moron by the men workers; moreover, it seems unfair

to (*q ire the 4,:omem to buy their uniforus and it ces un-

fair to req-..ire the enployers to furnish these uniforms free

of charge. In luany occupatioris, also, where the work is en-

tirely in the nhture of bench vork, and movinF machinery is

mot installed In the lepartment, women are list as si-,tisfric-

torily Aressed in ordinary e.resses he In regulntion uniforms.

I believe, however, that where momen work with or in the

proximity of moving madhinery, they should be required to

wear either elbon sleeves or long sleeves tightly fastened

nrounvi th , wrist, not to wear loose, hanging jewelry and

preferably not even finger rings, to wear light weight caps

or hair shields to elilinate the hazard of loose hanging

hair oomimg in contact with moving machinery, and especially

to wear plain, loni; aprons, fitting fairly close Around the

neolt, and covering up all catch parts of the Areas.

8. As to the Nmployment of Minors. I do not unierstand

NiAy hay roference to boys between 16 and 18 years of age

is mu ma set of $t'tv1fl 0-vering the erviormit of

9. AA to OmpLaticpal  Selection. Why should ricaFfin be

proMbited from working on machirwry operated by foot

pedals, whtm Afoiten are similarly employed on sewing me-

chi -as in their cy.tis homes or on similr machinery in
clotaing factories and the like? Continuous foot pedal

open- tion on machinery may be Injurious to women's health,

but interwittent onor,Aioa, as it does not re-

colire 'undue 07.101 effort may be entirely rrorer, aside

from be1n4 necessary.

10. As tp Supervision of NoweliWorxere. brerienolt, as far

ns my knowledge goes, has not proved the necessity of a woman

being necelsary in charge of an emTloyment lepartment in a

plant in xhioh woman are largely employei. No broad rule

can be laid down in this respect, wtsn so many vlqrlable

factors eater Into co.%siderntion.

11. As to Re17.resentation of taMenCrkors. Without ax.ressim:,

any opinion for or aeinst the advisability of establishing

shop committees, I strongly question the necessity of the es-

tablishment oC such committeas under 11 circumst- nces. In

a tailor shop, for last nce, with about a dozen to twenty

anam earloyees in a,I, it would seem obviously unnecessary

to have a aolmittee of women ir,nointe4 in order t'-2,t proper

relgtion bet:leen the employer &al his employees may be es-
tab4.1dhed.
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1-. In 6.enerul, as stanieris to he roachei, mther than
as rules to be followed., the pro-osel stpwinr;s covpring the
emolortent of llonon inaustry crsam fair ‘..nd reoscnable,
save for the specific excertiona above stated.

I vita plePsure in seneling to you, under separate cover,
uhe resoarch rersort No. 8, recently issued by the National

In!ustrial Cc.nference Ilard on "Wartime leployment of Women

in the Metal Trades". This contains some references to rest

oriods, oducntifm cf ',vo;u3ngort7arz, z-fot7 nd sanitAry
fzen,Asures in factories emrleying women, etc., etc.

Very truly your

W. w. Akexpoder, M,nn4in,r Pirector

P. S. I sho,li hbvii riled the folloNing paragrarb:

13. AA to lire TrIt Prohibtte4. ln many smolt inlustries

the -fork room is directly co n'ated with the living room of Cho

employer, and its long as the work room is sanitary End or-le in

its ap-lototimmots ytherwiae adewitto, I le not see &fly reAllerl

441, work for women under such coniitions should be prohibited.

Wreover rohibition of work done at hora by women or 7pinors
Pffeat condit,r.,ns in some very T,rogrRasive

estftbilshments ion; natzstomed to 'intim some of their work,
nO, reimiring maahirwry, be dor* at home an part time basis.
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?entative Draft

STANDARDS GOVERNING THE ET:PLOY/ENT

OF

WOMEN IN INDUSTRY

Bulletin No. 1

To be Issued by the Woman in Industry Service

United States Department of Labor

After Approval by the War Labor Policies Board

October 10, 1919.
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Tentative Draft

STANDARDS GOVERNING THE EMPLOYMENT

OF

WON IN INDUSTRY

October 10, 1918.

Women's work is essential to the winning of the war. The con-

ditions of their employment are vitally important to the Nation. Upon

the establishment of healthful and just conditions will depend the abil-

ity of women workers to produce maximum output for the war. for for civil-

ian life during the war. Upon these conditions will depend also the con-

servation of the health of the women of the Nation and consequently the

well-being of future generations. At this critical time in national life,

therefore, the Federal Government calls upon the industries of the country

to cooperate with it in determining and rigidly observing standards govern-

ing the employment of women in the occupations in which they have long been

engaged and especially in the work in which they will be needed to take the

places of men.

The War Labor Policies Board, acting on the recommendation of the

Woman in Industry Service of the Department of Labor, will issue from time

to time, as promptly as possible, regulations for the employment of women

on specific processes in specific industries, indicating adaptation of

machinery or process and modification of working conditions which should be

made before women are employed. In this, the first bulletin, a statement

of the basic standards which should prevail in any occupation is made for

the immediate guidance of the industries and the governmental agencies now

vitally concerned in the effective employment of women. In determining the
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standards, free use hs been made of statements issued early in the war by the

Chief of Ordnance and the Quartermaster General, and the Committee on Women in

Industry of the Advisory Commission of the Council of National Defense, and the

report of the War Labor Conference Board which was indorsed by the President of

the United States in his proclamation establishing the War Labor Board. All of

these statements have as their basis the industrial experience both of this

country and its allies.

In making standards effective the powers of several agencies of the

national government represented in the War Labor Policies Board, organized by

the Department of Labor and including in its membership, representatives of the

War Department, the Navy, the Fuel Administration, the Food Administration, the

Railroad Administration, the Department of Agriculture, the Shipping Board, and

the War Industries Board, will be used to the fullest extent necessary and the

cooperation of State departments of labor is assured in their enforcement. By

vote of the War Labor Policies Board all contracts of the Federal departments

now contain a clause requiring full compliance with State labor laws and in

each State an official of the labor department is deputized by the head of the

contracting department to cooperate with Federal agents enforcing these provi-

sions of the contracts. Standards adopted by State departments of labor are

therefore assumed in this statement as a basis and in addition other require-

ments are made by the Federal Government.
•4

1. HOURS OF LABOR 

1. DAILY—HOUPS. - The customary hours prevailing in the establish-

ment, in the industry, or in the community should not be

lengthened, and if the working day is already longer than 8

hours every effort should be made to reduce it to 8 hours for

all women employed. For occupations involving special strain

or hazard a shorter working period may prove to be necessary.
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2. OVERTIME. - Overtime should be discouraged in the interest alike
of production for the Army and health for the workers, and if re-
sorted to in an emergency, it should be limited to the period of
the emergency, and the total working day should not exceed ten
hours, inclusive of the overtime hours.

3. REST PERIODS. - The working period should not exceed four and a
half hours without a bruak for a meal, and El rest period of ten
minutes should be allowed in the middle of each working period.

4. TIME FOR MEALS. - At least three-quarters of an hour should be
allowed for a meal.

5. HALF-HOLIDAY ON SATURDAY. - Observance of the half-holiday should
be the custom in winter as in summer.

6. ONE DAY OF REST IN SEVEN. - Employment should be rigidly and in-
variably limited to six days in a week, with one day of rest in
every seven days.

7. WEEKLY HOURS. - The working week should not exceed 48 hours.

8. NIGHT WORK. - Employment between the hours of 10 p. m. and 6 a.m.
should be prevented because of its bad effects on health, family
life and the welfare of children. Only the abnormal conditions
brought by the war should be regarded as creating an emergency
critical enough to justify any modification of this standard, and
then the modification will be permitted only in a particular plant
for a specified period with the express permission of the Federal
authority in Washington responsible for the product of the plant.

II. WAGES

1, THE BASIS FOR DETERMINATION. - The minimum wage rate should be
determined in proper relation to the cost of living, with recog-
nition of the importance of women's wages in maintaining the
standard of living of the family. Standards of wages established
in the industry or the locality should not be lowered, and in-
creases should be made as increases in the cost of necessities
of life decrease the buying power of 4 dollar.

2, EVALITY WITH MEN'S WAGES. - When a woman does work customarily
done by a man,she shall receive the same rate as a man, and if
any decrease is made in the wage-the burden of proof shall be
upon the employer to demonstrate by actual statistics that the
labor cost of the job in question is higher when women are em-
ployed than when men are employed.
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III. WORKING CONDITIONS 

1. COMFORT AND SANITATION. - State labor laws and industrial
codes should be consulted with reference to provisions for
comfort and sanitation. Washing facilities, with hot and
cold water, soap and towels, should be provided in Suffi-
cient number and in accessible locations to make washing
before meals and at the close of the work day convenient.
Toilets should be separate for men and women, clean, and
accessible, and in numbers having a standard ratio to the
number of workers employed. Workroom floors should be kept
clean and dry. Dreseing rooms should be provided adjacent
to washing facilities, making possible change of clothing,
and the care of clothing outside the workrooms1t /• should beso Axranged that direet rays do not shineinto

-1; the workers' eyes. Ventilation should be adequate and heat
sufficient. Drinking water should be cool and accessible
with individual drinking cups or bubble fountains provided.
Provisions should be made for the workers to secuii-i-ho
and nourishing meal eaten outside the workroom, and if no
lunch rooms are accessible near the plant, a lunch room
should be maintained in the establishment. On all these
subjects exact standards are obtainable or are in process
of formulation and information concerning them may be ob-
tained by writing to the United States Department of Labor.

2. POSTURE AT WORK. - Continuous standing and continuous sit-
ting are both injurious. A seat should be provided for every
woman employed and its use encouraged. It is possible and
desirable to adjust the height of machines or work-tables in
relation to the height of chairs so that the worker may with
equal convenience and efficiency sit or stand at her work.
To accomplish this, the seat and work-table should be of such
a height that the worker's elbow should be the same distance
from the floor whether she site or stands. The seats should
have backs and foot rests broad and firm enough to be conven-
ient whil_e_wo-Pk-ingi •

3. SAFETY. -/Risks frUm machinery, danger from fires, and expo-
sure to dust, fumes or other occupational hazards should be
scrupulously guarded against by observance of standards in
State and Federal codes. Bulletins to be issued from time
to time by the Department of Labor will deal with these sub-
jects especially as they are encountered under new conditions
in the war industries.

4. UNIFORMS. - Uniforms with caps and comfortable shoes are de-
sirable for health and safety in occupations in which machines
are used or in which the workers are in contact with dusts or
dirt. The caps should be light in weight and the uniforms
trim and neat, to avoid the catching of material in machines.
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IV. EMPLOYMENT OF IviINORS

1. AGES. - No child under 14 years of age shall be employed

under any corditions.

2. HOURS OF LABOR. - No child between the ages of 14 and 16

years shall be employed more than 8 hours a day or 48 hours

ty week, and night work after 6 p.m4 or before 6 a.m. or

overtime is invariably prohibited.

3. HAZARDOUS OCCUPATIONS. - No child under sixteen shall be

employed in a hazardous occupation, or in processes involving
physical strain.

4. MINORS UNDER 18e - Boys over 16 and under 18 shall have the

same restrictions upon their hours as have been outlined for
women employees.

V. HOZ WORK PROHIBITED

No work should be given out to be done in rooms used for

living purposes or in rooms directly connected with living rooms

in any dwelling or tenement.

VI. REPLACE1ENT OF MEN BY WOMEN

1. OCCUPATIONS SELECTED. -Every occupation in the plant should be

carefully analyzed to determine whether women may be employed

under existing conditions, or what changed should be made to

adapt it to women. This analysis should show whet th,e ie,

vhat '2.equirements in muscle, posture, nervous energi skill of
hand or brain it makes of the worker, and vhat the environment

is. Changes in conditions will often make occupations suitable

for women which have hitherto involved unnecessary hazards for
men. Some of the conditions in particular occupations which

must be changed before women should be employed are:-

(a) Constant standing or other posture causing physical strain.

(b) Repeated lifting of weights, or other abnormally fatiguing motions.

(c) Foot-pedal operation of machinery.
(d) Control of levers or mechanitlal devices taking undue strength

to move.
(e) Excessive noise.
(f) Excessive heat.
(g) Excessive cold.
(h) Sudden changes in temperature.
(i) Dampness in atmosphere or wet floors.
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(j) Work out of doors without protection against bad weather.
(k) Dust, fumes, or other occupational poisons.
(1) Moral hazards, such as employment in isolation or unsupervised

association with men workers.

From time to time bulletins outlining regulations for the employment
of women in specific occupations will be issued by the Woman in
Industry Service of the Department of Labor after approval by the
War Labor Policies Board. Meanwhile inquiries should be sent to the
Woman in Industry Service, Department of Labor, Washington, DX.

2. REMOVAL OF HAZARDS.- iv.any hazards now permitted to continue are
easily removable by methods which have been demonstrated to be
practicable. Before introducing women into new occupations, these
hazards' must be removed.

3. WORKING CONDITIONS. - Wage rates, hours of labor, and working
conditions for women in new _occupations should be determined
according to the general standards herein outlined, and specific
standards establishedfor particular occupations by federal and
state departments of labor %

4. READJUSTMENTS FOR -k.:EN WORKERS. e To avoid unemployment of men with
its consequent serious effects upon family life and the loss of
labor vitally important to the nation, care must be taken in sub-
stituting,Women for men, to make sure that 'a woman is not intrrduer.
ed into a man's job until it is certain that he is to be transfer-
red to other work in the same plant or elsewhere.

5, TRAINING. - Provision should be made for training women for effic-
ient skilful performance of the work assigned to them, The employ-
ment of women without training is likely to result in high labor
turnover, unsatisfactiory production, and the lowering of the stan-
dard of skill in the job.

6. CONSULTATION WITH WORKERS. -Women should not be introduced into
new occupations without consultation in advance with the workers
already employed to insure their co-opuration and to 17ave the bene-
fit of their suggestions about the conditions to be established.

VII. EMPLOYMENT MANAGEMENT 

1, HIRING,  SEPARATIONS AND DETERMINATION OF CONDITIONS. - It has been
demonstrated that the most effective results in the relationship
between a company and its employees depend upon the organization of
a personnel department charged with responsiaiity for selection,
assignment, transfer or withdrawal of workers, and the establish-
ment of proper working conditions.
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2. SUPERVISION OF WEN WORKERS. - Where women are employed, a com-
petent woman should be appointed as personnel officer or employ-
ment executive, and she should be given full responsibility for
conditions affecting women.

VIII. REPRESENTATION OF WOMEN WORKERS

The management alone can not determine wisely and effectively

the conditions which should be established. The genuine coopera-

tion which is essential to successful production can be assured only

if definite channels of negotiation between employers and workers

are established through democratically selected shop committees, or

by other equally acceptabls methods of representing the interests of

the workers. In all departments where women are employed, women

workers should have a voice in the selection of their representatives.

IX. COOPERATION WITH OFFICIAL AGENCIES

The United States Government and State and local communities

have established agencies to deal with conditions of labor, including

standards of working conditions, wages, hours, employment and train-

ing. These should be called upon for assistance especially in the

difficult problems of adjustment brought about by war conditions

with the resulting necessity for greatly extending the employment of

women. Inquiries regarding the employment of women may be addressed

to the Woman in Industry Service, Department of Labor, Washington,

D. C., and these will be dealt with directly or referred to the

official Federal or State agency best equipped to give the assistance

needed in each instance.
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Tentative Draft

STANDARDS GOVERNING THE EMPLOYMENT

OF

WON IN INDUSTRY

October 10, 1918.

Women's work is essential to the winning of the war. The con-

ditions of their employment are vitally important to the Nation. Upon

the establishment of healthful and just conditions will depend the abil-

ity of women workers to produce maximum output for the war and for civil-

ian life during the war. Upon these conditions will depend also the con-

servation of the health of the women of the Nation and consequently the

well-being of future generations. At this critical time in national life,

therefore, the Federal Government calls upon the industries of the country

to cooperate with it in determining and rigidly observing standards govern-

ing the employment of women in the occupations in which they have long been

engaged and especially in the work in which they will be needed to take the

places of men,

The Tar Labor Policies Board, acting on the recommendation of the

Woman in Industry Service of the Department of Labor, will issue from time

to time, as promptly as possible, regulations for the employment of women

on specific processes in specific industries, indicating adaptation of

machinery or process and modification of working conditions which should be

made before women are employed. In this, the first bulletin, a statement

of the basic standards which should prevail in any occupation is made for

the immediate guidance of the industries and the governmental agencies now

vitally concerned in the effective employment of women. In determining the

I. 
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standards, free use has been made of statements issued early in the war by the

Chief of Ordnance and the Quartermaster General, and the Committee on Women in

Industry of the Advisory Commission of the Council of National Defense, and the

report of the War Labor Conference Board which was indorsed by the President of

the United States in his proclamation establishing the War Labor Board. All of

these statements have as their basis the industrial experience both of this

country and its allies.

In making standards effective the powers of several agencies of the

national government represented in the War Labor Policies Board, organized by

the Department of Labor and including in its membership, representatives of the

Tar Department, the Navy, the Fuel Administration, the Food Administration, the

Railroad Administration, the Department of Agriculture, the Shipping Board, and

the War Industries Board, will be used to the fullest extent necessary and the

cooperation of State departments of labor is assured in their enforcement. By

vote of the War Labor Policies Board all contracts of the Federal departments

now contain a clause requiring full compliance with State labor lam and in

each State an official of the labor department is deputized by the head of the

contracting department to cooperate with Federal agents enforcing these provi-

sions of the contracts. Standards adopted by State departments of labor are

therefore assumed in this statement as a basis and th addition other require-

ments are made by the Federal Government.

1. HOURS OF LABOR 

1. DAILY HOUPS. - The customary hours prevailing in the establish-

ment, in the industry, or in the community should nct be

lengthened, and if the working day is already longer than 8

hours every effort should be made to reduce it to 8 hours for

all women employed. For occupations involving special strain

or hazard a shorter working period may plove to be necessary.
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2. OVERTIME. - Overtime should be discouraged in the interest alike
of production for the Army and health for the workers, and if re-
sorted to in an emergency it should be limited to the period of
the emergency, and the total working day should not exceed ten
hours, inclusive of the overtime hours.

3. REST PERIODS. - The working period should not exceed four and a
half hours without a bruak for a meal, and a rest period of ten
minutes should be allowed in the middle of each working period.

4. TIME FOR MEALS. - At least three-quarters of an hour should be
allowed for a meal.

5. HALF-HOLIDAY ON SATURDAY. - Observance of the half-holiday should
be the custom in winter as in summer.

6. ONE DAY OF REST IN SEVEN. - Employment should be rigidly and in-
variably limited to six days in a week, with one day of rest in
every seven days.

7. WEEKLY HOURS. - The working week should not exceed 48 hours.

8. NIGHT WORK. - Employment between the hours of 10 p. m. and 6 a.m.
should be prevented because of its bad effects on health, family
life and the welfare of children. Only the abnormal conditions
brought by the war should be regarded as creating an emergency
critical enough to justify any modification of this standard, and
then the modification will be permitted only in a particular plant
for a specified period with the express permission of the Federal
authority in Washington responsible for the product of the plant.

II. WAGES

1, THE BASIS FOR DETERMINATION. - The minimum wage rate should be
determined in proper relation to the cost of living, with recog-
nition of the importance of women's wages in maintaining the
standard of living of the family. Standards of wages established
in the industry or the locality should not be lowered, and in-
creases should be made as increases in the cost of necessities
of life decrease the buying power of a dollar.

2. EQUALITY WITH MEN'S WAGES. - When a woman does work customarily
done by a man she shall receive the same rate as a man, and if
any decrease is made in the wage the burden of proof shall be
upon the employer to demonstrate by actual statistics that the
labor cost of the job in question is higher when women are em-
ployed than when men are employed.
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III. WORKING CONDITIONS 

1. COMFORT AND SANITATION. - State labor laws and industrial
codes should be consulted with reference to provisions for
comfort and sanitation. Washing facilities, with hot and
cold water, soap and towels, should be provided in suffi-
cient number and in accessible locations to make washing
before meals and at the close of the work day convenient.
Toilets should be separate for men and women, clean, and
accessible, and in numbers having a standard ratio to the
number of workers employed. Workroom floors should be kept
clean and dry. Dressing rooms should be provided adjacent
to washing facilities, making possible change of clothing,
and the care of clothing outside the workrooms. Lighting
should be so arranged that direct rays do not shine into
the workers' eyes. Ventilation should be adequate and heat
suffitient. Drinking water should be cool and accessible
with individual drinking cups or bubble fountains provided.
Provisions should be made for the workers to secure a hot
and nourishing meal eaten outside the workroom, and if no
lunch rooms are accessible near the plant, a lunch room
should be maintained in the establishment. On all these
subjects exact standards are obtainable or are in process
of formulation and information concerning them may be ob-
tained by writing to the United States Department of Labor.

2. POSTURE AT WORK. - Continuous standing and continuous sit-
ting are both injurious. A seat should be provided for every
woman employed and its use encouraged. It is possible and
desirable to adjust the height of machines or work-tables in
relation to the height of chairs so that the worker may with
equal convenience and efficiency sit or stand at her work.
To accomplish this, the seat and work-table should be of such
a height that the worker's elbow should be the same distance
from the floor whether she sits or stands. The seats should
have backs and foot rests broad and firm enough to be conven-
ient while working.

3. SAFETY. - Risks from machinery, danger from fires, and expo-
sure to dust, fumes or other occupational hazards should be
scrupulously guarded against by observance of standards in
State and Federal codes. Bulletins to be issued from time
to time by the Department of Labor will deal with these sub-
jects especially as they are encountered under new conditions
in the war industries.

4. UNIFORMS. - Uniforms with caps and comfortable shoes are de-
sirable for health and safety in occupations in which machines
are used or in which the workers are in contact with dusts or
dirt. The caps should be light in weight and the uniforms
trim and neat to avoid the catching of material in machines.
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'IV. EMPLOYMENT OF LINORS 

1. AGES. - No child under 14 years of age shall be employed
under any corditions.

2. HOURS OF LABOR. - No child between the ages of 14 and 16
years shall be employed more than 8 hours a day or 48 hours
a week, and night work after 6 p.m4 or before 6 a.m. or
overtime is invariably prohibited.

3, HAZARDOUS OCCUPATIONS. - No child under sixteen shall be
employed in a hazardous occupation, or in processes involving
physical strain.

4, MINORS UNDER 18. - Boys over 16 and under 18 shall have the
same restrictions upon their hours as have been outlined for
women employees.

V. HOYE WORK PROHIBITED 

No work should be given out to be done in rooms used for

living purposes or in rooms directly connected with living rooms

in any dwelling or tenement,

VI. REPLACEMENT OF MEN BY WOMEN 

1. OCCUPATIONS SELECTED. -Every occupation in the plant should be

carefully analyzed to determine whether women may be employed

under existing conditions, or what changed should be made to

adapt it to women. This analysis should show what the job is,
what requirements in muscle, posture, nervous energy, skill of
hand or brain it makes of the worker, and what, the environment

is. Changes in conditions will often make occupations suitable

for women which have hitherto involved unnecessary hazards.for
men. Some of the conditions in particular occupations which

must be changed before women should be employed are:-

(a) Constant standing or other posture causing physical strain.

(b) Repeated lifting of weights: or other abnormally fatiguing motions.

(c) Foot-pedal operation of machinery.
(d) Control of levers or mechanical devices taking undue strength

to move.
(e) Excessive noise.
(f) Excessive heat.
(g) Excessive cold.
.(h) Sudden changes in temperature.
(i) Dampness in atmosphere or wet floors.
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(j) Work out of doors without protection against bad weather.

(k) Dust, fumes, or other occupational poisons.

(1) Moral hazards, such as employment in isolation or unsupervised
association with men workers.

From time to time bulletins outlining regulations for the employment
of women in specific occupations will be issued by the Woman in
Industry Service of the Department of Labor after approval by the
War Labor Policies Board. Meanwhile inquiries should be sent to the
Woman in Industry Service, Department of Labor, Washington, D.C.

26 REMOVAL OF HAZARDS.- A.any hazards now permitted to continue are_
easily removable by methods which have been demonstrated to be
practicable. Before introducing women into new occupations, these
hazards must be removed.

3. WORKING CONDITIONS.. - Wage rates, hours of labor, and working
conditions for women in new occupations should be determined
according to the general standards herein outlined, and specific
standards established for particular occupations by federal and
state departments of labor',

4. READJUSTMENTS FOR MEN WORKERS. • To avoid unemployment of men with
its consequent serious effects upon family life and the loss of
labor vitally important to the nation, care must be taken in sub-

stituting women for men, to make sure that a woman is not intrOuve

ed into a man's job until it is certain that he is to be transfer-
red to other work in the same plant or elsewhere.

5. TRAINING. - Provision should be made for training women for effic-
ient skilful performance of the work assigned to them. The employ-
ment of women without training is likely to result in high labor
turnover, unsatisfact4ry production, and the lowering of the stan-
dard of skill in the job.

6. CONSULTATION WITH WORKERS. -Women should not be introduced into
new occvpations without consultation in advance with the workers
already employed to insure their co-opration and to 4ave the bene-

fit of their suggestions about the conditions to be established.

VII. EMPLOYMENT MANkGEMENT 

1. HIRING, SEPARATIONS AND DETERMINATION OF CONDITIONS. - It has been

demonstrated that the most effective results in the relationship

between a company and its employees depend upon the organization of

a personnel department charged with responsi1iiiity for selection,

assignment, transfer or withdrawal of workers, and the establish-

ment of proper working conditions.
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2. SUPERVISION OF WOMEN WORKERS. - Where women are employed, a com-
petent woman should be appointed as personnel officer or employ-
ment executive, and she should be given full responsibility for
conditions affecting women.

VIII. REPRESENTATION OF WOMEN WORKERS 

The management alone can not determine wisely and effectively

the conditions which should be established. The genuine coopera-

tion which is essential to successful production can be assured only

if definite channels of negotiation between employers and workers

are established through democratically selected shop committees, or

by other equally acceptable methods of representing the interests of

the workers. In all departments where women are employed, women

workers should have a voice in the selection of their representatives.

IX. COOPERATION WITH OFFICIAL AGENCIES 

The United States Government and State and local communities

have established agencies to deal with conditions of labor, including

standards of working conditions, wages, hours, employment and train-

ing. These should be called upon for assistance especially in the

difficult problems of adjustment brought about by war conditions

with the resulting necessity for greatly extending the employment of

women. Inquiries regarding the employment of women may be addressed

to the Woman in Industry Service, Department of Labor, Washington,

D. C., and these will be dealt with directly or referred to the

official Federal or State agency best equipped to give the assistance

needed in each instance.
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Tentative Draft

STANDARDS GOVERNING TH2 KIPLOYMENT

OF

WO= IN INDUSTRY

October 10, 1918.

Women's work is essential to the winning of the war. The con-

ditions of their employment are vitally important to the Nation. Upon

the establishment of healthful and just conditions will depend the abil-

ity of women workers to produce maximum output for the war and for civil-

ian life during the war. Upon these conditions will depend also the con-

servation of the health of the women of the Nation and consequently the

well-being of future generations. At this critical time in national life,

therefore, the Federal Government calls upon the industries of the country

to cooperate with it in determining and rigidly observing standards govern-

ing the employment of women in the occupations in which they have long been

engaged and especially in the work in which they will be needed to take the

places of men,

The War Labor Policies Board, acting on the recommendation of the

Woman in Industry Service of the Department of Labor, will issue from time

to time, as promptly as possible, regulations for the employment of women

on specific processes in specific industries, indicating adaptation of

machinery or process and modification of working conditions which should be

made before women are employed, In this, the first bulletin, a statement

of the basic standards which should prevail in any occupation is made for

the immediate guidance of the industries and the governmental agencies now

vitally concerned in the effective employment of women. In determining the
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standards, free use has been made of statements issued early in the war by tile

Chief of Ordnance and the Quartermaster General, and the Committee on Women in

Industry of the Advisory Commission of the Council of National Defense, and the

report of the War Labor Conference Board which was indorsed by the President of

the United States in his proclamation establishing the War Labor Board. All of

these statements have as their basis the industrial experience both of this

country and its allies.

In making standards effective the powers of several agencies of the

national government represented in the War Labor Policies Board, organized by

the Department of Labor and including in its membership, representatives of the

War Departments the Navy, the Fuel Administration, the Food Administration, the

Railroad Administration, the Department of Agriculture, the Shipping Board, and

the War Industries Board, will be used to the fullest extent necessary and the

cooperation of State departments of labor is assured in their enforcement. By

vote of the War Labor Policies Board all contracts of the Federal departments

now contain a clause requiring full compliance with State labor laws and in

each State an official of the labor department is deputized by the head of the

contracting department to cooperate with Federal agents enforcing these provi-

sions of the contracts. Standards adopted by State departuents of labor are

therefore assumed in this statement as a basis and in addition other require-

ments are made by the Federal Government,

1, HOTJRS OF LABOR

1. DAILY HOUPS. - The customary hours prevailing in the establish-
ment, in the industry, or in the community should not. be
lengthened, and if the working day is already longer than 8
hours every effort should be made to reduce it to 8 hours for
all women employed. For occupations involving special strain
or hazard a shorter working period may ToIove to be necessary.
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2. OVERTIME. - Overtime should be discouraged in the interest alike
of production for the Army and health for the workers, and if re-
sorted to in an emergency it should be limited to the period of
the emergency, and the total working day should not exceed ten
hours, inclusive of the overtime hours.

3. REST PERIODS. - The working period should not exceed four and a
half hours without a break for a meal, and a rest period of ten
minutes should be allowed in the middle of each working period.

4. TIME FOR MEALS. - At least three-quarters of an hour should be
allowed for a meal.

5. HALF-HOLIDAY ON SATURDAY. - Observance of the half-holiday should
be the custom in winter as in summer.

6. ONE DAY OF REST IN SEVEN. - Employment should be rigidly and in-
variably limited to six days in a week, with one day of rest in
every seven days.

7. WEEKLY HOURS. - The working week should not exceed 48 hours.

8. NIGHT WORK. - Employment between the hours of 10 p. m. and 6 a.m.
should be prevented because of its bad effects on health, family
life and the welfare of children. Only the abnormal conditions
brought by the war should be regarded as creating an emergency
critical enough to justify any modification of this standard, and
then the modification will be permitted only in a particular plant
for a specified period with the express permission of the Federal
authority in Washington responsible for the product of the plant.

II. WAGES

1. THE BASIS OR DETERMINATION. - The minimum wage rate should be
determined in proper relation to the cost of living, with recog-
nition of the importance of women's wages in maintaining the
standard of living of the family. Standards of wages established
in the industry or the locality should not be lowered, and in-
creases should be made as increases in the cost of necessities
of life decrease the buying power of a clonal'.

2. EQUALITY WITH MEN'S WAGES. - When a woman does work customarily
done by a man she shall receive the same rate as a man, and if
any decrease is made in the wage tho burden of proof shall be
upon the employer to demonstrate by actual statistics that the
labor cost of the job in question is higher when women are em-
ployed than when men are employed.
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III. WORKING CONDITIONS 

1. COMFORT AND SANITATION. - State labor laws and industrial

codes should be consulted with reference to provisions for
comfort and sanitation. Washing facilities, with hot and

cold water, soap and towels, should be provided in ouffi-

cient number and in accessible locations to make washing
before meals and at the close of the work day convenient.
Toilets should be separate for men and women, clean, and
accessible, and in numbers having a standard ratio to the
number of workers employed. Workroom floors should be kept
clean and dry. Dressing rooms should be provided adjacent
to washing facilities, making possible change of clothing,
and the care of clothing outside the workrooms. Lighting
should be so arranged that direct rays do not shine into
the workers' eyes. Ventilation should be adequate and heat
sufficient. Drinking water should be cool and accessible
with individeal drinking cups or bubble fountains provided.
Provisions should be made for the workers to secure a hot
and nourishing meal eaten outside the workroom, and if no
lunch rooms are accessible near the plant, a lunch room
should be maintained in the establishment. On all these
subjects exact standards are obtainable or are in process
of formulation and information concerning them may be ob-
tained by writing to the United States Department of Labor.

2. POSTURE AT  WORK. - Continuous standing and continuous sit-
ting are both injurious. A seat should be provided for every
woman employed and its use encouraged. It is possible and
desirable to adjust the height of machines or work-tables in
relation to the height of chairs so that the worker may with
equal convenience and efficiency sit or stand at her work.
To accomplish this, the seat and work-table should be of such
a height that the worker's elbow should be the same distance
from the floor whether she sits or stands. The seats should
have backs and foot rests broad and firm enough to be conven-
ient while working.

3. SAFETY. - Risks from machinery, danger from fires, and expo-
sure to dust, fumes or other occupational hazards should be
scrupulously guarded against by observance of standards in
State and Federal codes. Bulletins to be issued from time
to time by the Department of Labor will deal with these sub-
jects especially as they are encountered under new conditions
in the war industries.

4. UNIFORMS. - Uniforms with caps and comfortable shoes are de-
sirable for health and safety in occupations in which machines
are used or in which the workers are in contact with dusts or
dirt, The caps should be light in weight and the uniforms
trim and neat to avoid the catching of material in machines.
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IV. EMPLOYMENT OF LINORS 

1. AGES. - No child under 14 years of age shall be employed
under any conditions.

2. HOURS OF LABOR. - No child between the ages of 14 and 16
years shall be employed more than 8 hours a day or 48 hours
a week, and night work after 6 p.m, or before 6 a.m, or
overtime is invariably prohibited.

3. HAZARDOUS OCCUPATIONS. - No child under sixteen shall be
employed in a hazardous occupation, or in processes involving
physical strain.

4# MINORS UNDER 18# - Boys over 16 and under 18 shall have the
same restrictions upon their hours as have been outlined for
women employees.

V. HOME WORK PROHIBITED

No work should be given out to be done in rooms used for

living purposes or in rooms directly connected with living rooms

in any drelling or tenement.

VI. REPLACEENT OF UN BY WOMEN 

1. OCCUPATIONS SELECTED. - Every occupation in the plant should be
carefully analyzed to determine whether women may be employed
under existing conditions, or what changed should be made to
adapt it to women. This analysis should show what the job is,
what requirements in muscle, posture, nervous energy, skill of
hand or brain it makes of the worker, and what the environment
is. Changes- in conditions will often make occupations suitable
for women which have hitherto involved unnecessary hazards for
men. Some of the conditions in particular occupations which
must be changed before women should be employed are:-

(a) Constant standing or other posture causing physical strain.
(b) Repeated lifting of weights, or other abnormally fatiguing motions.
(c) Foot-pedal operation of machinery.
(d) Control of levers or mechani.zal devices taking undue strength

to move.
(e) Excessive noise.
(f) Excessive heat.
(g) Excessive cold.
.(h) Sudden changes in temperature.
(i) Dampness in atmosphere or wet floors.
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(j) Work out of doors without protection against bad weather.

(k) Dust, fumes, or other occupational poisons.

(1) Moral hazards, such as employment in isolation or unsupervised

association with men workers.

From time to time bulletins outlining regulations for the employment

of women in specific occupations rill be issued by the Woman in

Industry Service of the Department of Labor after approval by the

War Labor Policies Board. Meanwhile inquiries should be sent to the

Woman in Industry Service, Department of Labor, Washington, D.C.

24 REMOVAL OF HAZARDS.- iv.any hazards now permitted to continue are

easily removable by methods which have been demonstrated to be
practicable. Before introducing women into new occupations, these

hazards must be realoved.

3. WORKING CONDITIONS. -Wage rates, hours of labor, and working

conditions for women in new occupations should be determined

according to the general standards herein outlined, and specific

standards established for pArticular occupations by federal and

state departments of labor s

4. READJUSTMENTS FOR MEN WORKERS. • To avoid unemployment of men with
its consequent serious effects upon family life and the loss of
labor vitally important to the nation, care must be taken in sub-

stituting women for men, to make sure that a woman is not intrvduct,
ed into a man's job until it is certain that he is to be transfer-
red to other work in the same plant or elsewhere.

5. TRAINING. - Provision should be made for training women for effic-

ient skilful performance of the work assigned to them. The employ-

ment of women without training is likely to result in high labor
turnover, unsatisfact4ry production, and the lowering of the stan-
dard of skill in the job.

6. CONSULTATION WITH WORKERS. - Women should not be introduced into

new occupations without consultation in advance with the workers
already employed to insure their co-operation and to Ilave the bene-

fit of their suggestions about the conditions to be established.

VII. EMPLOYMENT MANAGEMENT 

14 HIRING, SEPARATIONS AND DETERMINATION OF CONDITIONS. - It has been

demomstrated that the most effective results in the relationship
between a company and its employees depend upon the organization of

a personnel department charged with responsibility for selection,

assignment, transfer or withdrawal of workers, and the establish-

ment of proper working conditions.
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2. SUPERVISION OF WOMEN WORKERS. - There women are employed, a com-
petent woman should be appointed as personnel officer or employ-
ment ex6cutive, and she should be given full responsibility for
conditions affecting women.

VIII. REPRESENTATION OF WOMEN WORKERS 

The management alone can not determine wisely and effectively

the conditions which should be established. The genuine coopera-

tion which is essential to successful production can be assured only

if definite channels of negotiation between employers and workers

are established through democratically selected shop committees, or

by other equally acceptable methods of representing the interests of

the workers. In all departments where women are employed, women

workers should have a voice in the selection of their representatives.

IX. COOPERATION WITH OFFICIAL AGENCIES 

The United States Government and State and local communities

have established agencies to deal with conditions of labor, including

standards of working conditions, wages, hours, employment and train-

ing. These should be called upon for assistance especially in the

difficult problems of adjustment brought about by war conditions

with the resulting necessity for greatly extending the employment of

women. Inquiries regarding the employment of women may be addressed

to the Woman in Industry Service, Department of Labor, Washington,

D. C., and these will be dealt with directly or referred to the

official Federal or State agency best equipped to give the assistance

needed in each instance.
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STANDARDS GOVERNING THE EMPLOYMENT OF *JOIEN IN INLUSTRY

Idopted by the War Labor Policies Boi.>.rd, October 18, 1918.

Revised November 7th, 1916.

Inps6ce or in war, women's work is essentiLl to the nation. During
the war the experience of all countries has sham that women more redy ni
able to t'Lkds the places of men mithdrawn for military service. So imrortant
did their work become that in Great Britain it wAs actually the War Depart-
ment which declared that "efforts must be devoted to amplify and exteni the
scope of usefulness 4 Allah &lore our country can hope to emerge victorious
from a struggle without ;Avallel in her long and glorious history." In the
United States the first *ark uniertaken for wor,en in industry in the federal
government awe the organization of the ,homens Branch of the Orim.nce Depart-
ment, and this eas also a recognition by the War Department in thia country
of the necessity for establishing healthful conditions for women workers 40
the basis for productive efficiency for the war.

The experience to which the oar has drawn public attention me true
before the war and will be equally true when peace is restored. Before the
war the number of moden gainfully employed increased in the decade before 1v10
from five to eight million, of whoistwe million, five hundred thousand, were
in manufacturing, trade, transportation or public service. Since then the in-
dications are that in numbers and prorostions, women hay%) becoAls Incraasingly
important in industry.

Nevertheless the danger still continues that women are in a weaker
position economically than MSA and that there is,therefore, a greater necessity
for control of the standards of their empleyment. Reconstruction will give an
opportunity for a ne* up-building of safeguards to conserve alike the iniustrial
efficiency and the health of women, ,and to -mike it impossible for selfish
interests to exploit them as unwilling oompetitors in loAering stanlaris of
wages, hours, and working conilitions and industrial relations which are for
the best interests of the workers, the industries rind the citizenship of the
country. Coar unity control of standArls for women in iniustry, especially
through state labor laws with such reinforcement as the federal government own
give through its contracts and in its OAM plants is deemed necessary as a vital
factor in reconatruction.

Luring the aar, by vote of the War Lator Policies Board all contracts of
the federal departments have contained a clause requiring full complianoe with
stets labor leis, and in each state an official of the state labor department
as been deputised by the head of the contracting departments of the federal
government to co-o”erate with federal agencies in enforcing these provisions of
the contracts..This affords a basis and a prece lent for continued relations be-
tween state and federal agencies in the upbuiliing of standards for wokiisn's
labor. Is the timber of contracts grows femer with the cowing of peace, the
responsibility of the states increases. But the recognition of the national and
intarnational importance of standards of labor conditions will stil; be paramount
since in peace, no less than in war, the nation will depend for ita prosperity
upon the productive efficiency of its Aorkers. No other founiation for comet-
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arcial success will be so sure as the conservation of those practices in inlustry
which make for the free, effective and healthfUl co-oreration of the Aorkers. Pro-
tection of the health of waz,en workers is vital as a social as well as an economic
measure of reconstruction.

Therefore, at this time, in recognition of the witional importance of
towien's Adork find its conditions, the federal government calls upom the i23ustries
of the country to co-operate with state and federal agencies in maiutaining the
stanlards herein set forth by vote of the War Labor Policies Board on recoarenda-
tion of the Woman in Industry Service of the Detartment of L4tor. Mandatory pro-
visions which will be made & condition in all federal contracts and enforced in
government owned plants are sumuarised in Section B and repeated as part of the
recownentions of Section A. Compliance with laws and regulations adopted by the
stutes is assumed.
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A. STANDARDS RUCOM-IEIMIKD FOP TITE &CLOY:TNT OF "TN.*

I. HOURS or LABOR

1. RAILI HOURS. NO WOMAN SHALL BF EMPLOYED OR PERMITTED TO WORK MORF

THAN EIGYT HOURS. IN ANY OW DAY OR FOPTY-RIGHT HOURS IN ANY ON!' WEE'.

EXCEPT THAT IN CASES OF EI.TEPGENCY Malf MAY WORT OVERTIME PROVIDED

THAT THE TOTAL WORKING DAY, TncLusur OF OVERTTIR, SHALL NOT EXCEED
THE LEGAL WORKING DAY I"; TIE STATE AND SHALL NEVER EXCEED TEN HOURS AS

A MAXIMUM, AND PROVIDED THAT THE TOTAL WORKING WK, rrcIusivE OF OVER-

TIME, MALL NOT EXCEED T7P LEGAL WORKING WEEK IN THE STATE AND SHALL

NEVER EXCEED FIFTY-FIVE HOURS AS A MAXIMUM. THE TIME IHEN THE WORK

OF WOMEN EMPLOYEES SHALL PFGIN AND END AND THE TIT ALLOWED FOR MEALS

SHALL BE 'OSTFD ITT A CONSPECIIOUS PLACE IN EACT1 WORK ROOM AND A RECORD

SHALL BT' KEPT OF TM OVERTIME OF EACH WOW WORKER.

2. HALF HOLIDAY ON SATURDAY. Observance of the half-holiday ahould be

the custom.

3. ONE DAY OF RE5'T IN spinal. FVY womv IPDP.XER SNAIL HAVE OE NY OF
REST IN ial.TY SEVEN DAIS.

4. ugE FOR Myala. AT LET 072 TIALF HOUR SHALL 3E ALLOWED FOR A MEAL

TV THE IvOREING DAY IS EIGFT ROUT' OR LEIS. IF THE WORKING DAY IS

LONGER THAN EIGHT !TOUR q AT LEA -7T MEE...QUARTFRS OF AN FOUR SHALL BE

ALLOWED vOR P MEAL,

5. REST PERIQDS. A reap period of ten minutes shall be allowed in the

middle of each korkinb period without ther3by increasing the length

of the working day.

6. moT 'NORK. Subsequent announc3ment regarding night work will be made.

* In the statements of thia section, the word "shall" and tae larger

type indicate a mandatory :rovision. These provisinLs have alrer_dy

been outlined in
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II. IAGEs 

1. rO_TAILIMULjialeillanr. WOMEN DOING THE SA24E WORK AS MEN SHALL
.„,1,. THE SNWE WAGES wrrii SUCH PROPORTIONATE PMEASES AS TU. MEN
ARE RECEIVPIG IN THE SVE iNDUSTRT. BIWA Changes made in the process

or in the arrangement of work should not be regarded as justifying a
lower wa+z,e for a wolan than for a man unless statistics of production
show that the output for the job in question is less when women are
employed than when men aro employed. If a difference in output is
demonstrated the difference in the wete rate should be based upon the
difference La ,,roductio., for the job as a xhole and not determined
arbitrarily.

2. THE BASIS OF DETXRMINATION. The minimum wmge rate should cover the
cost of living for dependents and not merely for the individual.

III. 1QRKItiG CONDITIONS. 

1. COMFTT 1BD SANITATIOX. State labor laws and industrial codes should
be oonsulted with reference to .,:xovisions for comfort and sanitation.
Washing facilities, with hot and cold water, soap and individual towels,
Should be provided in sufficient number and in accessible locations
to make washing before meals and at the close of the work day covenient
Toilets should be separate for men and women, clean and accessible.
Their numbers should have a standard ratio to tne number of workers
employed. Workroom floor's should be kept clean. Dressing rooms should
be provided adjacent to waihing facilities, making possible change of
clothing and the care of clothing outside eawrkroows Rost rooms
Should be provided. Lighting should be so arranged that direct rays
do not shine into the workers' eyes. Ventilation should be adequate
and eat sufficient. Drinking water snoilld be cool and accessible
wlth individual drinking dui-J*1 or bubble fountain provided. Provision
Should be made for the workeri to secure a hot and nourishing meal
&sten outside the workroom, anu if no lunc.: rooms are accessible near
the plant, a lunch room should be maintained in the establiahment.

2. POSTURE AT WORS. Continuous st,nding and continuous sitting are both
injurious. A seat should be provided for every women employed and its
use encourai_ed. It ia possible and desirable to adjust the hei6ht of
the chairs in relation to the height of machines or work tables, so
that the worker mar with equal convenience and efficiency stand or sit
at ,,ork. The seats should have backs. If the chair is high, a
foot rest Should be provided.

3. 5.ArETT. Risks from madhinery, dant,er from fire, and exposure to dust,
fumes or other occupational hazards sho id be scru'ulously guarded
against by obeervance of standards in State and Federal codes. First
aid equipment sho ld be provided.
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4. MILELQLQLZCILILLMIPTIOR VQ,TNt In determining what occupations

are suitable and safe for women, attentio, should be centered especially

on the following conditions which would render the employent of aoraen

undesirable if changes are not made:-

A. Constant standing or other postures causing physical strain.

B. Reieated lifting of weights or other abnormally fatiguing motions.

C. Operatiol of mech,anical devicss reAsiring undue strength.

D. Ex,?osura to OX06iV8 .eat,-..that is, ovsr 80 degrees, or excessive

cold,-th,st is under 50 degrees.

X. Expos ire to dsst, fumes, or other occupatioaal ,oison nt inlaerent

in the essential nature of the orocessos.

F. Isolated mxployment or cohditioi,s involving moral hazards.

5. ISOIBITED OCCUPATIOa. Women must not be employed in occupations

involving the use of ooisoos which are proved to be _sore injurious to

women than to is-en, such iss certain processes in the lead industries.

Subsequent rullnAs on the dangerous trades will be issued.

6. UFIFORM. Uniforas with caps and colortable shoes are desirable for

health and safety in occupations for. which asschines ars used or in Which

the processes are dusty.

IV. HOME Walts

I. NO WOR-& SHILL BE GIVEN OUT TO BE DONE IN ROOMS USED FOR LIVING OR

SLEEPING PURPOSES OR IN POOMF DIRECTLY CON'NECTFT WITH LIVING OR SLEEPING

ROOMS IN Art DWELLIN; OP TEIONEUT.

V. SMPIOYIENT MANA441ENT.

1. gIRING. SEPARATIONS AND DETTR3144aION 0/SONDITION2. In establishing

satisfactory relatio: s betws,n a cosksamy and its employees, a personnel

departent is im)ort nt charged with riaponsibility for selection,

assignmerlt, transfer or withdrawal of workers and the estsblish7lent of

peeper working couditions. This is especially necessary at a time when

the withdrawal of men for mil tary service necessitates changes in

personel, including the more extensive employment of women.

2. TPERVIPION OF WOMEN WORKERS. Where wasen are employed, a competent

los,an should be appointed as employment executive with respo-sibility

for conditions effect ng wo,len. Women should also be as ointed in

supervisory positions in the departm-nts employing mmen.

3. autaummagazEza. The selection of workers best edapted to the

required occu,;ations through pgysical eqdiment and through experience

and other qualifications is as important as the determination of the

conditio12 of the work to be done.
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4. TRAINING. Opportunities for training should be provided either in coopera-

tion wit t' the local school authorities or in the plant. Careful wlAprvision

of the new workers with opportunity given them to gain practise under

direction, has btien demonstratd to be an import nt means of reducing labor

turnover and increasing efficiency.

QF STANDARDS.

1. Tie respo-:sibility should not rest u.io the management alone to determine

wisely and effectively the coaditio s which should be established. The genuine

=operatic) , essential to „Toductio car: be secured only if definite channels

of cowmunication between employers and „rou s of their workers are established.

The need of creating methods of joint negotiation between emplo7ers and rou s

of employees is especially great ih the 11L;ht of the critical points of contro-

versy which may arise in a time like the pr sent. litistiug channels should be

preserved and new ones opened if required, to provide easier access for dis-

cussion oetimen an employer and his employees.

VII. imp rjeRATTOR WITET primp AL =MIES.

The United States Government and State andlocal cogimunities have

established av.Ancies to deal with oonditio s of labor, includir Rt:Lndards

of working conditions, wages, hours, employment and training. ThexA, should

be called upon for assistance especially in the difficult problems of 9rd-

justaent due to the war and reconstruction following the war.

Inquiries regarding the employment of women may be addressed to the

Woman in Industry Service, Department of La'oor, Washington, D. C., and these

will be dealt with directly or referred to the official federal or state

a,,,,ency best equipped to give the assiatkince needed in each instance.
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B. SUNDTARY )-4" REQUIRFD ST.A14DARD  .

• I. HOURS OF LABOR

1. DAILY HOUR4. NO WOY.AN sum., BE EMPLOYED OR PERIITTED TO WORK mow; THAN
EIGHT HOURS IN ANY 0-NE DAY OR FORTY...EIGHT HOURS I:1 ANY ONE W5:11C EXCEPT
THAT IN CASES OF 1E/COGENCY WO ..1CN MAY WORK ovslivrem 'PROVIDED THAT THE ?MAL
WORKING DAY, INCNISIVE OF OVERTIYE, SHALL NOT txcErD TH.E LEGAL WORKING DAY
IN TrIE STATE Art) MALL NETER EXCEED TEN *HOURS AS A IAXIMUll, AND 7110VIDED
THAT THE TOTAL WORKING WM, INC TIJS P1R 01 OTERTIla, SHALL NOT lrOCCEIZ THE
LEGAL WORKING 7,7E11 IN' THE STATE AND SHALL NEVIIT EXCDrD FIFTY-FIVE HOURS AS
A MAXIMUM. THE TINE WHEN 'Mg WORK OF WCIAIN EMPLOYEES SHALL BEGIN AND END
AND THE TIWE ALLOWED FOR MEALS SHALL BE POEM TIT A CONSPICUOUS PLACE IN
EACH roRx RCOM .AND A R'''CORD SHALL BE OF THE OVERTIIIE OE EACH WVAN
v•ORKER.

2• WILUAL-CLUILM-LIMia. RUBY WOMAN 170111KTS zlIALL HAVE OK'F. DAY OF REFT
IN EVERY SEVEN.DAYS.

3. IIAL.F.1 aLadajAa. P.T LEAST ONY HAL))...HOUR SH LL ALLOWYM FOR MEAL IF
THE WORKING DAY TS RT GHTHHOURS OR LESS. IF TIT WORK I NG DAY IS LON GER
THAN EIGHT H1URS AT LEAS.T MIKE QUARTERS OF AN HOUR %HALL RF ALLOWED FOR
A ARAL.

4 .  WORk. Subsequent announcement will oe (lad regard ing n silt aorke

* (The *action on hollrs of labor will be made a c t I on
in all co :tracts beginni tr, tTPLY111A,ry

II. WAGES 

1. W3,7FN 1,0ING THE WE WORK AS 1EN SFIALL RECEIVE THE SAME WACES WTTH SUCH
PICIPORTIONATE INCREASES AS TilF ARE RECEIVING IN THE SAKE INDUSTPT.

III. VIXISI j.192:LDIL__Q__11 1 NS.

1. REGULATIONS WITH REFERENCE TO SHO? SANITATION AND THE SAFETY AND CO1FORT
OF TH7 '!OR -YRf-i AD2'TED BY THR WAR LABOP P-LICD-S BOIID WHICH ARF NOT IN
VIOLATION 77F STvruTFS OF TrE TINITED STATES OR OF THE STATE IN WHICA THF
WORK IS PERFORMED AfTD ORDERS) ISSUED BY DULY AUTHORIZED INSPECTJR1 rOR THE
CARTING OUT OF SUCH ItvGTILATIONS. SHALL BE COM DLIED WITT{ BY ALL CO-TRAOTORS
UPON NOTICE THEREOF.

IV. JIOSIE 1VQR4.

1. NO HOWC WORK STIALL BZ GIVEN OUT IP BE DO'TE IN R011'AS USED FOR LIVING OR
SLEEPING PURPOSES OR IN ANY ROOMS DIRECTLY COaThIECTED wITH LIVING OR SLEEPING
PONS IN ANY DWELLPIG OR TENEMENT.
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U. S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

WOMAN IN INDUSTRY SERVICE

WASHINGTON

October 10, 1918.

May we have your advice regarding the inclosed tentative draft

of the statement of standarde governing the employment of women in indus-

try?

At the request of the War Labor Policies Board the Woman in

Industry Service is preparing a series of bulletins on working conditions

for women to serve as a guide, especially in the introduction of women

into new occupations. From. time to time statements till be issued apply-

ing to particular indusries. This first bulletn is int3nd3d to be an

outline of the basic conditions which should prevail in any occupation

where women are employed.

In advance of submitting it to the War Labor Policies Board, we

are seeking the criticism and suggestions of a number of our advisors,

including officials in State departments of labor and representatives of

working women and of employers.

As the matter is urgent, we should appreciate a rsply from you

within one week.

Sincerely yours,

Mary Van Kleeck, Director,
Woman in Industry Service.
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October 10, 1918.

4.; have your advice regarding the enclosed tentative

iraft of the state,nent of standards governing the employment of woillen in

industrt#s?

At the request of the War Labor Policies Board the

Woman in Industry Service is prearing a series of bulletins on working

conditions for wo:r.en to serve as a guide, especially in the introduction

of kharanirto new occupations. From tima to time statements will be issued

aPplying to particular industries. This first bulletin is intended to be

an outlire of the basic conditions Which should prevail in aw occupation

where women are employed.

In advance of submittirg it to the War Labor Policies

Boqrd, we are seeking the criticism and si7ggestions of a number of our

advisors, incluling officials in state departalents of labor and reresenta-

tives of working women and of ewployers.

As the matter is urgent, we should appr-caite a reply

from you within one week.

Sincerely yours,

!vlz-iry Van Kleeck, Diroctor
Woan in Iniustry Service.
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ctober 26,

Mr. H. R. Floyd,
Fliakiel Sons Co-ny,

Boston, Maeiitechueetts.

My dear Mr. Floyd:

7e greatly appraciato your comments sent us on behalf

of Mr. Filene regarl'n, the tent.itive draft of st'lidarde governing

the employment of wou.en in Indultry.

We should be glad to set a standard cf one hour for

meals except for the fact that it seems to us exceedingly important

to ilizere co:.lianc with th nrovisions set forth in this bulletin

which are indicated as mandatory, and in view of the fact that a

shorter period is new in vogue in so many shops, especielly in those

which are too far from the hoeaa of the workers to permit tern to

have lunc' at home, it seezed to us wiser to require less, and t'lere-

fore t3 secure more.

vie are glad to nave the statement re6arding the cooperation

of the advisory boards in tne setting of tee etandards. We are

counting u:on the advisory boards in connection with the Ewleycant

Service to ks teeic standards effective, and as the draft has been

submitted in advance to so many different groups we ara hopefel that

they will have wide acceptance.

Mr. Filene's sugostion regardini.. the represent'Aion of the

Federal Board for Vocational Education and the Department of Commerce

on the War Labor Policies Board is being sent to the Chairban of the

Board. As Mr. Filene doubtless knows, this Board has been made up

of representatives of the so-called production departments of the

government as a means of insuring consistent policies in their labor

oroblems. Therefore it does not include all of the federal agencies

which are related more or less directly to various aspects of the

problems dealt wit) 1 by the Board.

Cordially yours,

Mary Van Kleeck, irector,

WK:IMP We an in Industry Service.
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in.ffitates .tnts CCingranp:
WASHINGTON,SUMMER AND HAWLEY STREETS

OFFICE OF TREASURER AND GENERAL MANAGER

October 19, 1918.

:iss ary an 7.1eeck

". S. 7ert. of Tabor

Washington, 7.

dear *iss Van 'rleeck:

Filene is away from the office for a few days but asked re

to forward the following suggestions tc you on the tentative draft

of the standards governing e!--loy-ent of woen in industry on which

rou asked Mr ti comment a few days ago. -is sll.gestions are as

follows:

-lage 3, 'aragrarh mime for :-eals: 2i1ene is of the

opinion that the 'Jabor -epart-ent should set a standarA of no less

than one hour for reals because of the fact that it very often bar-

rens that the amrloyee consures at lest tw(nty r-inutes going and

coming from his hore. or other eating place, Lrd where only three

quarters of an hour is allowed, it is not a sufficient a-ount of

time.

Page ;:r, T)aragrarh 1, "orfort and "anitation: -=rovision ,should

be made by the industries that are large enough for the ist-blishr-ent

of a health clinic. The -ealth -erart' ent should work out a standard

fcr such clinics in order that the ,-rohle ray he Trorerly under-

stood by both erployers and evIrloyees, and a raxirur amount of ef-

ficiency obtained in each clinic. The necessity for the establishrent

of such a clinic was very forcibly brought to -r. Filene's attention

during this present e-idemic. In our institution with a worldn: force

of e-ployees, we had over :TX visit the clinic each day for con-

sultation trebtent.

'here 14 plant is not of sufficient size to maintain its oval clinic,

a group cf 6 aller /lants within coy-unity could establish a -0-

o7-erative clinic, -aintaine( ccording to the sar'e standards set for

the Larger -lants and thus aintain a proper standard at a ruch less

expense.

Page 6, Article :1, oonditions: -r. *ilene is of the

opinion that advisory boards within the state and cities, should be

more -rroninently e-rhasized in the public's ind 60 that fro, the

start the employers ad errsloyees right understand that standards are

set by all parties interested. Tn this way 'ore effective conperatirn

could he obtained throughout the entire ciuntry.
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- 2 - -iss 7'ary -an -leeck

?ace 6, Article 5, -raining: "r. "ilene feels that it might
be a good idea to hew. the :edral -- oard of ncational -ducation
represented on the ' ar Labor Policies -'oard, in order that en-
couraer ent in turn miOit e jven to he 7ederal 'oprds in the
different states to set up rrorer industria: training fcr woren in
industry. 'r. Filen& further -u:20ests that in vie;' of the fact
that accertance of most o these rlanf i. going to be of eecial
interest to the '"erartrient of lo-merce that it might he a good idea
to have the departrent represented on the -ar 'Jabot* 'olicies 'oard.
If it is not possible to have the ;e/artment of Commerce and Federal
3oard of Vocational Education Etctuall7 re -resented on the Board,
sone -lan mi2ht be devised whereby they could be used in an advisory
aracity.

Cordially

aY

7ecretary to A.TAncoln Filene.
TTPF/P
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OFFICE OF

PRESIDENT

The Goottear Tire alluiliber

Alicrtori3Ohici, November 1, 1918.

Miss Mary Van Kleeck,
uirector - Woman in Industry Service,
United States Department of Labor,

Washington, D.C.

Dear Madam:

I have your letter of the thirtieth and agree

in your statement that the cost of production may not

always be increased because women do not perform the

entire process as it was formerly performed by men. In

our plant, however, where the work is largely by piece,

we are compelled to relieve the women of the heavy work,

our aim being to have the job cost the same part women

and part men, as when wholly performed by men.

I am glad to note that you are making progress

with your program, and remain -

Yours truly,

FAS:J President
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October 30, 1918.

Mr. F. A. Subaling,
Preaident, Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company,
Akron, Ohio.

My dear Mr. Subal r g :

We ara very grateful to you for your coatovats on the

tentative draft of ilaulicAJLgoverning the employment of vo en.

Although these standards have already beet: revised and are probably

now in final form for immediate issuance, the revision will, I think,

meet several objections which you raise. This statement of standards

is intended to contain recoarandations based on the experience of

the bost plants, and it la not intended to be atatuted as you suggest.

In the revised farm certain proons which ara to be recorded as

a conditions in contracts are to be stated in a separate section

while the remainder of the bulletin will be in the forn of recoLAnda-

tions. Ths in Dart responds to the request of many employers for

suggestions.

I ar:, especially interested in what you sr*y about equality

with menls wages. It is by no means clear that the cost of produc-

tion is increased because a vvoman does not perform the entire 7rocess
as it was formerly performei by men. It is tho experience in sole

plants that if in such a case as you site a man does part of the -ork

for a group of woman tba No3aen are able to turn out a proportionally

greater produce so that the cost of production for the job $s a ;thole

is not thereby increased When the Aomen are paid the same w4ges

as the men Who have formerly done this Aork. In short, it would seem

fair that the cost of the job iholild be actually the criterion instead

of an arbitrary decision that if any Change at all is made in the

process When Alnen are introlucsd it becoLes thereby -:.omenis worl- , to

be paid in accordance with the prevailing rate far wonenss wages, thus
decreasing the labor coat for the employer on that particular job.
We should be exceedingly interested in knowing bother your statistics

show increased labor cost per product in those processes in which the

introduction of women has brought about a change in the methol of

porming
Very truly yours,

Mary Van KIJeck, DIreotor,

Mrld DIP WDman in Industry Service.
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Akrtnt,oitio, October 34, 1918.

Mi88 Mary Van Kleeck,
united States Department of Labor,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Madam:

Due to my absence, I am late in responding to
your letter of the tenth, but am nevertheless giving you
my views for whatever value there may be in them at this
time.

In general your views meet my approval, but out
of an experience in handling 3,000 women at this time,
where a year ago we had 300, I offer the following sugges-
tions; and for your further information may say that these
women are mostly employed on gas mask and balloon work,
which is light work, tho requiring considerable deftness
and skill in handling, in which women are particularly well
qualified.

1.

I. HOUhS OF LABOR 

DAILY HOURS. "For occupations involving special strain
or hazard a shorter working period may prove to be nec-
essary." To my mind such conditions should be handled
as special cases. Putting such phrases into a statute
would give opportunity for an unscrupulous or narrow-
minded labor representative to cause serious trouble.

3. REST PERIODS. We do not use the ten-minute rest period
at the present time and I feel that our women are not
suffering without it. Again this is a case where its
need depends upon the character of the employment.

4. TIME FOR MEALS. We allow a half hour's time, which I am
sure is adequate, and the eight-hour day is sufficient
guarantee against over work.

5. HALF-HOLIDAY  ON SATURDAY. This is of course the ideal
arrangement and can readily be used in the one-shift
plant, but it is not practicable in three-shift plants
working 48 hours per week. On such schedules one Sat-
urday out of three could not be covered with a half-
holiday.
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Miss Mary Van Kleeck   Page 2

II. WAGES 

1. THE BASIS FOR DETERMINATION. Our minimum wage rata has
always been the hiring rate. This at the Goodyear has
been governed by supply and demand for labor rather than
by "proper relations to the cost of living." As a matter
of fact, no two people will figure the cost of living
alike and the economics of cost of living and supply and
demand for labor are so closely interwoven that one
practically reflects the other. I do not believe that
the Goodyear has ever had the reputation for holding
wages too low, and if some practical means of determining
the cost of living can be devised, we could swing over
to this basis for determining our hiring rate. As a last
analysis, however, I feel that the supply and demand will
govern conditions for many years to come as it always
has in the past.

EQUALITY WITH MEN'S WAGES. When a woman performs the
latire work formerly done by a man, it Is our policy
to pay her the entire man's wage. If she requires a helper
to move the heavy objects on which she is working, or if
a group of women require the services of one helper, their
wages would be reduced proportionately. In other words,
the coat of production should not be increased due to the
employment of women. Example:- Either a woman or a man
can finish a tire. The woman, however, cannot lift it
from the stand. Therefore one helper would have to be
assigned to a group of women.

III.  WORKING CONDITIONS.

2. POSTURE AT WORK. It is not always practical to have a
seat for every woman. We always provide a place for a
woman to sit down in the department near where she is
working. (Example).- Tires cannot be finished sitting
down. A seat for every woman around a tire stand would
be in the way and would be removed by the workers themselves.
I wish to emphasize that this paragraph is of such a
nature that if introduced into a statute, it would cause
endless trouble.

4. UNIFORMS. We believe thoroughly in the uniform and would
like to see all of our women workers adopt the uniform.
This, however, is difficult unless the uniform is given
to them without charge. We feel that this is an expense
which should be borne by the workers. Uniforms, if
adopted, should be the same throughout. The practice
of wearing. khaki bloomers and some loose and flimsy silk
waistdoesnot help factory safety or moral standards. The
use of uniforms helps to level mutual regard if they are
all uniformed alike.
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Miss Mary Van Kleeck ----- Page 3

VI. REPLACEMENT OF MEN BY WOMEN.

3, WORKING CONDITIONS. If the purpose of the Department is
to fix the hiring rate to prevent turnover, and employers
left free to advance rates after a stated period, the
effect will be to prevent turnover and stabilize labor
conditions. If, however, merely minimum rates are estab-
lished and employers left free to bid for labor, exist-
ing difficulties will continue and minimum production
will result.

VIII. REPRESENTATION OF WOMEN WORKERS.

We have and almays will have definite channels for nego-
tiations between employers and workers; viz., our Labor
Department. We are thoroughly opposed to the Shop Com-
mittee idea, which can only mean the constant discontent
and unrest among the workers and will introduce disorder
into our present peaceful and contented community.

IX. COOPERATION WITH OFFICIAL AGENCIES.

The Government agencies for adjusting differences are of
value in proportion as their representatives are men of
integrity and ability and command the confidence of the
parties in interest. Frequently Government representa-
tives have been union labor men with extreme views,
often of the caliber of the average labor agitator, and
their work has been valueless.

IN GENERAL.

After the war we will have many returning men. It will
be our policy to replace the women with men whenever
necessary. In other words, the men must have work.
This transition back to the original status should be
accomplished without opposition or friction on the
part of the Government Labor Department. The Government
Labor Department should do everything possible to main-
tain high moral standards.

Yours truly,

FAS:J
e

President
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STANDARDS ClOYPIRNIWil IIIMPI.01111111/ k±&1 IN INDUSTRY.

In peace or in war, wemense work is essential to the netion4 During
the war the experience of ell Gauntries has shown that women were ready and
able to twke the places of mem ulthdr&gn for military service. So important
did their work:bemire that in Great Britain it was actually the 1hr Depart-
ment which declared that sefferts must be devoted to amplify and extend the
seope of useftlness by whioh alone our country c&n hope to emerge victorious
frost 4 struggle without parallel in her long and glorious history."

Tho experience to which the war has drawn public attention was true
before the war &nd will be *finally true when peace) is restored. Before the
War the number of women gainfully employed increased in the decode before 1.910
from five to eight million, of whom two million, five hundred thousand, were
in manufaoturing, trade, transportation or public service. Since then the in..
lications are that in numbereimei proi,trtions, women h4,ve beomme increasingii
important ir Industry.

The greater necessity for control of the standerds of women's employ-
ment is dee to the fi-ct that women helve been in a weaker position economically
then men. Reconetruation will give an oppertunity for a awe up4uildimg of
eafegmards to conserve alike the inctastriel 'Moloney and tba health of women'
and to make it impossible for selfish interests to exploit them as unwilling
competitors in lowering standards of wages, hours, eerking conditions and in..
tastriel relations ohich &re for the bast interests of the workers, the in-
dustries and the citisenship of the country.

During the war, by vote of the War Labor Policies Bo&rd all contraede
of the fedeml departments home oontained a, clause requiring full sempliance
with state laoor laws, and in eaeh state an °Motel of the state labor depart-
ment has been loputised br the hea4 (:f the contracting departments of the federal
ge,ernment to co-operate with federal agonies in enforcing these provisions of

f I

the contrftct. This affords .1 basis ant a precedent for oontinued relations be-
tween state aad notional 4eencies in tha ur-building of standards for wamon's
labor. A* this ember of contracts grows fewer with the ooming of pease, the
responeibility of the states increases, But the recognition of the witional and
international importunes of standards of labor conditions will still be para-
mount since in peace, as loss thsn in war, the nation will terend for its pros-
perity upon the productive efficienoy of its workers. No other founi:Ation for
comnereial mucosa will be so sure as the consermtion of those mActices in
industry which swipes for the free and effective co-operation or the gorkers. Pro-
toation of the health of women workers is vitml as an economic; as mai as a
social minium of reconstruction.

Therefore at this time in reeognition of the national importance of
'cocoon's work Lind its conditions, the federal government calls upon the industries
ef the Gauntry to ao-operate with state and federal agenoies in mainteining the
standards herein set forth its & vital part of the reconstruction ivogrfte ef the
nation. ?Wm standards have been adopted by the lar Labor Policies Beard.
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STAKNOXIMUNNEVDE4yOR PUPWTMENT OF WOMEN. •

r. gams or LANA

1, =LIM. NO WOMAN mull sr
MAW Mir iOURS rm ANY oNr DO
• 11111 =IN TR* IME 07 rOWN
MI ALLURED TOR MAU NALL By
vow ROOK AND A =OM $11EALI,
wORXER.

AALLIDLIDAY ON SATURDAY.
the custom.

0112 DAY 0/ lin IN SEMI.
RRIIIT IN 7110171 WM DAYS.

DIPLOM OR PERwriiirD TO W3RX NORZ
OR YORTT-110HT HOURS rN ANY OM 18114
IMPLOYIES SHALL BrGrm AND IND AND la
POSTFD iN A OUNSPICUOUS PIACI IR MON
IMPT OF TRIC OVERTIME OF TACK 10MAN

Obeervanee of the hnlf-holiday should be

MKT AMUCK WORIRR SHALL HATE OW DAT OF

TIMM FOR WALL AT LFAST THRIF-qUARTTRS OF AN gam MILT., Br MOW!,
TOR A urn.

A rest period of ten minutes should be allowed in the
working period without thereby incrosoing the length

of the working day.

MONT  mo woo, IINALL VIIPLOTTO BrFrIat WE MAI OF TFN
OD SIX A. N.

* In the following outline the word "sisal" AnA the lArger !type
indim.te these provisions which are of the mcet ritul importance.
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1.

a.

II. Man.

=ALIT! wils,mplis um, WOMEN DOING TEE SA MC WORK AS KEN SMALL
mem TIE $AME WAGES WITS SUCK PROPORTIOTATC Inman AS TNT mrw
AO mama rt; TN! SAMC muslin. Slight changes made in the pro-
cess or in the arrangement of work should not be regar4s4 as Atititiing
a lower wage for a woman than for a swintmiless statistics of production
show that the output for the job in question is less when women are
employed than when men Are employed., If a differenee in enSIOS is dewlap
strated the differenoe in the sage rate should be based upon the diff•
erence in production for the Job as & whale and not determined serbitarilri.

VE BASIL 07 DIXIMMICAWN 07 TAGS. RAMOS WOULD BE CSTABLISNED ON Ill
BASIS OF OCCUPATION AND NOT OF Tim BASIS 07 OIL TIE 11/NIM WAS LTC
SHOULD CorrR Twit COST OF lama FOR URPTNDENTS AND MOW YOR
INDIVIDUAL.

III. min SONDITIONS.

1. COMFORT AND )4NITATION. State labor laws and industrial codes should be
consulted with reference to provisions for ommlort and sanitation4 lash.

ing facilities, with hot and cold water, soap and individual towels,
should be provided in sufficient asibor and in accessible locations to
make washing before meals and at the close of the Iterk day convenient.

Toilets should be separate for men and women, clean and accessible.

Their timbers should have a standard ratio to the muMber of workers em-

ployed. Workroom floors should be kept clean. Dressing rooms should

be provided mdiecent to washing fsellities, making possible ohmage of

clothing outside the worbrooms. Rest rooms Should be provided. Light-

ing shoull be arranged that direct rays do not sins into the workers'

eyes. Ventilation should be adequate and heat sufficient. Drinking water

Should be cool anI accessible with individual drinking cups or bubble

foOntain provided. Provision should be made for the workers to secure a

hot and nourishing meal eaten outside the workroom, and if no lunch rooms
are accessible near the plant, a lunch room should be maintained in the
establ tshment,

2. posTURF AT 1ORK. Continues* standing and continuous sitting are both

injurious. A seat should be provided for every woman employed and its
use encouraged. It is possible and desitable to adjust the height of

the chairs in reltition to the height of wahines or work tables, so that
the serker may with equal convenience and *Moloney stand or sit at her

work. The seats should have backs. If the chair is high, a foot rest
should be provided.

3. SAPIPTT. Risks from machinery, danger from fire and exposure to dust,

fumes or other occupational hazards should be scrupulously guarded
against by observance of standards in State and Yeieral codes. First

aid equipment should be provided. Fire drills anA other forms of eduos.

tion of the workers in the observance of safety regulations shouli be

instituted.
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4. IELECTION OF OCQUPATIOAL716_12MEN. In determining what occupations are
suitable and safe for women, attention shouli be centered especiklly on
the following conditions which would renter the emrloyment of women
undesirable if changes are not made:-

A. Constant standing or other postures causing physioal strain.

B. Repeated lifting of weights of 25 pounds or ov3r, or other
abnormally fatiguing motions.

C. Operation of mechanical devices requiring undue strenght.

D. Exposure to excossive heat, - that is, over RO degrees, or
excessive cold,- that is Vatter 50 degrees.

!. Exposure to lust, fumes, or other occupatilnal noisons without
adequate safeguards against disease.

5. 7MMIBITED OCCUPATIONS. WOMEN MUST NOT BE EWLOYED IN OCCUPATIONS IN-
VOLVING THE usr OF POISONS MICR ARE PROVED TO BE MORE INJURIOUS TO
WOMEN THAN TO MEN, SUCH AS CERTAIN PROCESSES IN THE LEAD INDUSTRM.
Subsequent rulings on the dangerous trades will be leveed.

6. DITIORML Uniforms with caps and comfortable shoes are desirable for
health itra safety in occupations for which machines are used or in
which the processes are lusty.

/V. )101111: WORK,

L. NO IMRE SHALL BE GIVEN OUT TO IP' DONE IN ROOMS USED FOR LIVING OR
qURPOSES OR IN ROOMS DIRECTLY CONNECTED WITH 'Imo OR

SLEEPING ROOMS IN ANY DWELLING OR TENEMENT.

V.

1, HIRING, SEPARATIONS AND DETERMINATION 07 OONDITIONTL In establishing
satisfactory relations between a company and its ernloyees, & personnel
department is important charged with responsibility for selection,
assignment, transfer or withdrawal of workers and th establishment of
proper working conditions.

2. SUFFRVISION OF rOMFN MRKTRZ. Where woman are employed,a competent
woman should be appointed as employment executive with respomsibility

for dot conditions &Heating women. Women shoull also be appointed in
supervisory positions in the departments emnloying womeru

3. isucTIon oF limmRs The selection of workers best adapted to the re-
quirements through physical equipment and through experience and other
qualifications is as important as the determination of the conditions
of the work to be lone.
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VI. COOrERATIflN OF 1ORKFRSIN ENFORCT•TNT 

OF STANDARDS 

I. THE RESPONSIBILITY SHOULD NOT REST UPON TRP MANAGEMENT norm TO

DETERMINE WISELY AND EFFECTIVELY THE CONDITIONS WHICH SHOULD B
E

ESTA9LISNED. THE GENUINE COOPERATION ESSENTIAL TO '0RODUCTION

CAN BE SECURED ONLY IF ogYINITE CHANNELS OF COMMUNICAT
ION

BETwEEN EM1MOTERS AND GROUPS OF THEIR AMBERS AR r ESTA
BLISHED.

THE NTED OF CREATING METH0DS OF JOINT NEGOTIATION SETWEvil

EMPLOYERS AND GROUPS OF EMPLOYEES IS rSPECIALLY GREAT IN TH
E LIGHT

OF THE CRITICAL POINTS OF CONTROVEPSY WHICH MAY ARISE IN A Tu
r

LIKE THE PRFSENT, EXISTING CHANNELS SHOULD BE PRESERVED AND NEW

ONES OPENED IF REQUIRED, TO PROVIDE num ACCESS FOR DISCUSSION

BETWEEN EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEES.

VII. COOeERATION WITH OFFICIAL  AGENCIEq.

The United States Government and State and local communi
ties

have established agencies to deal with conditions of labor. 
including

standards of working conditions, wages, hours, employment and tr
aining.

These ih-uld be called upon for assistance especially in the diffi
cult

problems of adjustment in the period of reconstruction following the

war.

Inquiries regarding the employment of women may be adAressed

to the Wommw in Industry Servic4, Department of Labor, Washingtoh, D. C.

and these will dealt with directly or referred to the official

federal or state agency best equipped to give the assistance needed

in each instance.
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STANDARDS GOVERNING THE WoLOYMPNT OF Aram IN INDUSTRY

issued by

THE WOMAN IN INDUSTRY SERVICE

pith the apDrotaI of the

S7CRFTARY OF LABOR

,111•emlorsed ay

THE WAR LABOR POLICIES BOARD

bbvember 21, 1918.
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STitNDARDS GOVFaNING THE 22)10LorAF NT OF WOMEN IN INDUSTRY.

Inpaqce or in Itat,' emasn' s kork is essential to the natien. During
the war the ex-eriunoe of all countries has shokn that women *ere realy and
able to take the places of men withdrawn for military service. So imnortant
did their work beco:es tnat in Great Britain it 404 actually the War Depart-
inent stitch declared that *efforts must be devoted to simplify ,ind extend the
soaps of useiu1zs t each alone our country can hope to emerge victorious
from a struggle without parallel in her long and glorious history." In the
United States the first work uatertaken for ity_aen in industry in the federal
governzent Wail the organisltion of the Women's Branch of the Ordnance Depftrt-
ment, and this was also a recognition * the War Depart.,:ent in this country
of the necessity for establishing hctalthful coalitions for sonen sorkers as
the oasis for productive efficiency for the Aar.

The exnerience to shich the via r has .irastai ?ublic attention VS s true
before the &car and will be equally true shen peace is restored. Before the
yaw the =Libor of women gainfully emiloyed increased I n the decade before 1910
fro ria five to eight million, of whom to ,aillion, five hundred thousand, were
in manafacturirg, trade, transportation or public service. Since then the in-
dications ar that in nnmbers and pro- ortions, wonen have become increasingly
isrnortant in iniustry.

The greater necessity for control af the standards of so;Len's es2ploy-
ment is due to the fact that women hive been in a we:Aker position economically
than men. Reconstruction will give an opportunity for a nes up-builling of
safoguarls to conserve alike the industrial efficiency and the health of women,
3.nd to make it impossible for selfish interests to explcit them as unwilling
competitors in lowering standards of wages, hours, Narking conditions and in-
dustrial relations which are for the best interests of the OrJr ke r • the in-
dustries and the citizenship of the country.

During the Aar, oy vote of the War Labor Policies Board all contracts
of the federal lepartamts have contained a clause requiring full compliance dth
state labor laws, nd in each state an official of the state lubor department
has been deputised oy the bead of the contract's," departakonts of the federal
government to coeverate with federal agencies in enforcing these provisions of
the contracts. This affords a basis ant a precedent for continued relu.tions be-
tween stlte amd federal agencies in the up buil nig of standuris for moi.r.f,:nl s
labor. As the malber of contracts gross 'soar with the coaling of peace, the
responsibility of the st,tte Increases. But the recognition of the nation]. and
international importance of standards o, labor conditions will still oe ;Ara-
mount since in oeace, no less than in war, the nation 4111 del ,end for its pros-
:parity unon. the productive efficiency of its workers. No other foundation for
comaercial succoss will be so sure as the conservation of those prnctices in
iniustry which make for the free n.al effective cooperation of the workers. Pro-
tection of tie health of women ,vorkers is vitll as an econoatic as *ell as a
social measure of reconstruction.
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Therefore at this time in recognition of the national
iwrotance of women's *ork I'll its conditiJns, the fAderal government
calls upon the industries of the courtry to coo!porte with state .iod
feler.,A1 agencies in maintaining the standards herein set forth as a vital
nart of the reconstruction progr3u of the nation. These stand:-rds have
been aiopted by the War Labor Policies Board, acting for the contrE.cting
is-Rrtments of the government.
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STANDAI1D4 RECOASIDID FOR THE EXPLOn111 OF Man. *

AOTTRS OF ,LABQA.

1. DAILY HOURS. NO WOMAN MALL BE EICYLOYEr OR PERMITTED TO sow man
THAN EIGHT HOURS IN Alf ONE DAY OR FORTY-RIGHT HOURS IN ANT ONE NM.
THE TIME WHF:N THE 1VORK 07 WOKEN E/IPLOTErb SHALL BEGIN AND IND AND TM
TINE ALLOWED FOR MEALS SHALL BE POSTED IN A CONSPICUOUS "PLACE IN ZACN
low HOOM AND A RECORD SHALL BF W'r3T OF THE OVERTIME OF EACH 1KAUN
WORKER.

2. friALF 1101dIDAY Sis.TUR.DAX. Observance of' the half-holi'lay should be
;he custom.

3. OSE DAY 07 HZST IN SEVEN. EMIT WailAN WORKER SHALL HAVE ONE DAY OF
Rti.$T IN EVRY SEVFN DAYS.

4. TIME 704 MLA . AT LEAST THRKE-CVARTFRS OF 4.N HOUR SHALL BE ALLOWED
FOR A NEAL.

5. RES? PERIODS. A rest period of ten minutes shall be allowed in the
milli' of eaoh worklig period voithout thereby increasirg the length
of the sorkirg day.

6. igg12-.611i. NO WOMAN SHALL BE EMPLOYED BETAWS THE HOURS OF TZN P.M.
AND SIX A.M.

* In the folloAirg oatline the mord "shall" aul the ls.rger tyoe iniioate
those provisions Nhich are of the ,aost vital i.nror Axles.
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II. WAGE§

1. EVALIT/ WITH MEN'S WAGES. WOME:N DOM THE SAME WORK AS hfili SHALL
FCC::IVE THE SAME WAGES WITH SUCH PROPORTIGNATS INCREASES AS THE MEN
ARE RECEIVING IN THE SAME INDUSTRY. Slight changes .sade in the pro-
cess or in the arrangent of mark should not be ragarled as justifying
, loser slge for a woman than for a wanuraess statistics of production
-how that the output for the job in question is loss than when momen are
employed than mhen fr.en are employed. If a lifferenoe in output is deLson-
*trate& the difference in the stage rate should be based unon the diff-
erence inproiuction for the job as t. ,4hole and not letermined arbitrarily.

2. 2AF. BA.aIS OF pETERVAITION OF WAGES. WAges should be established on the
hasis of occunation and not an the basis of sex. The minimum wage rate
should cover the cost of living for dependants and not merely for the
niivi dual .

III. NORKI9G CONDITIOM. 

1. C941ORT AND SANITATIJS. Sta'se labor lams and ihiustrial codes should be
consulted with refevInce to provisions for coafort and sanitation. Wash-
ing facilities, with hot and cold water, soar and individual towels, should
be orovided insuffiaiert number d in accessible locations to make wash-
ing before meals and at the close 

an 
of the work day convenient. Toilets

should be senarate for mon and women, clean and accessible. Their numbers
should hlve a standard ratio to the number of workers employed. Workroom
floors shouldbe kept clean. Dressing rooms should be provided adjacent to
washing ricilitios, making possible change of clothing and the care of
clothing outside the sorkrooms. Rest rooxs should be provided. Lighting
should be so arranged that direct rays do nct shine into the workers' eyes.
Ventilation should be adequate ani heat sufficient. Drinking miter should
be cool and accessible with individual lrinking cups or bubble fountain
provided. Provision should be made for the workers to secure a hot and
nourishing ir.eal eaten outside the workroom, if no lurch rooms are
accessible actar the plant, a lunch room should be 'maintained in the estab-
lishent.

2. Continaous standing anA continuous sitting are both
injnrious. A seat should be provided for every wanan employed and its
use encouraged. It is possible sad desirabltt, to adjust the height of
the chairs in relation to the height of machines or mork tables, so that
the worker may with equal convenience and efficiency stni or sit at her
work. The seats should have backs. If the chair is high, a foot rest should
be rrovided.

3. OFETI. Risks from machinery, 11.nger from fire and exposure to lust,
fumes or other ocaupational hazards ahaull be scrtrgulously guarded against
by observance of standards in State md Federal codes. First aid equipment
should be provided. Fire drills ani other forsIs of education of the workers

in the observance of safety regulations should be instituted.
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STANDARDS GOVENING THY: fiXPLOYMNT OF WNEN IN INDUSTRY

As 4do-ted by the *1r L4bor Policies Board, October 18, 1918, and
revised November 1, 1918.

Wommnes work is essential to the winning of the war. The st4.4aiaxls

governing their employment are of intonate vital importance becguse experienoe

has demonstrated that only through the establishment of healthful conditions

L13nWmaximum efficiemny be attained. Won these conditions will depend ,lso the

cotuservation of the beAlth of the waren of the rrztionard consequently the moll-

Iibeing of future generations. Au the mix lem,,.nls the united ef:orts of the whole

country so undformity in the sti.nlvis to be miintAilled in industry is reasonable

an4 necessary for success in production. At this critical time in national life

therefore the federal government calls upontho industries of the country to

co-orerato with it in mAintaining these standards govarrdmg the emplisyment of

of Aonen. Play based tvon the experience of those rlants Which have achieved

the most sritisfactory results. They are closely in accord with reccrurani7itions

issued early is the war by the Chief of Orin,,nce and the OuartermAster General,

and they are nowprouraltoted on reconflonlAtion of the Woman La Industry Service

of the Department of Labor after adoption by the lir Labor Policies Bori

acting for the federal departments and agencies represented in its memtershir.

By vote of the War Labor Policies Board, all contrticts of the federal

ierartments mow contain a clause requiring full comrliance with state labor laws

ani in each state ,an official of the state labor department is deputised by the

heads of the contracting derartments of the federal government to co-operate

with federal agencies in enforcing these provisions of the contracts. Co:rcli.Ance

sith laws and regulations aionted by the states is therefore assumed. In tho;

follo%ing statement mand,ttory rrovisions nhich will be made a oendition in =al

41r contracts qre eummftrizel in Section A ,ind repeated as part of the recoxalen-

d9tions set forth in Section B.
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A, sUMMARY OF REQUIRED STANDARDS. 

* I. }MRS OF LABOR

1. DAILY HOURS. NO WOMAN SHALL BT EMPLOYED OR PERMITTPD TO WORK MOP7 TRAN
TIGHT RGURS IN ANY ONE DAY OR FORTT-EIGHT HOURS IN ANY ONP WE7K TXCEPT THAT IN
CASES OF EMERGENCY WOMEN MAT TORK OVVRTIME PROVIDTD THAT THE TOTAL WORKING
OAT, INCLUSIVE OF OVRRTIME SHALL NOT EXCwr.D THT LEGAL WORKING DAY IN THE STATT
AND SHALL NEVER EXCEED TEN HOURS AS A MAXIMUM AND PROVIDED THAT THF VITAL WORK4
ING WEEK, INCLUSIVT OF OVERTIMT SHALL NOT EXCEED THE MAL WORKING WEEK IN THE
STATE AND SHALL NEVEM TaCTED FIFTT-FIVT HOURS AS A MAXIMUM. TH? TIME WHEN TEM
WORK OF WOMTN mpLormq gRALL BEGIN AND END AND THR TIME ALLOWED FOR.MIALS sant
BE POSTED IN. A CONSPILUOUS MAU IN EACH/ROOM AND A RFCORD SHALT, BE 7TPT OF 7HR
OVERTIME' OF EACH WOMAN WORitER. WORK

2. ONE DAT QF -RWsZ IN SEVIN. FIERY 110MAN WORKER MULL HAVE ONF DAY OF REST IN
EVERY SEVEN OATS.

3. VW FOR MEALS. AT LRAST ONE-HALF HOUR SHALL Br ALLOWtD FOR A MEAL IF TRP
1GRICING DAT IS EIGHT HOURS OR LESS. IF THE WORKING DAY IS LONOR THAN EIGHT
HOURS AT LrAsT TERRE QUARTERS OF AN HOUR SRATI, BE ALLOWED FOR A MTAL.

* (The section on hours of labor will be midis a conlitirm
in all contrqtlts beginning Janwiry,l, 1919.)

II. /AGES

1. WOMEN DOING TR? RAMP '7('RK AS Agn SHALL RTCTIVE THE SAMT WAGES WITH sUCH
PROPORTIONATE INCREASES AS Mr WN ART RECEIVING THE SIMI rNDUSTRY.

III. wORKING CONDITIONS.

1. REGULATIONS WITH REYEPENCE TO SHOP WITATION AND THE SkTFIT AND COMFORT
OF TER 'YORKERS ADOPTTX BY THE /AR LABOR POLICIES BOARD mHICR ARR NOT IN
VIOLATION OF THE STATUTES OF TIM UNITED SPAM OR ar ?RT. STATT IN WHICH THT
WORK IS FITTORMTD AND ORDERS ISSUM BY DULY AUTHORIZE INS'ECTORS F01 ?HT
CARRYING auT OF SUCH REGULATIONS, SHALL Br comPtrum WITH AT ALL CONTRACTORS
UPON NOTICT TRTRTOF.

IV. HOME WORK 

1. NO WORK SHALL BE ovrri GUT TO RE Dor IN ROOMS USED FOR LIVIVG OR SLFYP-
rim PuRIPosvs OR IN ANT ROOMS DIRECTLY CONNECTED WITH LIvrn OR SLTTPING
ROOMS Iv ANY DWTLLING OR TErr,TNT.
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B. STAnDAPS RECOMMENDM FOR TIM NMPIOTNINT OF WOMEN. •

I. HOUPS_ OF LABOR 

1. DAILY HOPA. NO WOMAN SHALL BE IMPLOTED OR PIP,WITTIM TO IOW MORN THAN

SIGHT HOURS IN ANT ON! DAT OR FORTY-EIGHT HOU/S P. ANY 'NE NICEPT TRAT

IN CASES OF NMERGENCY WIEN MAT IORK OVERTIME PROVIDED THAT ?HE TOTAL WORK-

ING DAY, INCLUSIVE 07 OVERTIME MALL NOT EXVED THIC LEGAL MMHG DAY IN TH7

SPATE AND SHALL NY EXCEED TEN HOURS AS A MAXIM= AND PROVIDE!) THAT THE TOTAL

WORKING WFT,K, INCLUSIVE OF OVERTIME SHALL NOT FICI:7RD TI! LEGAL lomum wrn

IN THE STATE AND SHALL NEM =RED FIFTY•FIVE HOURS AS A irxrAtria. THE TIME

WRTN THE WORK OF w)MEN TKPLOYTTS SHALL BEGIN AND prir AND THE TIME ALLOWED FOR

MEALS SHALL BE POSTED IN A CONSPICUOUS ?LACE IN EACH/1100M AND A RECORD SHALL

BE KEPT OF TRE orwra OF EACH WOMAN WORM. WORK

2. HALF 4pLIDAY ON SATURDe. Observance of the Saturiay half-holiiay should

be th3 custom.

3. 2D,KAjmisz...• EVERY WOMAN WORKER SHALL HAVE ONE DAY OF REST

I% FrRY SEVEN D YS,

40 TIME FOR MEALS AT LUST on HALF BOOR SHALL BE ALLOWED FOR A MEAL IF THE
WORKING DAY IS gum nom on LEf3S. if TEE woRxrm DAY IS LONGER MN EMIT

HOURS AT LEAST THEIM-QUARTERS OF AN HOUR SHALL BE ALLOWED MR A =AL.

5. nia? MM./. A rest period of ten minutes should be allowed in the

middle of each working parioi without thereby inore-,eing the length of the

working lay.

6. NIGHT !pm Su'Dae4uent announcemant aill be made ragarding night work.

•

• In the statements of this section the war:Vahan', and the leerier

type indicate a mandatory provision. These provisions hAve already

been outlined in Section A.
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II. WAGES

I. EQUALITY TITH MEN'S WAGES. WOMEN DOING THE SA UY WORK AS MTN SHATI

RTCV,I1TE THE SAME WAGRS WITH SUCH PROPORTIONATE INCRUSES AS THE MEN ART,

RFMVING IN THF SAME INDUSTRY. Slight changes made in the process or in

the 1.rramgement of work: shouli not be regardea us justifying a lower wage

for a mown than for a man wales statiatics of produotion show that the

output for the job in question is less Minn women are employed than when

men are employed. If a difference in output is lemonstrated the difference

in the wage rate should be based upon the difference in production for the

job atiWhole and not determined arbitarily.

2. ipr BASIS OF DTITFRMINATION. The minimum wage rate should cover the cost

of living for a family anti not merely for the individual.

III. WORKING CONDITIONS.

1. COMFORT AND SANITATION. State labor laws and industrial codes should

be consulted with reference to provisions for comfort and sanitation.

Washing facilities, with hot rAnd cold water, soap and individual towels,

should be provided in sufficient number and in acessible locations to m,ke

washing before meals and at the close of the work day convenient. Toilets

should be separate for m:In and women, clean and acessible. Their numbers

should have a standard ratio to the number of workers employed. Workroom

floors should be kept clean. Dressing rooms should be providapi.adjecient to

washing favilities, making possible change of clothing and the care of

clothing outside the workrooms. Rest roams should be provided. Lighting

should be so arranged that direct rays do not shine into the workers' eyes.

Ventilation should be adequate and heat sufficient. Drinking water should

be cool and acessible with individual drinkinu cups cr bubble fountain pro-

vided. Provision sh,uld be made for the workers to secure a hot and nourish-

ing meal eaten outside the workroom, and if no lunch rooms are 4ccessible

near the plant, a lunch room should be maintained in the establishment.

2. POSTURE AT WORK Continuous standing and contirnous sitting are both

injurious. A seat should be provided for every women employei 1.ni its use

encouraged. It is possible and desirable to adjust the heieht of the Ohclirs

in relation to the height of machines or work tables, so that the worker

mmy with equal convenience and efficiency stond or sit at her work. The

seats should hove oac,-s. If the chair is high, a foot rest should be pro-

vided

3. skITTT Risks from machinery, danger from fire, and exposure to dust,

fume, or other oecu-ational hazards shruld be scrupulously guarded against

by observance of staniards in State and Federal codes. First aid eqiipTent

should be provided.
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4. WIVORMS. Uniforms with caps and comfortable shoes are desi
rable for

health ani safety in occupations for which omchines a
re used or in which

the processes are dusty.

IT.

1. NO WORK SHALL BE GIVEN OUT Tf BP DONE IN ROOMS USED FOR LIV
ING OR

SLEEPING FUR -OSES OR IN ROOMS DIRECTLY CONNECTED WITH LIVING OR 
StrVPING

ROOMS IN ANY DWELLING OR TRUFM!.WT.

V. INFLOYWENT MANAMgr.

1. MING. SEPAIATIONS AND DETERMINATION OF CONDITInNS. 
In establishing

satisfactoryirTWeAktne between a convey !And its employs,-3, a personnel

department iiii*seged with responsibility for selection, 
assignment, transfer

or withdrawal of workers and the establishment of proper working 
conditions.

This is importnnac, ospecialls necessary at a time when the 
withdramal of men

for military service necessitates ch,Anges in personnel, includ
ing the more

extensive err loyment of 'omen.

z. AreFRVISION OF WoMEN WoRKITES. 
Where women are employed, a oompotent

woman should be appointed as employment execut ire with respons
ibility for

conditions affecting women. Women should also be apnointed in supervisory

positions in the departments emrloying women.

VI. COOP3RATION OF WORMS IN

WORIMENT OF STANDARDZ. 

t. The responsibility should not rest upon the managem
ent alone to

letermlne wisely and effectively the conditions which should
 be established.

The genuine **operation essential to production can be 
secured only if

iefinite channels of oommunicrition between employers and g
roups of their

workers are established. The nosed of creating methods of Joint negotia.

ti n between employers and groups of employees is 
especi.Filly grat in the

light of the critic:11 oints of controversy which mai itrise in A time like

the present. lixisting channels sh;:uld be preserved and new ones opened

If required, to provite easier access for discussion 
between an employer

And his emnloyees.

VII. INTRODUCTION OF WOMEN INTO 
NEW POSITIONS.

Ls ANALT45oJoccumrovs. awn the introluction of women Into 
new

positions is contem4ated each oompation in the plant 
shouli h rn-

fully analyzed to determine whether women may be employ
ed under existing

conditions or what changes shluld be mAde to adapt it to *nen. 
This

analysis should show what the job is, what It requires 
of the worker in

strength, nervous Obergy, posture, skill and eiucation, what the
 working

environment is and what Wtsards can be eliminated or reduk;s4. 
Attention

shadli be centered especially on the following conlitions 
which wenld

render the employment of women undesirable if changes are not ma
de:-
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Ari Constant standing or othor rootrree oausing 4,7siate.1 strlin.

lorpoosted lifting of weights or other abnormRlly Pttixuing

C• Operation of -echanical devices ,-esrlOring undue atrength.

EXposure to excessive hisat,-that is, over Er.) lagrv,,s, or excessive
coll.- that is =ler 5r. deogrea.

11.. Exposure to lust, fumes, or rther oc-cupio.tiowt1 poislas not ihaarierA
in the -ssectihl nature of the processes.

7- Isolated emplepumml or conAltiGns Involving moral hass.ri.e.

2.VtlirTIQN QF IIIORKFt$ When the occupations hxre bwai ielacts/ in
which it is lesirable to intro:111(v.; women, tha sitlection of xorkers best
adapted to these oocupations thrrugh pilysima equipment an/ tlirough
experience .1,41i other qualifications, is clt importtnt ;..s the 4otarmini-

ticn of the coalition' of the work to be dont.

3. TgATMG. Opportunities for training should be provide since
experien:le shoos that the emyloyment or women without preliminary
trKining results in high lkhor turnover =1 reduction of output.

VI/T. ropTRATInN TIM 07rICIAL';GCI7$. 

The Unites Btatos Government ,.311. local communities have

established &gem's* to deal with oonlitione of labor, inoletiing stantiards

of working oonlitions, wages, hmrs, omnloyment 4n1 tr ining. Those should

be celled upon for assistance esleci lly in the difeicult vroolemo ot

lustment, hroueht by war coniitions with the resulting neosssity for greitly

ettenling the employment or

Inquiries regarding the employment of women may be Addressed to

the Wom.An in Intustry Slr/ice, Dlp,-urtment of Tabor, Washington, D. C., and

these will be ditalt with directly or 1..florre1 to the offial%1 INd.a.al or

3t3-te agency hest 17612:m4d to givts the tassistanco needed in each instance.
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PLAN AND .3TILLITED' BUDGET FOR EXEIBIT ON WIZEN IN INDUSTRY.

Our purpose in preparing exhibits is to use in graphic form an

interpretation of the standards governing women's work adopted

by the Vioman in Industry Service. These exhibits will take

various forms, the form selected in each case being the one in

which a particular set of facts and ideas can De presented most

clearly and interestingly. The largest single feature in the

plan is for exhibits of photographs.

PUOTGPHIC EXHIBITS 

A group of six or eight photographs illustrating one topic as
lunch rooms, safety devices or sanitary conditions will be mounted

on one "unit", or back graand with a grou.t? title for the set and

explanatory titles for each picture. Our plan is to have these

units mniie up so that each can be mailed separately by parcel

post. *,ie wish to prepare units illustrating fifteen different

topics with ten copies of ,:ach.

Some of these photographic exhibits as well as posters and

other material will be made as lantern slides.

MOTION PICTIMES 

Some subjects are not easily illustrated in still exhibits ,

such topics as hours, wages, employment management and training

can be shown more graphically by a motion picture in which in-

cidents are acted out. Sr. /files is ready to cooperate with

us in producing such a film and has given an estimate of its

cost.

POSTII:LS AND MODELS::

Still other material for special uses can be made more in-

teresting in posters and small models. A poster provides the

opportunity for a sketch in color and a few words to present

some idea or fact for which an accurate photograph cannot be

obtained. The miniature model or device often makes more interest-

ing by its thr.e dimensions what would not attract as much attention
as a picture. There is also the possibility that a moving model

could be prepared to illustrate for example :a monotonous occupation

in which the same process involving only tvio or three motions is
endlessly repeated.
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USES OF EXHIBIT

These exhibits will be loaned t
o organizations or

State Departments of Labor or oth
er groups that are carrying on

an educational campaign to obta
in legislation or otherwise Improve

working conditions, We have already received sever
al requests for

material of this kind and can use it 
effectively in two state

campaigns in particular in which T
he Woman in Industrr iervice

is now interested. We are cooperating with a State C
ommittee in

Indiana which is arranging a series of
 conferences during the

last two weeks in January and 00Uld use t
o advantage as much

material there as might be ready at 
that time. The slides will ue

used by members of the Staff as well
 as for loan purposes.

Ln illustration of the use for slides in the reque
st from

Niles for slides on women in industry
 to include in his collect-

ion for the camps and tr_nsport,.
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BUDGE

2110TOGiLLPHIC EXHIBIT::

Liaking 50 photographs 0 A.00 to ..3.50 each

“ost of the photographs are given to us
vat we still need some illustrations that
we will have to have made especially to bring

out certain points. The estimate is based on a

price named by a photographer who specializes
in this kind of work.

50 photographs bought from commercial agencies at prices
ranging from 24 to v2.00

120 enlargements 11" x 14" and larger v1.50 to - .00
each

1000 additional prints of enlargements .,, 94 each

The estimates on enlargements and additional
prints are based on a price given by the Alm
Division of the Oommittee on Public InforiltLtion.
All pictures will have to be enlarged for exhibit

purposes.

,1;175.00

50.00

W0.00

900.00

15 Exhibit Units to be prepared with 10 copies of each
v7.50 1125.00

J:.argin for corrections, variations in the form,
etc. 150.00

The estimate on units includes the cloth or other
material on wlich pictures are mounted- the letter-
ing. of titles- mounting of pictures and the preparation
of containers for mailing. This estimate is based on
a ver, tentative price named an exhibit maker who
prepared a sample.

SLIDES  ::

A number of duplicate sets of abaut 50 slides varying

in price including the preparation of the matetial
for the silues

HoqioN Piczudz::

This is an arbitrary allowance including voxos
for slides and duplicate sets. The slides muld
be obtained at cost from the Division of Films.

20v.00

1000.00
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This estimate is for a single reel film to show

such topics as eoployment management, training,

hours, wages, etc. To be prepared with the

cooperation of 1r. Niles.

POSTERS AND MODELS:_: 

This is an arbitrary allowance to be used as needed

as the detailed plan for the exhibit develops- the

cost of the sketches for posters varies in price

and cost of models depends on a number of details.

Three dimensions devices or models of the kind we

have in mind usually cost any where from 0.00.00

to ,,;500.00. We would use models only in case we

felt that an idea could be illustrated much more

effectively in this form than in any other so

that the expenditure would be justified.

,1200.00

TOTAL 4;5000.00
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STANDARDS GOVERNING THE EMPLOYYYNT OF WOMEN IN INDUSTRY.

In peace or in war, women's work- is essential to the nation. During
the war the experience of all countries has shown that women were ready and
able to take the places of men withdrawn for military service. So impertant
did their work become that in Great Britain it was actually the War Depart-
ment which declared that "efforts must be devoted to amplify and extend the
scope of usefulness by which alone our country can hope to emerge victorious
from a struggle without parallel in her long and glorious history."

The experience to which the war has drawn public attention was true
before the war and will be equally true when peace is restored. Before the
war the number of women gainfully employed increased in the decade before 1910
from five to eight million, of wham two million, five hundred thousand, were
in manufacturing, trade, transportation or :public service. Since then the in-
dications are that in numbers and proportions, women have become increasingly
important in industry.

The greater necessity for control of the standards of women's employ-
ment is due to the fact that woman have been in a weaker position economically
than men. Reconstruction will give an opportunity for a new up-building of
safeguards to conserve alike the industrial efficiency and the health of women,
and to make it impossible for selfish interests to exploit them as unwilling
competitors in lowering standards of wages, hours, working conditions and in-
dustrial relations which are for the best interests of the workers, the in-
dustries and the citizenship of the country.

During the war, by vote of the War Labor Policies Board all contracts
of the federal departments have contained a clause requiring full compliance
with state labor laws, and in each state an official of the state labor depart-
ment has been deputized by the head of the contracting departments of the federal
government to co-operate with federal agencies in enforcing these provisions of
the contract. This affords a basis and a precedent for continued relations be-
tween state and federal agencies in the up-building of standards for women's
labor. As the number of contracts grows fewer with the coming of peace, the
responsibility of the states increases. But the recognition of the national and
international importance of standards of labor conditions will still be para-
mount since in peace, no less than in war, the nation will depend for its prcs-
parity upon th productive efficiency of its workers. No other foundation for
commercial sucess will be so sure as the conservation of those practices in
industry which makes for the free and effective co-operation of the workers. Pro-
tection of the health of women workers is vital as an economic as well as a
social measure of reconstruction.

Therefore at this time in recognition of the national importance of
women's work and its conditions, the federal government calls upon the industries
of the country to co-operate with state and federal agencies in maintaining the

standards herein set forth as a vital part of the reconstruction program of the

nation, These standards have been adopted by the War Labor Policies Board.
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STANDARDS RECOMMENDED FOR THE MPLOYMENT OF  WOMEN. *

I. HOURS OF LABOR 

1. DAILY HOURS. NO WOMAN SHALL BE
THAN FIGHT HOURS IN ANY ONE DAY
THE TIME WHEN THE WORK 01' WOMEN
TIME ALLOWED FOR MEALS SEMI, BE
WORK ROOM AND A RECORD SHALL BE
WORKER.

2.

EMPLOYED OR ±-14,10,1ITTED TO WORK MORE
OR FORTY-EIGHT HOURS IN ANY ON T.
ENIPT,OYEES SHALL BEGIN AND END AND THE
POSTED IN A CONSPICUOUS PLACE IN EACH
KEPT OF THE OVERTIME OF EACH WOMAN

HALF HOLIDAY ON SATURDAY. Observance of the half-holiday should be
the custom.

3. ONE DAY OF REST IN SEVEN. EVERY WOMAN WOREER SHALL HAVE ON'r DAY OF
REST IN EVERY SEVEN DAYS.

4. TIME FOR MEALS. AT LEAST THREF-WARDJES OF Ym. FOUR SHALL BE ALLOWED
FOR A MFAL.

5. REST  A rest period of ten minutes should be allowed in the
middle of each working period without thereby increasing the length
of the working day.

6. NIGHT WORK. NO WOMAN SHALL BE EMPLOYED BETWrEN THE HOURS OF TEN
P. M. AND SIX A. M.

* In the following outline the word "shall" and the larger type
indicate those provisions which are of the most vital importance.
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II. WAGES.

1. EQUALITY  WITH MEN'S WAGES, WOMEN DOING THE SAME WORK AS MEN SHALL
RECEIVE THE SAME WAGES WITH SUCH PROPORTIONATE INCREASES AS THE MEN
ARE RECEIVING IN THE SAME INDUSTRY. Slight changes made in the pro-
cess or in the arrangement of work should not be regarded as justifying
a lower wage for a woman than for a man unless statistics of production
show that the output for the job in question is less when women are
employed than when men are employed. If a difference in outpUt is demoni-
strated the difference in the wage rate should be based upon the diff-
erence in production for the job as a whble and not determined arbitarily..

2. THE BASIS OF DETERMINATION OF WAGES. WAGES SHOULD BE rSTABLISHED ON ME
BASIS OF OCCUPATION AND NOT ON THE BASIS OF SEX. THE MINIMUM WAGE RATE
SHOULD COVER Tal4 COST OF LIVING FOP DEPENDENTS ANT) NOT MERELY FOR THE
INDIVIDUAL.

III, WORKING CONDITIONS,

1. COMFORT AND SANITATION. State labor laws and industrial codes should be
consulted with reference to provisions for comfort and sanitation. Wash-
ing facilities, with hot and cold water, soap and individual towels,
should be provided in sufficient number and in accessible locations to
make washing before meals and at the close of the work day convenient.
Toilets should be separate for men and women, clean and accessible.
Their numbers should have a standard ratio to the number of workers am,-
Dloyed. Workroom floors should be kept clean. Dressing rooms should
be provided adjacent to washing facilities, making possible change of
clothing outside the workrozais. Rest roams should be provided. Light-
ing should be arranged tnat direct rays do not shine into the workers'
eyes. Ventilation should be adequate and heat sufficient. Drinking water
should be cool and accessible with individual drinking cups or bubble
fountain provided. Provision should be made for the workers to secure a
hot and nourishing meal eaten outside the workroom, and if no lunch rooms
are accessible near the plant, a lunch room Should be maintained ix the
establishment.

POSTURE AT WORK. Continuous standing and continuous sitting are both
injurious. A seat should be provided for every woman employed and its
use encouraged. It is possible and desirable to adjust the height of
the chairs in relation to the height of machines or work tables, so that
the worker may with equal convenience and efficiency stand or sit at her
work. The seats should have backs. If the chair is high, a foot rest
should be provided.

3. stplfry, Risks from machinery, danger from fire and exposure to dust,
fumes or other occupational hazards should be scruaulmi.sly guarded
against by observance of standards in State and Federal codes. First
aid equipment should be provided. Fire drills and other forms of educa-
tion of the workers in the observance of safety regulations should be
instituted.
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4. SELECTION OF OCCUPATIONS FOR WT.I.FT. In determining what occupations are
suitable and safe for women, attention should be centered es)acially on
the following conditions which woUld render the emiloyment of women
undestrabla if changes are not made:-

A. Constant standing or other postures causing physical strain.

B. Repeated lifting of weights of 25 poun.ls or over, or other
abnormally fatiguing motions.

C. Operation of mechanical devices requiring undue strength.

D. Exposure to ea,cessive heat,- that is, over BO degrees, or
excessive cold,- that is under 50 degrees.

E. Exposure to dust, fumes, or other ocaupational poisons xithout
adequate safeguards against disease.

5. PROHDITED OCCUPATIONaL WOMEN MUST NOT BE EMPLOYED FT OCCUPATIONS IT
VOIVING TH7 USE OF POISONS WHICH ARE PROVED TO BE MORE DJURIOUS TO
WOMEN THAN TO MEN, SUCH AS C7RTAIN PROCESSES IN THE LEAD INDUSTRIES.
Subsequent rulings on the dangerous trades will be issued,

6. UNIFORMS. Uniforms sith caps and comfortable shoes are desirable for
health and safety in occupations for which m chines are used or in
which the processes are dusty.

IV. HOYT WORK

1, NO WORK SHALL BE GIVEN OUT TO RE DONE IN ROOMS USED FOR LIVING OR
SLEEPING .0. • SES OR IN ROOMS DIRECTLY CONN7CT7D WITH LIVING OR
SLEEPING ROOMS IN ANY DWELLING OR TENEMPT.

V. EXPIOYMENT MANAGEM7NT.

1. HIRI-G, SEPARATIONS AND DETERMINATION OF CONDITIONS In establishing
satisfactory relations between a company and its employees, a personnel
department is important charged with reepontibtlity for selection,
assignment, transfer or withdrawal of Norkers and the establishment of
proper working conditions,

2. SUP737ISION OF WOMEN WORKERS Where woman are 00ployed, a competent
woman should be azT;ointed as employment executive with responsibility
for conLitions affecting women. Woman should also be appointed in
supervisory positions in the departments employing woman.

3. SELECTION OF WORKERS The selection of workers best adaptel to the re-
quired occupations through physical equipment and through experience and
other qualifications is aS important as the determination of the conditions
of the work to be lone.
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VI. COOPERATION OF WORKERS IN ENFORCEMENT
OF STANDARDS

I. THE RESPONSIBILITY SHOTILD NOT REST UPON THE ..TANAGE,IENT ALONE TO
DETERMINE WISELY AND EneECTIVELY THE CONDITIONS WHICH SHollID BE
ESTABLISHED. THE GENUINE COOPERATION ESSE'ITIAL TO PROTIUCTION
CAN BE SECURED ONLY IF DEFINITE CHANNELS OF OrMUYICATION
BlawEEN EMPLOYERS AND GROUPS OF THEIR WORKS ARE ESTA3LIRHPD.
THE NEED OF CREATING METHODS OF JOINT NEGOTIATION BETwprm
EMPLOYER'S AND GROUPS OF EMPLOYEES IS ESPECIALLY GREAT IN THE LIGHT
OF THE CRITICAL POINTS OF CONTROVERSY WHICH MAY ARISE IN A TIME
LIKE THE PRESENT. EXISTING CHANNELS SHOTTLD BE PRESERVED AND NEW
ONES OPENED IF REQUIRED, TO PROVIDE EASIER ACCESS FOR DISCUSSION
BETwiJXN EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEES.

VII. COOPERATION WITH OFFICIAL AGFITCIS.

The Unite& States Government and State and local communities

have established agencies to deal with conditions of labor, including

standatds of working conditions, wages, hours, employment and training.

These should be called upon for assistance especially in the difficult

problems of adjustment in the period of reconstruction following the

war.

Inquiries regarding the employment of somen may be addressed

to the Woman in Industry Service, Department of Labor, Washington, D.C.

and these will be dealt with directly or referred to the official

federal or state agency best equipped to give the assistance needed

in each instance.
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